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ABSTRACT
TEAM DESIGNED INDIGENOUS GENERATION X WORSHIP IN A NEW
CHURCH PLANT
by
Vance Clifton Rains
This project used a worship team/internal focus group and an extemal focus group
to identify the primary components ofmdigenous Generation X worship, to discem their
cultural and theological significance, and to employ and evaluate those components in a
new church plant setting. A qualitative research model was employed, primarily utilizing
focus group interview sessions, as well as private interviews. The major findings of this
study state that ndigenous worship is most effectively planned and implemented by an
indigenous worship team and no single model for indigenous Generation X worship
exists, but it must be specific for the culture that is bemg reached.
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CHAPTER 1
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
Background
Ask a man or woman bom between 1960 and 1980, otherwise known as a Generation
Xer, about his or her attitudes toward church and you will hear responses like, "Boring,
irrelevant, hypocritical, judgmental, narrow-minded, old fashioned." Not that they have
necessarily drawn these conclusions from their own personal experiences, as Generation X is
a largely imchurched generation. Yet, what they have personally experienced or have
observed from afar has led them to believe that church, and Christian worship in particular, is
notworthy oftheir time or attention.
Yet, in 1997, Michael Astor of the Associated Press reported a mass revival-like
movement among young CathoUc Christians in Brazil. In his article, entitled "Holy Revival:
'Pop Star Priest' Takes Brazil by Storm," Astor reports sports stadiums filled with as many as
seventy thousand young adults, regularly attending charismatic, contemporary-styled
CathoUc masses led by Father Marcelo Rossi. Rossi, who is also a musician, recently sold
2.7 miUion copies ofhis record, "Music to Praise the Lord," which reached number one on
the Brazilian popular music charts. The success ofthese services is at least partiaUy a result
oftheir appeal to the BraziUan youth culture.
While many Gen Xers are not participating in Christian worship to the degree of their
BraziUan counterparts, a movement-both similar and opposite-is occurring among young
adults in die United States as well. It is similar in tiiat young adults, known as GenerationX,
are spirituaUy seeking, and some are being drawn to contemporary Christian worship services
where worship styles are breaking traditional molds by any traditional church's standards.
However, the North American movement is also a contrast to the BraziUan CathoUc
movement in that no Christianworship experience for GenerationX in the United States has
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been as successfiil in drawing such large numbers ofyoung, enthusiastic Worshipers. Can
the Brazilian phenomenon be recreated in the United States among Generation X? If so,
what would worship for GenerationX look like? Many are asking such questions and
attempting to design such services, but answers-as well as Gen Xers-are slow in coming.
For example, the First United Methodist Church ofWinter Park, inWinter Park,
Florida, began a Contemporary Worship Task Force in June 1997 to study and implement a
new worship service. By January 1998, demographic studies, observation ofother
congregations' contemporaryworship services, and prayer led First United Methodist Church
to implement aMonday night Generation X-targeted service. The demographic studies
showed a large percentage of a group known as "up and coming," which represent the upper
age range ofGenerationX, hving within a five-mile radius of the church. First Church is
located near Rollins College whose students represented the lower age range ofGeneration
X. Yet the demographic profile ofFirst Church's membership reflected very few in this
generation.
The service, called The Courtyard, was designed to appeal to Generation X, using
Christian rock-style music, multimedia, and culturally-relevant topics. Advertising was
intentionally focused toward Generation X both in style and in choice ofmedium. 1 was one
of the pastors appointed to First Church and was responsible for designing the service each
week and delivering the message.
The Courtyard was moderately successfiil with an average weekly attendance of 1 10
for the first six months, however, relatively few were Generation X! The Courtyard failed to
reach its target audience. Eventually attendance declined, and the service was cancelled.
In hindsi^t. The Courtyard's failure to reach GenerationX may be due to several
factors. GenerationX is relational and far more likely to respond to a personal invitation
than an advertisement. Though spiritually sensitive, GtenerationX is largely unchurched.
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Thus, GenerationX is a difficult audience to draw into any type ofchurch service. We also
discovered that music must be culturally specific. The music style chosen was not specific
enough. Some said that they preferred worship that was more traditional. The Courtyard
certainly failed for other, unknown, reasons as well.
In June 1999, 1 was appointed to start a new church in Port St. Lucie, Florida, in an
area whose largest adult age group is composed of those twenty-five through thirty-four years
old, who are predominantly unchurched. The challenge was to design Christian worship
experiences that were meaningfiil and attractive to this age group, which has Utile, no, or
negative previous church experience.
Problem Formulation
Generation X has been formed by a unique history. FoUowing the baby boom of the
1950s, a rapid drop in birth rates began in the early 1960s. Thus Generation X is often
referred to as Baby Busters, derived from the "bust" in birth rates. This decline in birth rates
was due in large part to changes in the societal attitude toward children and family and the
infroduction of the birth control piU. Many in Generation X were the product ofbroken
famiUes at early ages and raised by single parents. Many feU in the category of "latch key
kids" as the parent or parents were away at work during the day and children were left
unattended at home to care for themselves.
Generation X grew up feeling unwanted. World events such as Vietnam, Watergate,
the Cold War, and the environmental crisis led to fear and uncertainty about leaders,
institutions, and the fiiture. Changes in public educational policies led to students who were
less academicaUy prepared, testing lower than previous generations. Lacking confidence in
famUy, government, and education, the Generation X worldview developed without
foimdational sources of security. Generation X was raised on technology, and computers and
televisions became powerfiil influences in their development Media such as MTV not only
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reflected culture but also shaped the Gen X culture to an even greater degree. Shows like
Sesame Street filled the same role in Gen Xer's preschool years. Generation X is also the
first generation fiiUy impacted by the philosophies of the postmodern age.
These factors and others contributed to a generation characterized by such labels as
Busters, Slackers, and the Lost Generation. Though this generation tends to shun all labels,
as all labels tend to define and describe too narrowly at best and inaccurately and unfairly at
worst, the label GenerationX is used exclusively through this work. The label GenerationX
comes from Douglas Coupland's novel. GenerationX: Tales From an Accelerated Culture.
Though the term "buster" is perhaps used more often in hterature, to Generation X it impUes
a generational defect, as do many of the other derogatory labels.
Unlike the Baby Boomers, who were raised in church but left. GenerationX largely
had no church exposure. Yet GenerationX manifests a spiritual searching. Chapter 3 shows
that Generation X's search is often unorthodox by traditional church standards, yet this
generation does seek answers to spiritual questions and viable sources for such answers.
Some, diough still a small percentage of the population, have turned to the Church.
In order for Generation Xers to find what they are seeking spiritually, the church
must adapt to the Generation X culture. Just as church and worship have taken on indigenous
forms in foreign missionary contexts. Christian worship for Generation X wiU likewise be
culturally indigenous for churches seeking to reach this generation. Though the meaning of
worship has been the same since bibUcal times, the forms ofexpression, order, and style have
changed in different ages and contexts. As Xers come to church, the forms taken for worship
wUl be largely influenced by their culture. TTie problem to be examined is how to discover
and employ those forms and to interpret their meaning in the context ofChristian worship.
Supporting Literature
Thou^ abundant materials on contemporary worship and church growth are
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available, the rtiajority of this hterature has been written from a Baby Boomer perspective,
which does not provide adequate answers regarding how to minister to Generation X. Also,
much of this literature is written from a procedural cultural perspective, only dealingwith the
surface level questions ofhow a culture operates while oversimplifying and ignoring the
deeper, cultural questions ofwhy the culture operates as it does. A^^e such hterature was
consulted, the material found in Chapter 3 is primarily a synthesis ofChristian and secular
literature related to Generation X, postmodernism, popular culture. Christian worship,
cultural studies and missiology, group process, and ethnographic research.
The hterature related to Generation X describes this generation's common life
experience, the historical and societal factors which have influenced them, as well as what
Karen Ritchie describes as their peer personaUty. Some of this information has been
examined in the Problem Formulation and is more fiilly explored m the hterature review.
The literature on postmodernism describes a philosophical worldview shift occurring in the
latter halfof the twentieth century, which has deeply influenced much ofGenerationX by
rejecting claims to absolute truth, metanarratives, and Unear thought. Postmodernism is
explained more fiilly in the hterature review. GenerationX has been equally, ifnotmore,
influenced by popular culture. Popular culture includes the various forms and contents ofthe
prevalent multimedia. Relevant hterature related to cultural studies and missiology is applied
to GenerationX in order to estabUsh that GenerationX is a culture uniquely different from
the North American as a whole, to such a degree that it seems to stand independent from the
rest of the American culture. This hterature also informs the Church as to how to reach this
generation/culture. The hterature review is also used to inform a team approach to
indigenizing worship for Generation X. The hterature provides a basis for a team approach
to planning, leading, and assessing GenerationX worship. Finally, hterature on ethnographic
research as well as conducting focus group interviews serve as a basis for how this research
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was conducted.
Context of the Study
I was appointed by the Florida Annual Conference of the United Methodist to plant a
new church in the Port St. Lucie area of the Melbourne District, beginning June 1999. The
name of the new church is The Grapevine, A United Methodist Church.
According to a new site study conducted in 1998 by the Percept Group, Inc.,
encompassing a three-mile radius from the church property, the largest segment of the adult
population was the group twenty-five to thirty-four years old. The second largest adult
segment was the group thirty-five to forty-four. The definition used for Generation X
throughout this work includes individuals who in the year 2000 were nineteen to thirty-nine
years old. Thus, this target population does not include the fiill breadth ofages represented in
Generation X. This project attempted to reach older Gen Xers, from twenty-five to thirty-
nine years old, who represent the largest segment of the Port St. Lucie adult population.
The Percept study fiirther reported that the average household annual income in this
area is $53,132. The percentage of those married was 33.5 percent higher than the national
average, and the percentage ofmarried couples with children was 12.8 percent above the
national average. Those reporting some coUege education were 14.6 percent higher than the
national average, while those reporting to be college graduates are 16.9 percent below the
national average, and those reporting postgraduate education were 50 percent below the
national average.
Though the Percept study did not include information on feith involvement. Churches
and ChurchMembership in the United States, 1990 reports ei^ty churches in St. Lucie
County with 53,248 adherents in 1990. In 1990, this number represented 35.5 percent of the
population (Bradley 92). As shown, the primary growth in Port St. Lucie since 1990 has
been Gen Xers, who, the hterature shows, are predominantiy unchurched.
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According to the Percept study, over 30 percent ofthe households in the study area
are described by the demographic United States Ufestyle category of "Young Suburban
Families." The study defined young suburban famihes as.
One of the younger overall segments, it ranks high in the number ofpersons
living in family households, number ofhouseholds with three or more
workers, and the number ofworking women with children. More than halfof
these individuals are high school graduates or above, and workers are spht in
near average proportions ofwhite and blue-collar occupations. Popular
activities range from home improvement to bowling. (SourceBook 57)
The population in the study area has grown 55.7 percent since 1990 and is projected
to increase by an additional 35.2 percent by 2003. The new growth is projected to be in this
same age group and Ufestyle category.
Many of the individuals described in this study hve in Port St. Lucie and commute
south to West Pahn Beach for work. Because of the average income level, many cannot
afford to live in the more affluent West Palm Beach area and hve in Port St. Lucie because it
is more affordable and a reasonable commute. Port St. Lucie was originally developed to be
a retirement community and today is primarily populated by retirees in the communities
closer to the Atlantic coast. Before the community could be fiiUy developed, the developer
went out ofbusiness. Thus while inexpensive lots are developed and available, much of the
infrastructure that makes a city a community does not exist: few parks, no downtown, no
community centers, etc.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this project was to use a worship team/internal focus group and an
extemal focus group to identify the primary components of indigenous Generation X
worship, to discem their cultural and theological significance, and to employ and evaluate
those components in a new church-plant setting.
The worship team/internal focus group, consisting ofchurched Gen Xers attending
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The Grapevine, participated in a daylong worship planning session as well as three focus
group interviews. The extemal focus group consisted ofunchurched Gen Xers who attended
a five-week series ofGen X-targeted worship services and participated in interviews before
and after the series. These groups were the primary sources of information for the following
five research questions.
Research Question #1
What are the primary components of indigenous GenerationXWorship?
Research Question #2
How do the primary components ofGeneration X worship reflect and address the
worldview, common needs, concerns, hopes, and fears of this generation?
Research Question #3
What is the theological significance of the primary components used in indigenous
Generation X worship?
Research Question #4
What are the outcomes ofdeveloping and implementing a team approach to
identifying, emplojdng, and evaluating indigenous GenerationX worship?
Research Question #5
Which of the components used in indigenous Generation X worship had the most
positive impact on the extemal focus group?
Definitions
Though many labels have been apphed to this generation, the terms Generation X,
Gen X, orXer are used in referring to a subculture ofNorth Americans bom between 1960
and 1980 who share a common peer personality and have been influenced by pop culture and
postmodernism.
Though worship is understood bibUcaUy as both a communal act and an individual
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life response to a relationship with God, the term worship is used here strictly to mean
corporate acts, hi this corporate sense, Sally Morgenthaler defines worship in Worship
Evangelism: Inviting UnbeUevers into the Presence ofGod:
Worship is two-way communication between beUevers and God, a dialogue
of response involving both actions and speech. God reveals his presence; our
need for mtimacywith God is met, and we respond in thanksgiving and
praise. God speaks through the word; we are convicted and repent. God
extends mercy through Jesus Christ; we respond with adoration. In other
words, real worship provides opportunities for God and God's people to
express their love for each other.. . . In real worship, we carry on an exchange
of love with the God who is present, the God who speaks to us in the now,
who has done and is doing marvelous things. (48)
GenerationX is referred to as an unchurched generation. George Gallup and David
Polling define unchurched as:
An individual who is not a member ofa church or synagogue or who has not
attended a church or synagogue in the past six months (attendance at a fimeral
or wedding, or even participation at a special hoUday, such as Yom Kippur,
Christmas, or Easter did not qualify someone as being churched). (80)
For the purpose of this project, the term unchurched is also apphed to those who worship in
synagogues, temples, mosques, and other non-Christian rehgious worship. George Gallup
and Jim CasteUi fiirther define "totaUy non rehgious," as, "no rehgious preference, were not
church members, had not attended church in the previous week, and, in addition, said that
rehgion was 'not very important' in their hves" (133). Thus, I define unchurched as those
who have never had any rehgious affiliation, those who are active in other rehgions, and
those who have some church history but have been inactive for at least sfac months.
As a primary defining influence on the GenerationX culture, the term pop culture is
used broadly to mean both multimedia hardware such as television, computers, video games,
and stereos, and the media itself: movies, television shows, music, music videos, interactive
software, e-mail, Internet, video games, etc.
Postmodernism represents a philosophical worldview shift in die Westem mindset
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that occurred during the formative years ofGeneration X. Stanley Grenz writes.
Scholars disagree among themselves as to what postmodernism mvolves, but
they have reached a consensus on one point; this phenomenonmarks the end
ofa single, universal worldview. The postmodern ethos resists unified aU-
encompassing explanations, and universally vaUd explanations. It replaces
these with a respect for difierence and a celebration of the local and particular
at the expense of the universal. Postmodernism likewise entails a rejection of
the emphasis on rational discovery through the scientific method, which
provided the inteUectual foundation for the modem attempt to constmct a
better world. At its foundation, then, the postmodern outlook is anti-modem.
(12)
Much of the hterature suggests that postmodernism is the single greatest influence on the
GenerationX worldview. Postmodernism is explained more fiiUy in Chapter 3.
Culture is defined as the dominant, internalized pattems of thinking and behaving of
a particular, definable group ofpeople.
Mathias Zahniser defines contextualization as, "the process ofadapting the gospel
message and Christian faith to a particular cultural context" (176). Contexmalization is the
means bywhich particular words, symbols, or rituals are used to communicate the gospel in
ways that make sense in a particular cultural context.
David Bosch defines worldview in BeUeving in the Future, as "integrative and
interpretive frameworks by which order and disorder are judged, they are standards by which
reahty is managed and pursued, sets ofhinges onwhich aU our everyday thinking and doing
turns" (49). A worldview is a shared framework of ideas and beliefs held by a particular
group ofpeople, which determines how they perceive reality.
To say that worship, or other forms of rehgious expression, are indigenous, is to say
that the worldview and context ofthe host culture is reflected in the forms used to express the
meaning of the gospel.
Methodology
The initial intention of this project was to gather a group ofpreviously unchurched
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Gen Xers, who had no church experience prior to The Grapevine and no preconceived ideas
regarding Christian worship, yet had begun a joumey toward Christ and were growing as
disciples. Such a group would be unhindered by church tradition and free to express their
newfound faith in culturally meaninghil ways. Ideally, such a group would be a virtual blank
slate, at least in terms of their attitudes toward worship and worship forms. Unfortunately,
such an un-influenced group was difficult to assemble.
First ofall, very few Gen Xers have absolutely no previous church experience. Even
if limited and negative, though not always the case, previous church experiences predispose
participants to certain ideas ofwhat worship can and can not be. Furthermore, those with
none to Uttle previous church experience seem to have none to httle interest in participating
in church at aU.
Thus a different approach was required. For the purpose of this study, a qualitative
research project was designed, consisting primarily ofthree parts: a worship plaiming team,
intemal focus group interviews, and extemal focus group interviews.
The first and second parts consisted ofa single worship team/internal focus group,
consisting ofvolunteer Generation Xers, who regularly attended The Grapevine and
responded to an open invitation to participate. Some had previously participated in planning
Grapevine worship services. This group met for a daylong session consisting ofworship
planning and two focus group interview sessions. Through definitions, explanation, and
discussion, the team was led throu^ a process of identifying the primary components of
indigenous Generation X worship. The team then designed a five-week series ofworship
services, implemented 30 September through 29 October 2000, that intentionally targeted
unchurched Gen Xers. The team participated in three focus group-styled interviews, two
during the daylong session and one after the series, to discuss the impact the different
components had on their own worship ejqrerience and the outcomes ofusing a team approach
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to planning and implementing indigenous GenerationX worship, as well as their attitudes
regarding participating on the worship-plarming team.
The third part of this study was an extemal focus group, consisting ofunchurched
Generation Xers from the Port St. Lucie area, recmited by Grapevine members and
advertising. This group was asked to attend focus group interviews before and after the
series and to attend the five worship services. However, converung the entire extemal focus
group at any one time was impossible, so mterviews were conducted in pairs and
individuaUy. This group's purpose, prior to the series, was to identify reasons they did not
attend church worship services and to describe components ofworship that would be
attractive and meaningfiil to them. Following the series, the extemal focus group was asked
to evaluate the effectiveness of the components employed during the series and to reflect on
what impact, ifany, the components had on their worship experience.
A more detailed description of the worship team and the focus group interviews is
provided in Chapter 4.
Subjects
The subjects of this study faU into two groups: (1) those who participated in the
intemal focus group/worship team process and (2) those who participated in the extemal
focus group. The intemal group consisted of fourteen Grapevine attendees representing
Generation X. The extemal group consisted offive imchurched Generation Xers recmited
from the Port St. Lucie community. Only responses from Gen Xers were used in this project.
Instrumentation and Data Collection
Prior to the interviews ofthe intemal and extemal groups, specific agendas, interview
questions, and protocol were developed to govem the interview sessions, which are explained
in Chapter 4.
The interviews and worship planning sessions were tape-recorded, and my wife
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served in the role of recorder by keeping written notes during the discussions and helping me
summarize the material collected from each session, determining participant consensus,
pattems, and general themes.
Importance of the Study
Ifre motivation for this project was to find ways to reach GenerationX for Christ.
More specifically, the purpose ofthis project was to design and implement culturally
indigenous Christian worship for unchurched Generation Xers who hve in Port St Lucie and
attend The Grapevine.
As discussed fiirther in Chapter 3, the process of indigenization requires input from
the host culture in dialogue with a Christian agent. Thus, while members of Generation X
across North America share many commonalities, the culture of this particular segment of
Generation X, hving in Port St. Lucie, Florida, may create a form ofworship different from
whatmight be created in another geographic locale orwith another age segment. As the
focus of this study was limited to the worshipers ofThe Grapevine, specific findings
regarding specific worship components and their cultural and theological meanings may or
may not be transferable to other GenerationX settings.
However, diis project does provide insights into GenerationX and indigenous
Generation X worship at a deep cultural level that heretofore has been largely missing from
the Church's hterature and practice. Furthermore, the team process for indigenizing
GenerationX worship through identifying worship components, discemmg their cultural and
theological meanings, leading worship, and assessing worship services should be transferable
to other GenerationX settings. In fact, the process should be transferable to any setting
where the Christian faith is being infroduced to a non-Christian culture. If the Church is
going to reach this generation successfiilly, these two issues-cultural understanding and
indigenization ofworshipn-as weU as all other expressions ofChristian discipleshii)-must be
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understood and practiced.
Overview of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 of this work establishes the biblical/theological foundation for culturally
indigenous. GenerationX worship. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the literature
available on Generation X, pop culture, postmodernism, culture, worship, church growth, and
team process. The research design is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes the
findings of this study. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the major conclusions and a summary of
the significant findings.
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CHAPTER 2
A BIBLICAL AND THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATION FOR
GENERATION X WORSHIP
Just as all people and cultures have experienced significant changes throughout
human history, the same is true ofGod's people. In different eras, in different geographical
settings, at different stages ofdevelopment, and during different periods of stabihty and
instabihty, the many cultures ofGod's people have been quite diverse. This has been true
firom the earhest biblical times unto present day. Throughout, the forms and expressions of
worship have reflected and been mfluenced by the culture ofGod's people.
Throughout the entire Old and New Testaments aremultiple examples ofGod's
people in different contexts and situations. Likewise, throughout Scripture are numerous,
culturaUy defined, expressions ofbibhcal worship. God's people worshiped throughout the
entire bibhcal story fi-om the sacrifices ofCain and Abel in Genesis to the Worshiping
multitudes gathered around the throne of the resurrected Christ in Revelation. Certain
elements ofworship were consistently maintained throughout-covenant. Scripture, prayer,
and offerings. Yet, as the people ofGod changed-their centuries ofhuman experience, their
multiple geographic locations, their different cultural contexts, their expanded self-
understanding, as well as their expanded understandmg ofGod-so did their expressions of
worship change.
Writing on contextual theology, Stephen Bevans states.
Contemporary Scripture studies, for example, have revealed diat there is no
one theology of the Hebrew or Christian Scriptures, much less of the Bible as
a whole. The Bible hteraUy means "books" (bibUa), and the Bible is a
hbrary, a coUection ofbooks and consequently of theologies. (3)
As theology changed with the people's context, so did their practice ofworship. In the same
way. Christianworship has changed throughout the history ofthe Church as it has entered
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new and different contexts. Likewise, worship is changing now to fit the different
experience, context, and self-understanding of the Generation X culture.
This chapter outlines the evolution ofworship practice throughout the Bible, and
draws out a bibUcal/theological foundation for indigenous Generation X worship.
Worship and the Patriarchs
Throughout the age of the Patriarchs, the primary expression ofworship was
sacrifice. Cain and Abel gave burnt offerings of fiuit and hvestock, respectively (Gen. 4:1-
7). Noah offered a sacrifice after the flood (Gen. 8:20). Abraham offered the sacrifice ofa
ram on the mountain, which God provided in the place of Isaac (Gen. 22:1-19). Isaac built an
altar for the Lord at Beersheba (Gen. 26:23-25). Jacob buUt an aftar at Bethel (Gen. 35:1-7).
Though no commands were given to the patriarchs regarding how a sacrifice was to
be offered, the notion of sacrifice was based on a covenantal relationship with God. The
sacrifice sealed the covenant. A covenant, in simple terms, is the agreement that the Lord
would be the God ofNoah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and their descendants, and in retum they
each agreed to obey and worship the Lord. According to Robert Webber, "Through worship,
Israel was to maintain its identity as the people ofGod, for it was in worship that Israel
continually recalled and celebrated its relationship to their God" fWorship Old andNew 22-
23). Thus, a bibhcal covenant is a relationship with God, initiated by God. Covenant is the
basis ofworship throughout the Bible and the history of the Christian Church, regardless of
changes in form.
In contrast to the deities of surrounding pagan cultures, whose worship consisted of
placating and eaming the deities' favor, the God of Israel took the initiative in estabUshing a
covenant with his chosen people. God took, and takes, the initiative and makes the human
response ofworship possible. David Peterson writes.
Acceptable worship under both covenants is a matter of responding to God's
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initiative in salvation and revelation, and doing so in the way he requires. In
particular, we need to take seriously the extraordinary bibhcal perspective
that acceptable worship is something made possible for us by God. (19)
According to Webber, at the time of the patriarchs, a covenant was a preexisting
pohtical format used between city-states and individuals to maintain peacefiil relations.
Covenant was neither invented by God nor the patriarchs. Thus, God estabhshed
relationships with the patriarchs through a culturally-famihar medium; although, the concept
ofcovenant was not apphed to relationships with the deities ofother cultures in this period
(Webber, Bibhcal Foundations 56-61).
The political notion of covenant consisted ofa treaty between individuals or political
entities where a stronger ruler, or lord, entered a primarily military pact with a lesser
individual or state. Under the agreed covenant, the stronger lord's dutywas to offer
protection to the weaker, and the weaker agreed to notmake allegiances with other lords and
to fightwith and for the lord against other political entities. AU other pohtical entities in
covenant relationship with the lord agreed to relate as brothers, meaning that theywould not
invade or harm their territories or people (Biblical Foundations 56). Though God made
covenants in the patriarchal period, the specific paraUels between pohtical covenants and
God's covenantwith Israel is clearest foUowing the exodus event.
The typical pohtical covenant had features that were paralleled in Israel's covenant
with God. God was the greater of the two entities and thus the "Lord" in the covenant
relationship. A pohtical covenant began with a historical prologue, which retold the history
ofthe lord's relationship with the chent or servant. This is paralleled in abbreviated form in
Exodus 20:1-2, "Then the Lord spoke aU these words: I am the Lord your God, who brought
you out of the land ofEgypt, out of the house of slavery." The covenant then specified the
boundaries of the territory granted by the lord to the cUent, which is paralleled byGod's
promise to the Israelites ofa land flowing witiimilk and honey. The next element of the
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covenant was a list of stipulations and sanctions, or blessings and curses, as listed for Israel in
die Decalogue (Exod. 20:2-1 7). Further characteristics included an oath taken by the client,
and witnesses, usuaUy deities, were invoked. Pohtical covenants sometimes also required a
sign, such as a physical scar, as a visible reminder of the covenant agreement. For Israel,
such a sign or scar was male circumcision (Gen. 17:9-14; Deut. 5:2-8). FinaUy, the covenant
document would be permanently stored, often in the shrine of the god who wimessed the
treaty. The obvious paraUel for Israel was the Ark of the Covenant and the
tabemacle/temple.
The covenant itselfwould then usuaUy be ratified by the sacrifice ofan animal.
Covenant partners would "cut a covenant" by cutting the animal into pieces and walk
between the pieces, or be sprinkled by the animal's blood, symbohcally impljong "God do so
to me, and more so, if I violate the terms of this treat/' (Gen. 15:7-21; Exod. 24:1-9; Webber,
Bibhcal Foundations 56-60).
The issue of sacrifice returns this discussion to the pertinence of covenant and
worship. Throughout the Bible, worship is an expression, reenactment, and remembrance of
the people's covenant relationship with God. Thus sacrifice, as a cultural expression of
covenant, was one of the earliest components of such worship.
One notable exception to the practice of sacrifice in the patriarchal period occurs in
Genesis 14, where worship was offered following the defeat of "the four kings," The
worship was led by King Melchizedek ofSalem, a "priest ofGod Most High," who brought
bread and wine. Melchizedek blessed Abram saying, "Blessed be Abram by God Most High,
maker ofheaven and earth; and blessed be GodMost High, who has dehvered your enemies
into your hand" (vs. 19-20). Abram then presented Melchizedek one tenth ofeverything he
had. This story represents some of the basic elements ofwhat would later become the form
of Israel's worship-sacramental-type elements, prayer, priestly blessing, and offering
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(Webber, Biblical Foundations 95).
In spite ofGod's revelation to the patriarchs and the covenant relationship he had
established with them, the Israehte slaves in Egypt were basicaUy pagans, worshiping
Egyptian gods, as the common beliefof that time was that deities were geographically bound.
In this period, people cortunonly beheved that deities were bound to specific geographic
locales (Webber, Bibhcal Foundations 58). This explains whyMoses' request that the
Israehtes be allowed to enter the desert to worship their God was so threatening to Pharaoh
since his gods had no jurisdiction over that territory, nor did he believe the Israelite God had
any power in Egypt (Exod. 5:1-3).
Worship in the Wilderness
Following the exodus, the people of Israel entered into a new covenant with God.
Israel also entered the new reahty and identity ofbeing a self-contained nation ofnomadic
people. Exodus 20-40 deals primarilywith the establishment of the covenant and the
corresponding worship ofthe covenant people. Though spelled out in the details of the
priesthood. Sabbath, festival observance, and sacrifices and offerings, the primary locus of
the new worship life of the people was the tabernacle. The tabernacle, containing the Ark of
the Covenant and the locus of the sacrificial offerings, was primarily understood as the place
ofGod's presence. Wherever the people moved, the tabemacle was placed at the center of
the encampment as a reminder ofGod's immediate presence and rule. The presence of the
tabemacle, and the rituals that occurred there, provided Israel a clearly defined means of
Worshiping God.
During this period, worship consisted ofdaily offerings made by the priests on behalf
of the nation, armual national festivals-Passover, Pentecost, and the Feast ofTabemacles-
with accompanying sacrifices, and sacrifices made by individual worshipers. An individual's
or family's worship in the tabemacle was a seven step process:
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Step 1. The person (or family) offering the sacrifice must be ceremonially
clean. Ritual purity was secured by washing one's clothes and bathing, and in
some cases special offerings were presented to the priest.
Step 2. The worshiper approached the tabemacle with his or her offering.
Step 3. The officiating priest received the worshiper, took the sacrificial
(animal) victim, and led the worshiper to the altar ofburnt offering in the
tabemacle courtyard. The family of the worshipermay have watched from
the gate or followed the two into the court area to observe from a better
vantage point.
Step 4. After a statement ofconfession, a prayer, or praise, the worshiper
placed his hand on the victim's head and sht its throat with a knife (Here the
priest would coUect the blood to be used in the sacrifice).
Step 5. The worshiper, perhaps with the priest's help, would then skin the
animal and cut it into quarters (Once the sacrifice was brought into the
contact with the altar ofburnt offering, the formal priestly duties
commenced).
Step 6. The worshiper witnessed the priestly activity, including the burning
of the sacrifice on the altar. The worshipermay have responded to the
priestly activity in some way, for instance with prayer, silent reflection and
meditation, chanting, or singing ofhturgical responses (depending on the
nature of the sacrifice).
Step 7. After the sacrifice was consumed by fire on the altar, the priest
formaUy dismissed the worshiper with some type ofblessing or benediction.
(Webber, Biblical Foundations 120)
Worship in Jerusalem
In contrast to Israel's experience as a nomadic people wandering in the wilderness,
worshq) again evolved into new forms after the people settled in the land and as they
developed as a unified kingdom. David was responsible for unifying the northern and
southern tribes into one nation and estabhshed Jerusalem as botii the political and religious
capital David reestablished a new tabemacle in Jemsalem and recovered the Ark of the
Covenant to be placed there as well. David fiirther established Zion as the center of Israel's
rehgious life. The national festivals, already mentioned, were observed in Jemsalem. A
temple cult ofpriests was fiirther developed. As worship became located in a particular place
and as the worshipers began to see themselves as citizens ofa blessed, estabhshed kingdom,
worship took on new and different forms to correspond to their new worldview.
Furthermore, David is given credit for bringing a more festive, celebrative aspect to
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the daily tabemacle worship, including the use of dancing and musical instruments (Webber,
Worship Old and New 35). When David brought the Ark of the Covenant to Jemsalem (2
Sam. 6), he had it placed in a tabemacle in the city ofZion, rather than in the tabemacle at
Gibeon where sacrificial ofiFerings were made. And so, while sacrificial worship continued at
Gibeon, apart from the Ark, a new form ofworship was evolving before the Ark at Zion.
According to Webber,
From the bibhcal accounts it appears that David appointed teams of
Worshipers who served in rotating shifts, day and night. Their duties
consisted ofpraising the Lord with singing, prophesying, and playing musical
instruments before the Ark (1 Chronicles 16:4; 25:1-3 1). It is reasonable to
assume thatmany of the psahns were both written and used in this context,
particularly since they were authored by David, Asaph, and others from
David's worship teams, and because they frequently allude to worship in the
tent in Zion. (Biblical Foundations 121)
Worship during this time took place in visible sight of the Ark. Whereas, the Mosaic
tabemacle concealed the Ark within the Holy ofHohes, hiding it from pubhc view rBibhcal
Foimdations 122). Thus worship in the Davidic period offered greater variety ofexpression
and a more intimate proximity to the presence ofGod.
Following David's death, Solomon built a permanent temple, based on plans David
had received from the Lord (1 Chron. 28:12). The estabhshment of the temple gave the
tabemacle an even greater sense ofpermanence, fiirther establishing its place as central to
Israel's worship. Furthermore, it communicated the covenant between God and Israel and its
importance. Peterson writes, "Like the tabemacle, the temple was to represent God's mle
over Israel and to be a reminder ofhis special presence among them, to bless them and make
them a source ofblessing to the nations" (43).
However, in the years foUowing David and Solomon's deaths, their descendants
married foreign wives who introduced foreign gods into the rehgious life ofGod's covenant
people. Peterson writes, "The spiritual leaders of the nation had a constant stmggle to
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preserve the distinctiveness of Israel's worship from the influences ofCanaanite rehgion"
(37). For centuries, Israel and Judah went through periods ofsyncretism, as well as greater
and lesser degrees ofcommitment to the sacrificial system. The God ofIsraelwas worshiped
beside the pagan gods, Baal and Asherah. The prophets warned that such practice would lead
to the fall ofboth kingdoms, which occurred in 586 BC,
Worship in the Diaspora
The nextmajor shift inworship occurred during the Babylonian exile. The Temple
had been destroyed, the Ark lost, the nation defeated, and the people deported as captive
slaves to foreign lands. To some degree, the people still beheved that gods were bound to
geographical locations, including the God of Israel. Furthermore, they had only experienced
worship in the temple. ITie psalmist asked, "How could we sing the Lord's song in a foreign
land?" (1 37:4). The exiled people were confronted with the question ofhow to worship the
God they had known in Jerusalem now that they were far away. Webber writes, "A crisis
existed in the faith of the Jews, who had been without a temple for the greater part ofa
century. A new form was needed to adapt to new circxmistances" (Bibhcal Foundations 99).
During this time and following, the synagogue developed, where weekly instruction
and worship took place in a local setting beyond the geographical boundaries of the promised
land (Webber, Biblical Foimdations 131). After Cyrus freed the exUes and permitted their
retum to Jemsalem in 538 BC, many did not retum. Then, the new temple that was erected
in 5 15 BC did not create the kind of temple experience that previous generations had
experienced and was not able to claim the same place of importance in the worship) life of
Crod's people (Webber, Bibhcal Foundations 99). Rather, the worship experience was
largely, ifnot wholly, centered in the synagogue.
The primary purpose of the synagogue was gathering for study of the Torah.
Worship m the synagogue was markedly different than that of the temple, with no sacrifice or
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official priesthood. Instead, the position of rabbi as teacher ofthe Torah arose as a
synagogue leader. The basic unit for a synagogue was ten men who gathered for prayer.
Worship in the synagogue basically consisted of chanted prayers, forms ofpraise, read Torah,
and rabbinical instruction. During this period, the synagogue became the social and rehgious
center of the local Jewish community, wherever that conMnunity was geographically located
(Webber, Bibhcal Foundations 131-137).
Thoughmuchmore could be said about worship in the Old Testament-4ioly places,
syncretism, individual sacrifices, rehgious symbohsm, festival meaning and observance, etc.,
-suffice it to say that abundant evidence indicates that Israel's worship changed as the people
changed. At different phases of Israel's history and specific geographic locations, the forms
ofworship changed. Yet, evenwith changes and adjustments, the heart ofworship remained
the same-^-esponse and remembrance of Israel's covenantal relationship with God and God's
faithfiilness to that covenant.
The Bible reports relatively little about the worship practice that occurred during the
intertestimental period, however, by the time ofJesus' birth the temple had resumed an
important role alongside the local synagogue. Traditions, sacrifices, ceremonies, festivals,
and the temple cuk had been restored. However, in spite of the temple's revival, manyof the
traditions and regulations ofthe Pharisees and Sadducees did more to exclude people than to
draw them into worship. This was the rehgious world Jesus entered.
Worship and Jesus
Bom and raised as a Jew, Jesus entered the cultural context of first centuryAD
Palestine. Jesus was steeped in the rehgious traditions and practices and worship ofhis
Jewish culture. He was presented in the temple on the eighth day and circumcised according
to Jewish law (Luke 2:21). He attended the armual Passover festival in Jerusalem (Luke
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2:41). He worshiped weekly in the local synagogue (Luke 4:16). Here God models for us
how we can communicate the good news by entering a cultural context and communicating
through famihar cultural forms. Zahniser writes.
Cross-cultural discipling finds its model in Jesus Christ, the Word become
flesh (John 1 :14). Just as the God ofGlory became a Palestinian builder's
son, so the message he introduced to the world took the shape of its cultural
vehicle. God adapted to a human culture.. . . Because Jesus adapted, we can
confidently adapt. Cross-cultural discipUng is about adapting to culture. (25)
Yet Jesus' very presence also inaugurated a new reahty beyond his earthly culture.
Zahniser fiirtherwrites, "In Jesus, God took the fiiU plunge of involvementwith humans in
their culture. The intimate Ultimate became ultimately intunate in Jesus" (162). In his
coming, Jesus also ushered in the very presence ofGod as well as a new, spiritual cultural
context-the kingdom ofGod. Jesus said, "The time is fiilfiUed, and the kingdom ofGod has
come near; repent, and beheve in the good news" (Mark 1:15). Though the kingdom ofGod
was inaugurated in the midst ofan existing culture, it called people into a new reahty and
with it a new hfe and new ways ofworship. As God's son, Jesus invited his hearers to
become citizens of the kingdom and to now worship the Father through a relationship with
the Son.
While maintaining roots in the worship traditions ofhis people, Jesus also challenged
and reinterpreted them in order to make them accessible to the common people and retum
them to their tme meaning. David Bosch writes, "Jesus . . . consistently chaUenged the
attitudes, practices, and stmctures which tended arbitrarily to exclude certain categories of
people from the Jewish community" (TransformingMission 31). Bosch fiirther writes, "In
Jesus' ministry people matter more than mles or rituals. The individual commandments are
interpreted ad hominem. This is why sometimes the Law's rigor is increased; whereas, at
other times, some commandments are simply abrogated" (36).
Jesus said, "Do not think that I have come to abolish the law or the prophets; I have
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come not to abolish but to fiilfill" (Matt. 5:17). On another occasion Jesus was asked vAiy his
disciples were not observing a fast, to which Jesus responded,
The wedding guests cannotmoum as long as die bridegroom is with them,
can they? The days wiU come when die bridegroom is taken aw^ from them,
and tiien they wiU fast. No one sews a piece of unshrunk cloth on an old
cloak, for the patch puhs away from the cloak, and a worse tear is made.
Neither is new wine put into old wineskins; otherwise, the skins burst, and the
wine is spilled, and the skins are destroyed; but new wine is put into fresh
wineskins, and so both are preserved. (Matt. 9: 1 5- 1 7)
Jesus called for new ways, new wine skins, to embody the message he was offering. Hare
writes.
Various rehgious groups (scribes, Pharisees, and the disciples of John) have
criticized Jesus or his disciples for declaring the forgiveness of sins,
associating widi sirmers, and celebrating v^fren others were fasting, hi all
three situations Jesus stands for die new over against the old. God is doing a
new thkig, and it is time to leave behind old habits and find new ways of
responding to God's grace. (104)
In simple words, he was calling for new forms ofworship and rehgious practice in order to
make ttiem accessible to the people (and the culture) of that time, that theymi^t be fiill
participants of the kingdom.
John 4 recounts the story ofJesus' encounter with the Samaritan woman at Sychar.
FoUowing Jesus' offer ofhving water and the revelation that she has had five husbands and
now hved with a man that was not her husband, the conversation turned to discussion of
where proper worship ought to occur. The Jews worshiped in Jerusalem, but the Samaritans
claimedMount Gerazhn as amore ^propriate center ofworship. Jesus responded.
Woman, beheve me, the hour is coming when you will worship the Father
neither on this mountain nor in Jerusalem. . . . But the hour is coming, and is
now here, ^Nbm die trueWorshipers wiU worship the Fatiier in spirit and
truth, for the Fatiier seeks such as tiiese to worship him. God is spirit, and
those who worship him must worship in spirit and truth (21-24)
Here Jesus chaUenges the common assumptions ofworship in his day. While die common
behefheld by Jews and Samaritans was that geogr^hical location, Jerusalem or Gerazhn,
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determined the appropriateness of true worship, Jesus instead offered a new set ofcriteria-
Spirit and truth.
Scholars (e.g.. Brown, Morris, Sanders, Schnackenburg) agree that Jesus was
defining the essential nature ofworship, which has nothing to do with geographical location.
Rather, true worship, the kind desired by the Father, is worship fliat flows fi-om the context of
a relationship widi the Fadier through the Son. Morris writes, "Genuine worship is spiritual.
It is not dependent on places and things" (267), Jesus, in his presence, inaugurated a new
form ofworship, only possible in and dirough him. To worship in Spirit, presumably
worship made possible by the Holy Spirit, is remmiscent ofJohn 3:5-6, "I teU you, no one
can enter the kingdom ofGod without being bom ofwater and spirit. What is bom of flesh is
flesh, and what is bom ofSpirit is spirit" Truth is a reference to Jesus himself: "And the
Word became flesh and hved among us, and we have seen his glory, the glory ofa father's
only son, fiill ofgrace and tmth" (John 1:14); "The Law indeed was given to Moses; grace
and tmth came through Jesus Christ" (John 1:17); "I am the way, the tmth, and the life"
(John 14:6). Those who worship in Spirit and truth are those who have been bom ofthe
Spirit and filled with the Spirit Those who know the tmth ofJesus, that he is the Father's
divine son-fiiU ofgrace and trath-and enter a relationship with him, are thus enabled by the
Spirit to tmly worship the Father through him.
Rudolph Schnackenbergwrites.
Ofhimself earthlyman can have no access to God and his heavenly reahn;
and if he is to pray effectively, he must also be enabled to do so by God, by
being fiUed with his Spirit In tme worship there is an encounter for which
God must make man capable by his grace. (436-437)
Schnackenberg stresses, however, that this worship is not merely an interior, spirituaUstic
experience (436).
Schnackenberg fiirther writes.
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The worship offered in Spirit and truth is performed by the community of
l)ehevers. The true adorers are not individuahsts but God's flock, gathered
into one by the Son ofGod and continuing to gather to itselfah the scattered
children ofGod. As the N.T. people ofGod, it is not subject to the
limitations imposed by the history ofsalvation on the ancient temple of
Jerusalem, whose rites it replaces by a worship in Spirit and truth founded on
Christ which makes no difference between Jew, Samaritans and gentiles. As
the community ofChrist, it is given the Spirit ofGod and charged with the
new worship. (438-439)
Here Jesus offers a new paradigm for true worship. Worship will no longer be defined by
geography, nor anything else ofearth. The Jews no loiter have exclusive claim to proper
worship. Worship is now available to aU who know Jesus. Worship wiU now flow from a
community of "bom again" disciples, regardless ofethnicity or physical location, enabled by
the Spirit to worship the Father through the Son.
On the night before his cmcifixion, Jesus gathered with his disciples to observe the
Passover, which recalled the establishment ofthe Old Covenant and celebrated Israel's
relationshipwith God �is a covenant people. In the context of the Passover tradhion, Jesus
initiated aNew Covenant, replacing the old:
On the first day ofUnleavened Bread the disciples came to Jesus, saying,
"Where do you want us to make the preparations for you to eat the
Passover?"... So the disciples did as Jesus had directed them, and they
prepared the Passover meal.... While they were eating, Jesus took a loafof
bread, and after blessing it he broke it, gave it to the disciples, and said,
"Take, eat; this is my body." Then he took a cup, and after giving thanks he
gave it to them, saying, "Drink from it, aU ofyou; for this is my blood of the
new covenant, which is poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins."
(Matt 26:17,19,26-28)
Thus, Christian worship, worship in Spirit and tmth, is a response to the New Covenant:
The Gospels present the events ofJesus' passion and cmcifixion in order to
make the point that he fiilfiUs the old covenant and mstitutes a new one. On
the ni^t ofhis arrest Jesus offers a new covenant to his disciples in the
upper room. The Lord's Supper, cm- Eucharist, is die Christian "Passover," or
covenant meal; it caUs to the remembrance of the new Israel its deUverance
by the sacrifice ofChrist the Passover Lamb. As Christians eat the body and
drink the blood of the sacrifice, they reafiBrm their covenant relationship with
the Lord in an act ofworship. (Webber, Biblical Foundations 61)
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Crichton adds.
Just as the covenant with all its sacrificial associations was the centre ofOT
rehgion, so (Christ) made the new covenant in his own blood the centre of the
rehgion of the new people ofGod. This covenant between God and the
people was brought into existence by his sacrifice, in which he offered
himself, as one ofdie human race, as head of the human race, that he might
take away die sin of the world and reconcile it to his Father. (21)
When Christians worship, their worship is a remembrance and celebration of forgiveness and
new life oflfered in shedding ofJesus' blood-the New Covenant
Though not speaking specifically ofcorporate worship, Jesus' final words to his
disciples, as recorded in Matthew 28:16-20, specificaUy address elements ofworship such as
evangelism, baptism, and the discipleship through teaching:
AU authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Go therefore and
make disciples ofaU nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of
the Son and ofthe Holy Spirit and teachmg them to obey everything that I
have commanded you.
Zahniser comments on what Christ intended when he referred to "nations":
By nations, Jesus meant everybody everywhere in aU social groups. Nations
in the Bible refers to groups ofpeople distinctive in some way.... These
nations mcluded empires, tribal groups, city-states, and great civihzations of
mixed people united by language. Modem nations include such people
groups as Chinese, Latin Americans, Africans speaking Bantu languages,
Canadians, Irish Protestants, viUage MusUms in Malaysia, Hindus inNepal,
and perhaps even Americans ofGeneration X. (25-26)
Worship and the New Testament Church
The coming ofthe Holy Spirit at Pentecost initiated a spontaneous worship event
which has particular relevance to this discussion ofcontextualized worship. According to
Acts 2:4-11,
AU of them were fiUed with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other
languages, as the Spirit gave them abiUty. Now there were devout Jews from
every nation under heaven hvmg in Jemsalem. And at this sound the crowd
gathered and was bewUdered, because each one heard them speaking in the
native language ofeach. Amazed and astonished, they asked, "Are not all of
these who are speaking Gahleans? And how is it that we hear, each ofus, in
our own native language? Parthians, Medes, Elamites, and residents of
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Mesopotamia, Judea, and Cappadocia, Pontus and Asia, Phiygia and
Pamphyllia, Egypt and the parts ofLibya belonging to Cyrene, and visitors
from Rome, both Jews and proselytes, Cretans and Arabs-in om- own
language we hear them speaking about God's deeds ofpower."
The Spirit gave to each the ability to communicate God's deeds ofpower in the particular
languages of those ofdifferent cultures. The cultural barrier of language was removed in the
Pentecost event and the birth ofthe Church.
Acts 2:46-47 reports after Pentecost: "Day by day, as they spent much time together
in die temple, they broke bread at home and ate their food with glad and generous hearts,
praising God and having the goodwiU ofall the people." This indicates to some degree that
the worship of the earhest Christians in Jerusalem had two dimensions-in the temple and in
the home-maintaining roots in the Jewish rehgion. As the movement spread beyond
Jerusalem, Christian worship occurred in the synagogue and the home, until tension with the
Jews led to worship occurring entirely in the home, as is described in 1 Corinthians. Much of
the earlyChristian worship drew from synagogue worship-^*eadings from the Hebrew
Scripture, preaching, singing-blended with new elements-new hymns and creedal
statements, baptism, and the Lord's Supper. The early Christians also withdrew from the
temple practice ofsacrifice, beheving that Jesus was the once-for-aU sacrifice made for the
sins of the world (Heb. 10:1-18). As the young Christian Church became increasingly
Gentile, worship forms evolved to reflect those of the synagogue less and less (Webber,
Biblical Foundations 103-105).
Though not directly addressing the issue ofworship, the Jerusalem Coimcil described
in Acts 15 did much to vahdate the indigenous expression ofChristian faith in various
cultural forms (Whiteman 3). Concemed primarilywith the issue ofGentile circimicision,
the early church leaders determined that the only requirements of religious practice were
abstention from things polluted by idols, from fornication, from food that had been strangled.
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and the consumption ofblood. The heart of the issue was God's inclusion ofthose ofGentile
cultures who were offered salvation by grace, as were the Jews, rather than the law. This
builds upon the story ofPeter and Cornelius in Acts 10 and 1 1, where the gift of the Holy
Spirit was also given to Gentile behevers. Thus, Gentiles, having received the gift and power
of the Holy Spirit and beheving in die truth of Jesus Christ, could worship like the Jewish
Christians, in spirit and truth. Worship and religious practice were thus permitted to take on
the cuttural forms appropriate for the particular context, which anthropologists label as
contextuahzation. Darryl Whiteman defines ContextuaUzation as "how the Gospel and culture
relate to one another across geographic space and down through tune" (2).
Worship in Heaven
Revelation 7:9-15 describes the final, ultimate context for aU Christian worship-the
throne ofGod:
After this I looked, and there was a greatmultitude that no one could count,
fi-om every nation, fi-om all tribes and peoples and languages, standing before
the throne and before the Lamb, robed in white, with pahn branches in their
hands. They cried out in a loud voice, saying, "Salvation belongs to our God
who is seated on the throne, and to the Lamb!" And ah the angels stood
around the throne and around the elders and the four living creatures, and
they feU on their feces before the throne and worshiped God, singing, "Amen!
Blessing and glory and wisdom and thanksgiving and honor and power and
might be to our God forever and ever! Amen." Then one of the elders
addressed me, saying, "Who are these, robed in white, and where have they
come from?" 1 said to him, "Sir, you are the one that knows." Then he said
to me, "These are they who have come out ofthe great ordeal; they have
washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb. For this
reason they are before the throne ofGod, and worship him day and night
within his temple, and the one who is seated on the throne wiU shelter them."
A daywiU come when aU cultures, and aU generations, will gather around die throne ofGod
in common worship. Though we do not know what styles or forms that worship will take.
Scripture says that we will aU gather together, wearing the white robes ofvictory,witii pahn
branches in hand, felling and singing before the throne ofGod. At last, the Church wiU be
one! But, imtil that time-which Christians of aU cultures long-the forms ofworshipwill be
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determined largely by the cultural context, just as it has for every generation in the
Scriptures.
Conclusion
hi, "The Gospel as the Prisoner and Liberator ofCulture," Andrew WaUs describes
the fictional scenario of a space visitor-a professor ofComparative Interplanetary Rehgions-
visiting Christian churches of five different historical, geographical, and cultural contexts.
The first is the original Jewish Christian community ofJerusalem in AD 37, consisting
entirely ofJewish behevers. The second visit is in AD 325 at the Council ofNicea,
consisting ofGentile Christian leaders from around the world. The third visit is in seventh
century freland, where Christian monks practice extreme forms of asceticism. The fourth
visit comes in 1840 in London, where British Christians are discussing promoting
Christianity, commerce, and civihzation in Afiica. The fmal visit is to Lagos, Nigeria in
1980, where African Christians dance and chant in white robes.
Each vish reveals Christians ofdifferent times and places with different agendas,
concems, ethnicities, and styles ofworship. WaUs asks, "How does our scholar correlate the
phenomena he has observed?" (95). The answer is that while the differences ofcultural
concem and expression are significant, the common thread is their common feith in Christ.
The differences are a result of the differing cultures and the indigenization of the Church in
each time and place.
What Walls describes fictionaUy has been demonstrated bibhcaUy, as worship
throughout the Bible was contextualized for particular times, locations, and contexts,
maintaining the covenantal relationship in every age and situation. Though always
maintaining a central focus on the covenant and a relationship with God, evidence shows that
forms ofworship were permitted to evolve as God's people and God's revelation evolved. In
the same way, worship todaymust evolve and be properly contextuahzed.
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This is no less true for the context of the Generation X culture as it seeks to know
God in covenantal relationship and to worship him in spirit and truth. ViiKent Donovan
writes.
The missionary's job is to preach, not the church, but Christ. Ifhe preaches
Christ and the message ofChristianity, the church may weU result, may well
appear, but itmight not be the church he had in mind. If the missionary truly
presents God and Jesus Christ, his work is finished. The rest is up to die
people hearing the message. . . . While the general outline of the church is
certainly present in Scripture, the specific details of the church, the response
to the good news wiU just as certainly have to be as fi"ee and diverse as all the
separate cultures of the human race. (81-82)
Generation X's response to the gospel is their indigenous expression ofcovenantal worship,
which is as unique to the Generation X culture as worship was to each generation of the Bible
and every generation since.
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CHAPTER 3
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In recent years an abundance ofmaterials has been written on the Baby Boom
regarding ways to draw the Boomer generation back to church. Themajority ofmaterials on
church growth and change focus on Boomer characteristics and preferences. In contrast,
httle has been written regarding Generation X. Even less has been written on how
GenerationX worships. The purpose ofthis project was to use a worship team/internal focus
group and an extemal focus group to identify die primary components of indigenous
GenerationX worship, to discem their cultural and theological significance, and to employ
and evaluate those components in a new church plant setting. Here Iwih attempt to survey
the related literature in order to uncover pertinent characteristics of the GenerationX culture
that may influence the components used in indigenous Generation X worship and how a
study such as this should be conducted.
Who is Generation X?
Generational demographers traditionaUy break down the American culture mto the
foUowing categories: Seniors (bom before 1925), Builders (1925-1944), Baby Boomers
(1945-1964), Generation X (1965-1980), MUleniahsts (1980-). Such categorization is
determined by rises and faUs in birth rates. Using this time frame. GenerationX accounts
for approximately forty-six to fiftymilUon Americans, bom primarily ofthe young Builder
and older Boomer generations (Celek and Zander 20). Some, however, debate the parameters
ofdating Generation X. Some would move the ending birth year to 1983 (Bama, Baby
Busters 14-15). TraditionaUy, a new generational category begins with a rise or feU in a
given year's birth rates compared to the trends ofprevious years. Some argue, however, that
lines are more appropriately drawn based on shared generational experiences. Howe and
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Strauss call Generation X the thirteenth American generation, and beheve that the first birth
year of the generation must be 1961, as the life experiences of those bom during those years
is more similar to those bom after 1965 dian tiiose bom before 1960 (12). According to
Howe and Strauss, the defining moment was the introduction of the birth control piU: "Trace
the life cycle to date of the babes of 1961. When theywere bom, dieywere the first babies
people took pills not to have" (13). For the purpose of this study. GenerationX will be
considered those Americans bom between early 1961 and 1981, recognizing that those bom
closer to 1961 may share some generational similarities with Baby Boomers and those bom
closer to 1981 may share some similarities with the Millennial generation.
But, what do we caU them? The traditional demographic label for this generation is
"Baby Bust" or "Busters," suggesting that the fall in birth rates in this generation was a bust
in comparison to the previous generation's boom. Yet, Generation X is the second largest
generation in American history. According to Bama, Generation X has approximately 86
percent as manymembers as the Baby Boom, and 50 percent more members ofGenerationX
are hving than aU pre-Boomers. Bama fiirther reports that the American GenerationX
population exceeds the total national population of aU but eleven nations-including Canada,
Austraha, France, England, Spain, Italy, Poland, and Turkey (Baby Busters 13).
Accordmg to Howe and Strauss' dating, which is contested bymost traditional
demographers, the thirteenth generation is the largest ofall American generations (14-17).
Ritchie, who supports Howe and Strauss' dating, adds.
Using birth years 1943 through 1960, the number ofBoomers ahve in 1995 is
approximately 69.5 miUion-a huge number, but significantly smaller than the
75 milhon Boomer noses counted in earher texts using birth years 1946 to
1964.... Using birth years 1961 to 1981, Generation X accounted, in 1995,
for 79.4 milhon people. That is correct-there are more Xers than Boomers,
and there have been since about 1980. (16)
According to Ritchie's dating, by the year 2000 there were 79.8 milhon aduk Xers, ranging
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in age from nineteen to thirty-nine years (27). Regardless ofdating parameters. GenerationX
is hardly a "bust," which not only imphes fewer numbers ofbirths but that Generation X is an
inferior generation, histead. GenerationX is a very large category ofmen and women now in
their twenties and thirties.
Throughout diis paper, the labels "Generation X," "Xer," or "X" wiU be used. This
label originated with Douglas Coupland, author ofGenerationX: Tales ofan Accelerated
Culture, which is the fictional story of three young people sharing the GenerationX
experience. Coupland explains the origins of the label "Generation X",
The book's title came . . . from the final chapter ofa fiinny sociological book
on American class structure titled Class, by Paul Fussell. In his final chapter,
Fussell named an "X" category ofpeople who wanted to hop off" the merry-
go-round of status, money, and social climbing that so often frames modem
existence. ("Generation X'd" 1)
According to Beaudoin, X suggests an unknown quantity and Generation X has thus far
eluded significant categorization (ix). The X generation has had many names attached to it,
most ofwhich are derogatory: the whiny generation, a generation ofgripers, a generation
adrift, the tuned out generation, slackers, the numb generation, the nowhere generation, the
boomerang generation, the caretaker generation, the new lost generation, theMTV
generation, the postponed generation, the doofiis generation, a generation ofanimals, the
blank generation, the unromantic generation, the thirteenth generation, and the free
generation (Anderson 104; Beaudoin 27; Holtz 1; Howe and Strauss 16).
Members of this generation typically have a powerfiil, postmodern aversion to any
type of label or categorization. Coupland speaks to labeling, rejecting the specific label
"Generation X" when he adds.
And now I'm here to say thatX is over. I'd like to declare a moratorium on
all the noise, because the notion that there now exists a different generation-
X, Y, K, whatever-is no longer debatable...marketers and joumahsts never
understood that X is a term that defines not a chronological age but a way of
looking at the world. Now that we are reheved ofthe X burden, what to do?
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Well, it's still a good policy to continue defying labels: Once people think
they've pigeonholed you, they'll also think they can exploit and use you. (2)
Morgenthaler appropriately reminds us:
Understanding any generation's commonalties helps us to minister to that
particular group ofpeople more effectively. A huge difference exists,
however, between categorizing and stereotypmg. The former is an objective
characterization based on a broad base of factual knowledge and experience.
The latter is a knee-jerk reaction based on prejudice on first encounter.
(Worship Evangehsm 176)
Though many are describing this generation as postmodern, referring more to this historical
period than labeling the generation, postmodern is far broader than the shared experience of
Generation X, as it also includes postmodernism's influence on boomers and miUenials. As
Morgenthaler suggests, I wUl use GenerationX as a label to help categorize the common
knowledge and experience of the members of this generation and attempt to avoid any form
ofstereotyping. Yet even this is a difficult chaUenge, for as Morgenthaler fiirther explains.
Unfortunately, most Christians are modem and hke things neat, tidy and
boxed. Life on this side ofGenesis is far more complex than that. As soon as
you put someone in a box, you cease engaging him or her as a person.
They're just a category. This generation, because ofpostmodemity, is very
plurahstic and diverse. The only box they fit in is "ah of the above." ("Out of
die Box" 26)
The culture ofGenerationX, though very broad, can best be described and explained
under the four general headings ofpeer personahty, pop culture, postmodernism, and
spiritual quest
Peer Personality
Karen Ritchie defines peer personality as
pattems ofbehavior and beliefs that are dominant among a group ofpeople
bom during the same period of time.. . . Each generation shares with its peers
a common history, and hving that history has m some way defined the world
for us so that we mutually understand who we are and how we fit. (17)
Generahzation is risky, and stereotyping is even worse, yet manyXers share a hving history
and unique experiences and consistent pattems ofbehavior and behef While nothing under
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the heading ofpeer personality is 100 percent true for all members of this generation, enough
commonahty exists to justify presenting this material as generaUy true ofaU GenerationX.
An Unwanted Generation
Howe and Strauss write, "Thirteeners started out as, by anymeasure, the least wanted
oftwentieth century American baby generations" (55). During the period of roughly 1960 to
1980, having children simply became unpopular and undesirable. Personal fiilfiUment for the
adult was seen as fer more important than sacrificing for the sake ofa famUy. With the
introduction of the birth control pfll, Envoid 10, in 1960, birth rates dropped significantly:
"Never before was it so easy to not have chUdren" (Holtz 2). Holtz adds.
In the most extreme development in birth control, over a mUUon Americans a
year had themselves surgically sterilized during the seventies, a procedure
that was almost unheard ofjust a decade earlier. During the seventies 10
milhon people made sure that they would never have another chUd.
America's love affair with its chUdren was, at least for now, a thing of the
past. (19)
Manywho were bom were the product ofcontraceptive errors, fathers' attempts to avoid the
Vietnam draft, and attempts to increase welfere benefits (Howe and Strauss 55-58).
Certainlymany Generation X chUdren were bom into famiUes that wanted them, but
many oftiiese chUdren also paid the price ofbeing bom in the wrong generation. Generation
X is described as the "onliest" generation, with the smaUest family units in American
history-including a high rate ofsingle chUd femihes. Over the span ofthis generation, the
homicide rate for children under four years old rose by half, the number ofchUd abuse cases
rose by 400 percent, and the number of "latchkey" kids-left to care for themselves after
school-more than doubled (Howe and Strauss 66). According to Holtz, twomillion cases of
reported chUd abuse were reported in 1985, and annually as many as forty thousand of these
were injured badly enough to require hospitaUzation (62). Hahn and Verhaagen write, "Our
generation was raised by parents who were often experimentingwith their own liberation and
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personal freedoms and, for die first time, saw children as a nuisance or hindrance to self-
growtii" (40).
According to Hahn and Verha^en, the divorce rate has doubled since 1961, and the
number of children in single-parent homes has increased by 400 percent (152-153). Celek
and Zander report that 46 percent ofGeneration X children's parents divorced (54). One
major survey in the 1970s reported that only one-fifth of the children ofbroken homes
reported that their hves were better afler the divorce, in contrast to the four-fifths ofthe
parents who beheved their hves were better (Howe and Strauss 60). Often parents were too
busy dealingwith the divorce itself to offer adequate emotional support to their children
(Holtz 29). Furthermore, two-thirds ofchildren ofdivorced parents moved geographicaUy
immediately foUowir^ the divorce. Holtz writes, "Multiple shocks such as the divorce itself,
moving, changing schools, mother going to work for the first time, and new child-care
arrangements ah add up to increasingly adverse effects" (30). Hokz also reports that children
living with just one parent were twice as likely to be low achievers in school, 75 percent
spent some time below the poverty income level for as much as seven years, fewer than half
of fathers maintained an active parenting role after the divorce, and 70 percent ofjuveniles in
state reform institutions come from single parent, absent father homes (3 1-33).
Though as many Xer children did not experience their parents' divorce as those who
did, Ritchie writes that the entire generation was adversely affected by this trend:
It was not necessary for every Xer to personally experience divorce in the
firaiily for the concept of divorce to have a profound effect on the entire
group. Divorces were occurring among their fiiends and relatives. The
financial consequences were often clearly visible, as fiiends and relatives
were caUed upon to help the abandoned and destitute.... Divorce occurred on
a large-enough scale to be disruptive to the security ofthe entire generation,
and to help form their earhest opinions aboutmarriage, femily, and trust. (41)
Unlike the experience ofprevious generations, an unprecedented number of the
mothers ofGeneration X worked fiill time outside of the home, either due to the necessity of
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an income in a single parent situation or equally due to the desire to pursue a career. The
expression "latchkey children" originated with this generation, referring to children who were
left unsupervised at home while the parents worked. Holtz reports that by 1985, 61 percent
ofmothers worked outside the home (39-40).
What did the children do while theywere left unattended? According to Holtz,
As a whole, latchkey children were twice as likely to drink and take drugs as
those who were under adult supervision after school. The increased risk held
true regardless of the student's gender, race, family income, academic
performance, or the number ofparents in the household. (56)
Theywatched hours of television, often alone orwith peers, unsupervised by adults (Ritchie
86). Ritchie writes, "For many Xers, televisionwas their babysitter, their entertaiimient, and
their night-hght" (86). Latchkey kids also tended to take on such adult responsibihties as
shopping, housework, cooking, and childcare. Whereas previous generations had certainly
participated in household chores, latchkey kids had the fiiU responsibihtywithout adult
supervision or participation (39).
Celek and Zander write.
Whether they were from broken or blended famihes, or were latchkey or day
care initiates, a high percentage of this generation never had the sense of
support they needed, never had the chance to develop their self-image-
because most ofyour concept ofwho you are is developed by your family.
You need your parents and siblings to be mirrors to you, to reflect who you
are and what you're expected to be. (57)
The common experience ofGeneration X is that they were not wanted. They were
abandoned, left alone, and, too often, abused. This reahty set the tone for aU of this
generation's developmental experience.
Beaudoin writes, "We were the first American generation in at least a century to lack
a common cause. . . . GenerationX reached adulthood in the absence ofa theme, and even
with a theme ofabsence" (10). Previous generations tended to have shared positive
experiences and themes; whereas, the common experiences ofGeneration X have been
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almostwholly negative: the breakdown of the family, Vietnam (the first Americanmilitary
failure), Watergate, the 70s oil crisis, the Cold War, nuclear crisis, STDs, AIDS, widespread
envirormiental destruction, and the more recent 1 1 September 2001 terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon. According to Howe and Strauss, these events led
Generation X to conclude that their elders were neither competent nor reUable, nor could they
offer protection from possible danger (53). Beaudoin recalls.
In the 1982, Xers who were mostly between grade school and high school
age, were subjected to a nationwide mini-hysteria prompted by the showing
of The DayAfter, a television movie about a nuclear attack on America and
the devastating nuclear winter that foUowed.... In October 1984, students at
Brown University voted to keep the school's infirmary stocked with poison
tablets in order to aid suicide in case ofa nuclearwar. A nationwide survey
in 1982 ofmore than forty thousand teenage boys found that fear ofnuclear
war was their number one concem. Among the same number of teenage girls
it ranked second, behind fear ofa parent's death. (116)
Many have suggested that the imifying event for Generation X was the space shuttle
ChaUenger explosion in 1986.
This generation also underwent experiments in methods ofeducation, resulting in
what Naisbitt described as "the first generation in American history to graduate less skUled
than its parents" (25). He fiirther reported that the National Commission on Excellence in
Education reported in 1983 a "rising tide ofmediocrity" in our education system. Also m
1983, The United States Department ofEducation reported to the Congress that the
educational skills of the Generation X were so low and wide spread that if they had been
foisted upon the United States by another country it would have been considered an act of
war (Howe and Strauss 18). Naisbitt predicted that Generation X would be unprepared for
the demands ofadult life (25-27). Universities responded by lowering admission
requirements, which resulted in high schools fiirther lowering graduation requirements (Holtz
1 15). During this period, oldermembers ofGenerationX were graduating from high school
and college and unable to find meaningfiil employment. The problem has continued for
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younger Xers as weU, with as many as onemilhon seniors graduating in 1997 who were
unable to read (Bama, Second Coming 55).
A Hurting and Confused Generation
Celek and Zander ask, "Will tiiey grow up?" suggesting that GenerationX has grown
up, but that GenerationX has matured to look quite different than previous generations of
adults. Adult Xers will nevermirror the adults that have preceded them, ff "growing up"
means looking, acting, and thinking like their parent's generation, then it wih never happen
due to the different hfe they have experienced (27). Based on the parameters ofGeneration
X being bom between the years of the early 1960s and the early 1980s, GenerationX now
ranges from those in their early twenties through those in their late thirties. Generation X has
grown up, gone to coUege, started careers, and some have started famiUes. What does an
adult GenerationX look like? A hurt and confiised aduh!
Due to their experience of the world. Generation X is virtuaUy unanimous in its behef
that it will inherit a world worse than previous generations. This is the first generation that
wiU very likely not do better economically than its parents did (Bama, Baby Busters 25-26).
GenerationX is generaUy pessimistic about the nation and the world and does not see reasons
to be anymore optimistic for themselves (Howe and Strauss 16). Thus Generation X has
tended to take longer to graduate from college than past generations and has tended to retum
home for financial support, partially due to insecurity and partially due to lack of
opportunities.
Generation X has high levels ofapathy, aUenation, depression, hopelessness,
cynicism, pessimism, skepticism, stress, and anger (Celek and Zander 25, Howe and Sfrauss
85). At least one milUon Generation X men and women have attempted suicide, and over
100,000 have succeeded (Howe and Strauss 61). Holtz writes, "More young people kiUed
themselves during the decade ofthe eighties than were kiUed in our ten-year involvement in
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Vietnam" (78). So far. Generation X is the most incarcerated generation in United States
history (Holtz 94; Howe and Strauss 66).
Bama reports that GenerationX is the im-healthiest generation in recent history, with
high rates of infection, parasites, and poor nutrition (Baby Busters 14-15). In 1990, the
National Association ofState Boards ofEducation and the AmericanMedical Association
reported, "Never before has one generation ofAmerican teenagers been less healthy, less
cared for, or less prepared for life than their parents were at the same age" (Holtz 72-73).
GenerationX believes in marriage, in principle, but because ofpoor examples has
largely put offmarrying in favor ofhving together. Furthermore, GenX is vastly confusion
in the area ofsexuality as they were raised with the values of sexual liberation and valueless
sex education, yet inherited the world ofADDS (Howe and Strauss 147-149, 158). Howe and
Strauss write, "Forty years ago, young adults associated sex with procreation; twenty years
ago, with free love; today, with self-destmction" (149). More than halfof the 25,000,000-
plus abortions since Rowe v. Wade have been performed on GenerationX girls and women.
The fictional character Andy, from Coupland's Generation X. speaks for the entire
generation: "Why is it so impossible to decomphcate my life?' (77). The Gen X reaUty is
comphcated and complex because ofAIDS, divorce, abuse, poor schools, recessions, youth
poverty, teen suicide, outrageous educational and living expenses, failure ofgovernmental
and rehgious institutions, national debt, high taxes, envirormiental devastations, dmgs,
parents that need to be parented, violence, unstable economic security, and the premature loss
ofchildhood (Beaudoin 104). Perhaps the answer is that GenerationX was bom and raised
in a particularly comphcated world, without the necessary resources to navigate through it.
Yet in the midst ofmuch negativity, positive stories must be told as weU.
GenerationX is the most raciaUy, ethnically, culturaUy, and economicaUy diverse
generation in United States history (Celek and Zander 24: Ritchie 5 1) and tend to be more
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accepting ofmuiticulturalism. At least 29 percent ofGeneration X is fromminority
populations (Bama, Baby Busters 13). Howe and Strauss report.
From dating and marriage to language, film, music, and literature, never has
America seen a generation with so much racial and ethnic crossover. . . .
Theirs, after all, is the first American generation to have been raised in an era
when closer contact between the different races was deliberately encouraged-
with the lowering of inunigration barriers, the desegregation of schools and
neighborhoods, the shuiming of racial epithets in pubhc, the introduction of
multicultural school curricula, and the appearance ofmultiracial
programming in the media. (137)
Much remains to be done in the arena of racial equahty and harmony, yet GenerationX is
leading the waywith different attitudes and multi-cultural values.
ITiough GenerationX does not place the same value on work as previous generations
nor show the same degree of loyalty. Generation X has made its ownway in the work world.
Though not receiving the traditional skills from their education, this was a generation raised
on computers and has set the trend for technological development as entrepreneurs (Celek
and Zander 27). Previous generations looked to their jobs formore than just money but also
for a sense ofworth, value, and achievement These characteristics wih not be found in
Generation Xers, who see workmerely as a means of financial support. Though, implying
that Generation X is moneymotivated would also be incorrect: "Indeed, Busters seem to be
leading the way in living less hedonic states ofexistence, in simpler, less acquisitive life
styles" (Sweet 70). Financial acquisition and material gain are not primary motivating
factors. Xers place higher value on relationships and recreation with paychecks serving
solely as a means to an end (Bama, Baby Busters 37-38; Celek and Zander 31-32). Yet Xers
work hard, as their insecurities tend to create an almost irrational fear of failure (Celek and
Zander 139).
GenerationX is extremely pragmatic not bujong into the idea ofnational or
intemational causes or higher purposes (Celek and Zander 30-3 1). GenerationX has simple
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goals and simple lifestyles. Celek and Zander suggest that GenerationX is fashioning a new,
simpler, yet deeper American dream: "to be whole and hve in harmonywith other people and
their surroundings" (76). The GenX dream stands in stark and striking contrast to their
actual experience.
Generation X is typicaUy reluctant to invest in national or intemational pohtical or
social causes. Institutions lack the credibihtywith this generation to inspire support and the
GenerationX mindset does not include the possibihty that one person's involvementwill
significantly impact a large problem (Bama, Baby Busters 35). Yet, Xers are civic and
environmentally mmded, focusing on what can be accomphshed locally-that which is
concrete and can be fixed (Howe and Strauss 167). Howe and Strauss write, "That's the
Buster credo: to pick and choose whatever solves the problem at hand" (159).
Reflecting their lack ofexperience with deep, stable relationships. Generation X
longs for significant relationships most. VirtuaUy all sources of information on GenerationX
concur that relationships are a high priority (Bama, Baby Busters 38). Beaudoin believes the
fimdamental Xer question is "WiU you be there for me?" (140). Whereas the Boomer
generation is stereotyped as seeking relational breadth. Generation X places high value on
fewer, substantive, longer-lasting relationships. Yet many are unprepared for such
relationships. WhUe Generation X is characterized as selfabsorbed, individuahstic, and
lacking ambition, many wiU willingly sacrifice time and energy to nurture meaningfiil
relationships. GenerationX also places a high value on family, yearning for what they never
had, yet this generation advocates a broader definition ofwhat famUy is.
A Pop Culture Generation
WhUe mom or dad were at work, or just away from home. Generation X was raised,
shaped, and taught its values by popular culture-television, video, music, cable. Atari,
Nintendo, the computer, and the Intemet. Beginningwith Sesame Street and continuingwith
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MTV, GenerationX has been raised on a bombardment of fast, short, loud visual images.
Many believe GenerationX has been permanently conditioned to have short attention spans
(Bama, Babv Busters 86; Beaudoin xi), lack of concentration, and the inability to think
linearly. Certainly the Boomer generation was influenced by popular culture, yet Howe and
Strauss assert, "By age five, the boomer had seen httle or no television; the Thirteener had
seen 5,000 hours worth" (64).
MTV first appeared in 1983, when the oldest members ofGeneration X were in
junior high and high school, and a 1986 study reported that 80 percent ofthis generation
watched an average of two hours ofMTV daily (Beaudoin 44). Younger Xers do not
remember whenMTV did not exist. Beaudoin fiirther reports that Xers reported spending
more time with television than with their parents (5). Rushkoff suggests thatMTV, and
similar mediums, are responsible for developing a new way ofabsorbing visual information
in young viewers. Instead ofmore traditional, Unear, narrative mediums, MTV is a flowing
succession of images, "creating an aesthetic world rather than a narrative one" (127). Rather
than telling stories, music videos impart meaning through a coUage ofvisual images.
Rushkoffwrites, "It is a textural experience-a moment to moment appeal to the senses"
(128). Rushkoff offers an important insight into howMTV, and simUar mediums, have
conditioned GenerationX viewers:
MTV is dominated by quick-cut videos, which disaUow any attempt by the
viewer to create a continuous experience over time. The fact that these
videos do not hnger on an image for long is not simply to cater to the short
attention spans of its young viewers. In fact, what may seem like a muddle of
random images for viewers unaccustomed to the MTV style is quite
comprehensible to those who have been raised on a more discontinuously
styled media. UntUMTV the shortest edit duration considered permissible by
filmmakers was two seconds. Anything shorter was thought to be too quick
for an audience to make sense of. Today videos regularly use edits as short as
one-third second or even "flash fi-ames" thatmight last a tenth ofa second or
less. The increase in images per second corresponds directfy to an increase in
the amount ofvisual information younger viewers are capable ofgleaning off
the monitor. MTV can be seen as a form ofeducational television in that it
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trains eyes and brains to scan more images faster and faster. (130)
What else were Generation X children watching? The answer is virtually everything?
Hiou^ networks during this era received criticism for the violent and sexual nature ofmuch
programming, their defense was that such shows were only aired during aduk viewing hours
not during family programming time slots. Ritchie writes.
The only catch was that the children were not always watching what and
when they were supposed to be watching. The fact is children were often
viewing television at 9:00 P.M. or later. Working parents and single parents
foimd it difficult to closelymonitor their children's viewing. (94)
Celek and Zander report that Generation X accounts for half the tickets sold at movie
theaters and spend more money on concerts and music than aU other generations combined.
GenerationX has been the dominant users of the Intemet, which is ironic given the fears
reported earher regarding this generation's techrucal abihties. According to the Consumer
Electronics Manufacturer's Association, Generation X was expected to spend $8,500,000 on
electronics/computing products ui 1999 ("Generation X Embracing the Digital Revolution").
The same article reported the foUowing statistics on Xer media usage: 86 percent own a CD
player, compared to 69 percent of the average population; 83 percent ofXers listen to music
daUy; the median number ofCDs owned is fifty, whUe one in four own more than one-
hundred; more than halfown televisions with twenty-seven inch screens or greater; one in
four own home theater systems; 53 percent own personal computers, compared to forty-two
percent of the general population; 61 percent have Intemet access, compared to less than half
of the general population.
Adequate estimations of the influence ofpopular culture on GenerationX are
impossible. White describes technology and technological modes ofprocedure as our human
"habitat' or "environment." (S. White 14)
Bama writes.
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Busters are certainly aware that the media have an influence on their thinking.
What is surprising, thou^, is how accepting they seems to be of the influence
of the media.. . .Without a doubt, the typical Buster beheves that the world is
out ofcontrol these days. They know this based upon personal experience
(the only credible source for most Xers) confirmed by the mass media.. . . The
power of the confirmation by the media is not to be minimized.. . . It is hkely
that Busters, like the rest ofus, have no real sense ofwhere reahty starts and
where the media (or any other source of influence) take over and reshape our
perceptions ofreahty. . . . But it also seems clear that more than any prior
generation. Busters have embraced television, in particular, as a credible
creator of those perceptions. Raised on the tube, they now accept it as
another member of the family, an electronic sibling imparting wisdom and
entertairmient as desired. (Baby Busters 71)
Arguably, media fulfiUed more than a role ofsibling to GenerationX, but was virtually an
electronic parent!
A Postmodern Generation
Generation X is the first postmodem generation-bom into and raised during a
historical period ofphilosophical transition (Snyder 214). Perhaps postmodernism has
influenced Generation X as much as any other factor (Celek and Zander 46, 50-5 1). The
significant shift: firom the modemist/enh^tenment perspective to the postmodem philosophy
and age occurred during the same years that Generation X was bom and its worldview was
fonmed (Snyder 214).
Snyder characterizes postmodernism:
Postmodernism rejects "metanarratives"-overarclung or imiversal theories
and explanations-and all efforts to totaUze-that is, to bmd everything together
in some kind of coherent whole.. . . The postmodem worldview represents the
triumph of the subjective, the ephemeral, and the fragmentary over the
unchanging and the universal. It rejects the tension inherent in modernism as
both impossible and destmctive. Postmodemity signals the triumph of the
contingent, the transitory, and the ironic. It is a fi-ank rejection of "the
Enlightenment project." (216)
In the postmodem era linear thinking shifted to nonlinear thinking: reason to
intuition, black and white to gray, absolute tmth to relativity and plurahsm, conformity to
nonconformity. Reason and logic have been rejected and replaced by experience, intuition.
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and paradox. Snyder fiirther oflers six characteristics ofpostmodemism:
"1. It is a rejection ofuniversal or totalizing perspectives, oftheories or viewpoints
that claim to put everything together in a coherentwhole" (Snyder 22 1 ). Rejection of
absolute tmth is perhaps the single strongest strain ofpostmodemism within GenerationX.
Whether this is a philosophy or a result of this generation's fears ofconflict, as many as 70
percent do not beheve in absolute truth (Bama, Baby Busters 69). Rather than attempting to
influence others or seeking an agreed upon tmth, aU tmth to Generation X is negotiable and
individual. Generation X is particularly skeptical ofclaims ofabsolute rehgious tmth,
pointing to hypocrisy, divisions, and failures within the Church. This presents a unique
challenge to the Church. Bama writes,
With most Busters rejecting notions such as the uniqueness ofChristianity,
the existence ofabsolute moral tmth, and the authority of the Bible, virtually
no restrictions exist to hmit or guide their thinking about proper personal or
corporate spiritual development. (Second Coming 71)
Generation X is more likely to tmst individual experience as tme, instead of tmsting claims
ofabsolute tmth or apologetic defenses (Bama, Baby Busters 69).
"2. Relatedly, postmodemism represents a pastiche of styles thrown togetherwith no
overaU design. Each piece is (at least in principle) ofequal worth. So postmodemism often
lumps together classical, romantic, and modem elements with httle thou^t ofcoherence"
(Snyder 221). This means phUosophically that a plurahty ofvaried and conflicting claims for
tmth can exist side by side, with equal vahdity. Fact and fiction exist side by side, and the
diSerence is blurred. Disunity is assumed. This is also reflected aestheticaUy with the
blending ofdifferent eras and artistic styles. Words associated with this form of
postmodemism are paradox, plurality, pastiche, eclecticism, bricoUage, and collage.
Incompatible is compatible in postmodem thou^t. Grenz writes, "This new mind-set
embraces more than just tolerance for other practices and viewpoints: it affirms and
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celebrates diversity. The celebration ofcultural diversity, in turn, demands a new style-
eclecticism-the style ofpostmodemity" (19).
"3. Postmodemism's focus on the individual and the particular is a fiirther
expression ofthe same tendency. Rejecting hohsm, postmodemism explores the individual
person, motif, artefact, or subculture as the proper focus ofattention" (Snyder 221). The only
basis for discerning tmth as credible is an individual's experience, as weU as individual
emotion and intuition (Grenz 7). Everything is subjective, based primarily on each
individual's process ofgrowth and discovery. Generation X is anti-institutional and skeptical
of authorities. Standardization and centralization are rejected. Sweet writes,
"Nonconformity has become the new conformity" (97-98). As we have seen, spirituality is a
particularly individualized process ofself-discovery. No one is right orwrong. Veith writes,
"When a society accepts no moral absolutes, there is no higher tribunal tiian subjective
opinions" (166).
1 . The aspect of self-reference is another key element ofpostmodemism.
Acutely aware ofthe impossibihtyofobjectivity, the postmodernist
celebrates subjectivity.... What we experience and feel, particularly what
we experience and feel at this moment, is what is real. Everything else is
suspect, or at least secondary. (Snyder 222)
Changes in language also reflect postmodem subjectivism. Without socially agreed
upon objective tmths, everything is personal opinion. Thus opinions are expressed fixmi a
solely personal, subjective perspective. Claims to tmth or facts are replacedwith personal
interpretations. Snyder writes.
It is a sort ofverbal vims, invading the language, and hence the thinking,
even of those who oppose or ignore it. For the language ofpostmodemity is
the language of the day. Some of its pet words-sensibility, feeling,
impression, role-play, lifestyle, viewpoint, mind-set, network, spacetime,
project, model, value, choice, plurahsm, and ofcourse, style-have become
the coin of the realm. As a sphced concept, evenworldview is a kind of
postmodem world.. . . Most of these words are not new, ofcourse. But their
use, cormotation, and frequent sphcing are. An earher age would have used
strong, less self-referential terms-^rhaps character for lifestyle, declaration
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for viewpoint, reality for sensibility, virtue for value, and so forth (depending
on the context). Nearly all of these terms share an environment of (1)
assumed plurahsm, (2) self-consciousness or self-reference (a psychological
quality), and (3) hybridization, the mixing our joining of things previously
seen as distinct or unrelated. . . . This shift in vocabulary does illustrate two
things: the subtle pervasiveness of "the condition ofpostmodemity" and the
fact that something deeper is at work than a theory of literature, inteUectual
fad, or ehtistmovement. At this level postmodemity constitutes nothing less
than a shift in cultural consciousness. And this means, for many, a shift also
in worldview. (219)
"5. Conscious of subjectivity, postmodemism is also keenly aware ofpower and the
'power games' that shape aU of life" (Snyder 222). Postmodernists beUeve that all
relationships and claims to tmth, particularly institutional, are power plays. Veith writes,
"Remember that postmodernist theorists, following the 'hermeneutics ofsuspicion,' beheve
that aU social relationships are onlymasks for power . . . oppression is intrinsic to all
institutions" (77). Generation X has been powerless socially and often the victim of those in
power but has discovered the power to individually decide whether or not to participate in
particular power games. Xers typicaUy reject the game, and avoid it as best they can.
6. The total ofthese elements yields what some see as the trademark of
postmodemism: the sense of irony. . . . When you have no over-arching
ideology from which to critique other ideologies because the very
possibility of ideology is dead, you are left onlywith irony. Tmth then is
simplywhat you can get awaywith. (Snyder 222)
Beaudoin explains that irony's purpose is to deconstmct the supposed, self-evident
meaning of "a statement, idea, or image, and empties that image ofwhat it was previously
thou^t to contain" (41). frony is more thanmockery or negativity. Beaudoinwrites, "It is
to engage for the sake ofreclamation-but only after the devastation ofan engagement that
destroys, frony sucks tiie air out of its object, only to reiirflate it later" (41). And "reinflate"
with new meaning.
Snyder writes,
Postmodemism cannot serve for long as a credible worldview because it has
no compeUmg principle ofcoherence.... Postmodemism is best seen as a
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pause, a wrinkle in time. It is a period ofoverlap between epochs and
worldviews. . . . Perhaps postmodemity should be seen as the time ofvying
worldviews, a free market competition in models ofmeaning. (230)
Thou^ many agree with Snyder, believing that postmodemism is a transitional phase from
modernity to something yet unknown, the fact remains that culture has transitioned into a
new and drastically different phase ofhistory-and there is no going back. Boschwrites,
"The 'post' phenomenon is not just a fad. We have tmly entered into an epoch
fundamentally at variance with anydiing we have experienced to date" (Behevfaig in the
Future 1).
The Spiritual Quest
As a postmodem generation. Generation X has rejected modernist agnosticism.
Instead, Generation X is a hi^ily spiritually seeking generation. ITie word "spirituaP is used
intentionally to contrast the notion ofbeing rehgious, which GenerationX rejects. Being
rehgious is too closely associated with institutional rehgion, which GenerationX avoids.
Whereas previous generations are perceived to have settled for a "rehgious veneer,"
Generation X seeks deep sources ofmeaning and experiences oftranscendence (Nash ix).
According to Bama 71 percent claim they are Christian while only 25 percent claim to be
"bom again." Ninety-one percent beUeve inGod or a hi^er power, yet less than two-thirds
beheve in the traditional Christian definition ofGod as "one aU-powerful God who created
the world and mles today" (Baby Busters 23). Perhaps these numbers would be substantiaUy
different ifparticipants were asked if theywere "spiritual," and to define that spirituahty.
Many Xers have nominal church backgroimds, as their Boomer parents exited the
church, treating it as a "disposable accessory" (Beaudoin 13; Celek and Zander 88-89).
Beaudoin further states that the step from reUgion-as-accessory to reUgion-as-unnecessaiy
was a short trip. Though many know some degree of the tenets of the Christian faith, most
ofGeneration X has nominal religious training. Generation X pastor, Chris Seay comments.
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"When BiUy Graham preaches a revival he is preaching to people who once had rehgion and
lost it. With this generation there is nothing to revive" (qtd. in Leibovich 2).
Though seeking spiritual experiences. GenerationX does not see the church as a
viable option. Celek and Zander suggest that GenerationX views the church as "separatist,
segre^ted, institutional, irrelevant, judgmental, holier-than-thou, controlling, and
authoritarian" (88-89). Generation X condemns these faults most stridently! Hahn and
Verhaagen write, "The Christian faith is viewed with suspicion. IfChristianity has aU the
answers, why hasn't it solved all the problems? Christians can't even get their own house in
order, some observe" (27). Xers are looking outside the Church for spiritual answers.
According to Bama, "Busters are actuaUy the first generation in American history in which a
majority of those who are seeking a rehgious faith to embrace are starting their spiritual
joumeywith a faith group other than Christianity" (Second Coming 68). Beaudom
elaborates.
First, they have a widespread regard for paganism-however vaguely
defined. ... A second way Xers take rehgion into their own hands is through a
growing enchantment withmysticism. As practiced by Xers, mysticism is
defined as broadly as paganism and is often expressed as rehgious
eclecticism. Xers take symbols, values, and rituals from various rehgious
fraditions and combine then into their own "spirituahty." (25)
Beaudoin characterizes GenerationX's spiritual quest as "irreverenf ' (175-180).
Generation X has taken rehgion into its own hands, each person often creating his or her own
mdividual sense ofspirituality. Often the forms ofspirituality are irreverent by fraditional,
church standards. Yet, their meaning is no less significant for Generation X. The Generation
X spiritual quest is often a postmodem pastiche ofvarious symbols, experiences, faiths, and
spirituahties. Beaudoin explains Generation X spirituality: "Experimentation with heresy-
even outright blasphemy-is a key part ofGenX rehgiosity. . . . The myriad ways of fiising and
confiismg the sacred and profane distinguish GenX hved theology" (122-123). Generation
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X understands spirituality as a process and embraces ambiguity as more "true" than absolute
answers to faith questions.
Bama adds that the Generation X spiritual quest is best understood as a process of
discovery, growth, and experience. Rather than focusing on an end point of spiritual
development, "die process of seeking faith, tmth, meaning, and purhy is more importanf '
(Second Coming 75). Beaudoin adds doubt and indecision, writing, "Xers claim a wider
space for indecision in faith, opening it widely enough that it becomes a revelatorymomenf'
(142). For GenerationX, this a very individualized process (Morgenthaler, Worship
Evangehsm 57). Celek and Zander refer to this as a "build-your-own-religion phenomenon"
(91). This is especially due to the postmodem rejection of absolute truth. Hahn and
Verhaagen write.
The unrealized assumption is that one's sincere ideas are synonymous with
tmth.. . . The overwhelming majority ofBusters do not believe in absolute
tmth. We are a generation of individuals who zealously protect the rights of
others to express their own opinions. A person's opinion has become their
"tmth." As a generation without a sense of tmth, we have no unifying behefe.
We simply aU agree to respectfiiUy disagree. (39)
Bama suggests diat Generation X's spiritual quest may be essentially practical. As
GenerationX seeks to fmd practical ways ofdealingwith life, relationships, and a broken
past, theymay see rehgion or spirituahty as a means of finding practical answers or tools.
Simply stated, theymay see rehgion or spirituahty as sources for means of coping (Baby
Busters 130).
Generation X and Culture
These characteristics ofGenerationX are far more than the description of a
generation. This is the description ofan American subculture. In fact. Generation X is
different than previous American generations in so many ways that claimmg GenerationX as
a unique culture by itself is legitimate. Beaudoin aflGrms this by saying, "What is frequently
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overlooked is diat manyGenX studies are attempts to corral chronologically what is
primarily cultural: a hving generation" (28). Celek and Zander add, "Reaching out to Busters
is verymuch like going to a completely different country and immersing yourself in a foreign
culture" (99).
What Is Culture?
Culture is defined as "all the leamed behavior and symbols that make our world
home" (Dymess 7). Hahn and Verhaagen suggest that Christian evangehcals have typicaUy
taken two approaches to culture, neither ofwhich have been helpfiil. Either the Church has
accommodated to the culture bymirroring it, or rejected it entirely (132-133). Instead,
culture must be understood properly, so the gospel can be communicated appropriately and
effectively.
Stewart and Bennett fiirther define culture as subjective or objective. Examples of
subjective culture include the psychological features ofculture�assumptions, values, and
pattems of thinking. Objective culture includes institutions, artifacts, economic systems,
social customs, pohtical stmcmres, arts, crafts, and hterature (2). To understand a culture
one must understand both. Generation X subjective culture is reflected in postmodemism
and the generation's cynicism, skepticism, pragmatism, and hopelessness. Generation X
objective culture is reflected largely in popular culture mediums.
Stewart and Bennett fiirther define culture by distinguishing between deep culture
and procedural culture. Deep culture represents assumptions and values. Procedural culture
pertains to how a culture operates. "The difference between deep and procedural culture is
that of 'knowing what' (or 'about') versus 'knowing how'" (149). Too much of the
mformation on Generation X and worship is in the field ofprocedural culture, focusing on
means or forms that have produced effective results. In contrast, the purpose of this research
is to delve "deeper" into the deep culture ofGenerationX m order to discover the
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assumptions and values tiiat drive the "processes" and give them meaning.
Theology itself is shaped by the assumptions and values of deep culture, which is
expressed by forms ofprocedural culture. Beaudoin argues that culture and theologymust be
intertwined by necessity:
Theology and culture are deeply intertwined. For us to understand even the
word theology, a theologymust take the form of terms and ideas that we can
grasp, which means that it must be articulated in the language ofour culture.
Even though theology always adopts the style ofa particular culture,
however, it can stiU bear witness to a reahty beyond the limitations of
language and culture.. . . Theology is always found and created within a
particular cultural perspective. In order to understand our culture, therefore,
we must think theologically. And in order to comprehend our theology, we
must know our culture. (29-30)
What Is Worldview?
To understand culture, one must also understand "worldview." Worldview is vitaUy
important as it shapes an individual's perspective ofwhat is real. From a cultural
perspective, a worldview is the "shared fi-amework of ideas held by a particular society
concerning how they perceive the world" (Burnett 12-13). The shared experience of
Generation X as an unwanted generation, broken and hurting, and profoundly shaped by
postmodemism and popular culture has created a cultural worldview that is significantly and
contrastingly different than the rest of the American culture that preceded it. Bumett fiirther
writes.
Where there is a distinct minority culture within a larger social group, the
minority faces two options. First, theymay be marginaUzed firom the main
community.. . . Second, the minoritymust adopt the majority culture in its
wider social relations whilst retaining its own culture in the home. (30)
To some degree. GenerationX has experienced both.
Bumett fiirther offers six major worldview themes, which are usefiil tools in
understanding the differences in cultures:
"1. The Cosmos-what is reahty? How does the society understand the nature of the
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universe in which it exits? Is the materialworld all that exists, or is there a non-material
reahty?" (34). The question of reahty for GenerationX is answered by postmodemism,
which says that our understanding of reahty is a social constmct and too limited to fiiUy
understand aU that is reahty. In one sense reahty is what one makes it. In another sense, no
one's understanding is complete. In an environment ofcompeting ideologies, behefe, and
realties, behef in a single, objective reahty is rejected. Nash writes, "In other words, each
culture builds its own set ofbehefs that determines and orders its reahty. In such a system,
no single tmth exists, and no single authority receives more wei^it than other authorities"
(49).
However, Webber writes that postmodemism reflects a shift from the modem
imderstanding of the world and reahty as mechanistic and static, to a fer greater openness to
mystery and the unknown (Blended Worship 27; "Facing the PM Culture" 12). In regards to
its unplication for Generation X worship, Webber writes, "Consequently, people are now
considerablymore open to the supematural and are searching for an experience ofmystery"
(Blended Worship 27).
"2. Self-What is human? How does the society answer the question, 'Who am I?'
What model do members of that society have to understand themselves as persons?" (Bumett
34). Generation X has lacked sufiicient models and support in discovering who they are or
what they can be. Yet, describing postmodemism, Beaudoin writes.
The self is not a unified entity, but is instead a mere "constmct," a tenfetive
arrangement ofvarious personal and social expectations about selfliood.
Thus, the self has many subjectivities, or several identities with which it
views the world and can be viewed. (138)
Furthermore, Xers have been told in manyways that they are unwanted, unnecessary, and
inferior to previous generations. They define themselves primarily through a process of
experiences and self-discovery.
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"3. Knowing-What is truth? How does one come to know things about reahty?"
(Bumett 34). Postmodemism and Generation X reject the notion ofabsohite tmth. Like
reahty, tmth is a social constmct and thus can be manipulated by those in power. Absolutes
do not exist, beyond what the individual experiences as personally tme�which cannot be
imposed on others (Snyder 223-224). "AU spiritual and moral principles are relative to the
situation and the society" (Bama, Second Coming 59).
"4. Community-What is society? How do people understand tiieir involvement
within the communities in which they exist?' (Bumett 34). Generation X has experienced
rejection and the disapproval of the greater American society. Generation X feels excluded
from the traditional American dream, more like inheritors ofnothing but problems to be
fixed-broken government, broken environment, broken society, broken world, broken homes.
Though GenerationX longs for a community of close peers, a deep distmst ofpeople in
general and institutions in particular exists. Postmodemism essentiaUy beUeves that aU
relationships have something to do with power (Snyder 223-224).
"5. Time-What is time? How is the most obscure component ofour exbtence
perceived by the society?' (Bumett 34). Americans have traditionaUy understood time as
linear and progressive. The fiiture has always held possibihties and potential. This is not so
for GenerationX. Time represents a fiiture without possibihty and fraught with danger.
GenerationX is also disconnected from the past with no sense ofrootedness or appreciation
for history. This may be the resuU ofa poor historical education, the influence ofpop
culture's focus on the immediate present, or a disconnection from fimiilial roots and history.
With no hope for the fiiture and no connection to the past, the emphasis is entirely on the
moment and for the moment (Bama, Second Coming 59). Boschwrites, "It is a permissive
society, without norms, models, and traditions, an 'immediate' society, without past and
often without ftiture: people Uve utterly in the present and seek instant gratification"
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(BeOeving in the Future 3V
"6. Value-What is good? The word "value" is here defined as good ends, ideal we
ought to pursue." (Bumett 34) GenerationX values relationships, money, experience, and
that which can help them navigate through the chaos oftheir life experiences. Grand
purposes are not even considered as a worthy pursuit, histead, value is given to anything that
can make hfe manageable, bearable, or comfortable (Bama, Second Coming 59). This
includes spirituahty.
Bumett further explains worldview.
Ifone's worldview is so pervasive, itmust be reahzed that people have a deep
commitment to the worldview ofthe culture in which they have been brought
up. People accept the mental model they have and act ki accordance with that
perspective. Any new information must be interpreted m terms ofthat model.
(22)
Here we tum to the pertinence ofdiis discussion on culture and worldview in regards to
Generation X and the Christian faith. Generation X is largely unchurched. The gospel is not
a worldview value ofGeneration X. Yet, if the gospel is to be proclaimed and ifGeneration
X is to be led into an authentic experience ofChristian worship, then the gospel must be
presented m the terms of the Generation X worldview. Missiologists refer to this process as
contextualization.
What Is Contextualization?
Whiteman describes contextuahzation as the way the gospel and culture relate to one
another:
Contextualization attempts to communicate the gospel in word and deed and
to estabhsh the church in ways that make sense to people within their local
cultural context, presenting Christianity in such a way that it meets people's
deepest needs and penetrates their worldview, thus aUowing them to foUow
Christ and remain within their own culture. (2-3)
Bevans adds that contextualization is a "theological imperative," and takes into
account: "the spirit and message of the gospel; the tradition of the Christian people; the
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culture in which one is theologizing; and social change in that culture" (1). Introducing the
gospel to Generation X and leading this generation into an experience ofworship is not
cxdturally neutral. Hiebertwrites, "Missionaries do not enter cultural vacuums. The people
to whom they go are members ofongoing societies and cultures" (104).
For Generation X, contextualization wih require worship experiences that "make
sense" culturally. Celek and Zander suggest that reaching out to Generation X is much like
going to a different country and being unmersed in a foreign culture (99). Walls fiirther
defines two principles ofcontextualization. First, the gospel and its outward expression
become indigenous, requiring that it take on the forms of the culture. Yet, the
communication of the gospel must also uphold the "pilgrim principle," leading the receiving
culture to the realization that the gospelwill challenge some aspects of that culture. Leading
Generation X into Christian worshipwill require both indigenization, "sanctifying aU that is
capable of sanctification," and the pilgrim principle challenging that which carmot be
sanctified (93-105). Bosch explains a primary example of the pilgrim principle apphed to
Generation X:
The bibUcal faith, however, contains elements that are much more intractable
and antagonistic to the new worldview than may be expected. Faith in the
one God who revealed himself in Jesus Christ does not fit into the pluralistic
postmodem order. fBeheving in the Future 44)
Though cultural forms are negotiable, faith in God, specificaUy revealed in the person
ofJesus Christ, is not. Vincent Donovan asserts that the standard for "measuring the fitness
ofwhat is being done is the Bible. Is it bibhcal? Is it evangelical? Is it Scriptural? are
questions that must be asked time and time again" (33). Nash writes, "A church in the
postmodem world must live out its life in an uneasy tension. Itmust be an alternative
community of faith that is fiiUy integrated into its surrounding culture" (87).
Zahniser defines contextualization as "the process of adapting the gospel message
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and Christian faith to a particular cultural context" (176), which he describes as a three-part
process:
First, the interpretive communitymade up ofChristian believers from the
host culture, guided by leaders with cross-cultural training and experience,
studies the proposed cultural form objectively and thorou^ilywithin the
context of the host culture... . Next, the interpretive community studies related
Scripture. Under the guidance of the leaders, they look to Scripture, carefiiUy
studying those passages relevant to the form under investigation.... FinaUy,
the interpretive community decides among viable options. (176-177)
Contextualizing worship for Generation X means that the actual forms that worship takes
ought to flow from a dialogue between GenerationX Christians and those who have
introduced the gospel to them.
Zahniser fiirther offers five possible outcomes to such a process:
First, ifthe form proves compatible with Scripture and appropriate in the
settmg, it could be used by the church as it is.. .. Second, if the symbol, ritual
procedure, or other cultural form should prove unscriptural, the community of
faith has several options. It could reject the adoption of the subject of
investigation outright.. . . Third, the form could be modified to yield exphcit
Christian meaning and to fit existing circumstances.... Fourth, the interpretive
community could substitute some fimctional equivalent of the unacceptable
cultural form from another culture altogether.. . . Fifth, as an alternative to
adoption or adaptation of the symbolic or ceremonial form under
consideration, the community could create a new symbol or ceremony. (177-
178)
GenerationX's irreverence, which wiU described more fiilly later in this chapter, may very
weU produce forms that ought to be chaUenged by Scripture. Hiebert adds.
There is an offensiveness in the foreignness of the culture we bring along
with the gospel, which must be eliminated. But there is the offense of the
gospel itself, which we dare not weaken. The gospel must be contextuahzed,
but it also must remain prophetic-standing in judgment on what is evU in all
cultures as weU as in all pagans. (109)
Nevertheless, GenerationX must be free to adapt or create forms for worship (music,
symbols, rituals) that are both consistent with the Scriptures and culturaUy meaningfiil.
Hiebert offers a similar process that begins with an exegesis ofthe culture. Hiebert
writes.
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The first step in critical contextualization is to study the local culture
phenomenologicaUy. Here the local church leaders and the missionary lead
the congregation in uncritically gathering and analyzing the traditional beliefs
and customs associated with some question at hand. (109)
The purpose of the first step is to seek an appropriate imderstanding ofaspects of the culture,
without judging them. The second step is the exegesis ofScripture and the creation ofa
hermeneutical bridge. At this stage the missionary or pastor leads the host church in a study
ofScripture related to a particular issue. The third step is caUed the critical response.
Hiebert describes step three: "The third step is for the people corporately to evaluate critically
their own past customs in the hght oftheir new bibhcal understandings, and to make
decisions regarding their response to their new found truths" (1 10). At this stage the host
church wiU choose to either retain previously used rituals, customs, or symbols infiising them
with new Christian meaning or reject them as inappropriate and incompatible with the gospel.
Or, theymay decide to create or adopt new ones. The final step is the adoption ofnew
contextualized practices. Hiebert writes.
Having led the people to analyze their old customs in the hght ofbiblical
teaching, the pastor or missionarymust help them arrange the practices they
have chosen into a new ritual that expresses the Christian meaning ofthe
event. Such a ritual wih be Christian, for it exphcitly seeks to express
biblical teaching. It wUl also be contextual, for the church has created it,
using forms the people understand within dieir own culture. (110)
Morgenthaler reminds us, "The way we worship is often as much a part ofour
Christianity as whom we worship" (Worship Evangelism 1 7). Donovan describes this as the
"incarnation of the gospel, the flesh and blood whichmust grow on the gospel is up to the
people ofdie culture" (30). These statements are certainly true for GenerationX, as
GenerationX worship must be an incamational reflection of the Xer culture and worldview,
as well as be faithfiil to bibhcal standards. Yet, Morgenthaler also challenges the Church to
never forget that we must use the best culture has to offer but always transcend culture.
Whiteman writes, "The challenge is creating a community that is both Christian and tme to
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its own cultural heritage" (4).
Indigenous Generation X Worship
A discussion ofcontextualizmg the gospel for GenerationX, so that Generation X
worship can take on indigenous forms, leads to an exploration ofwhat such worship looks
hke and why. As was estabhshed in the bibhcal-theological portion ofthis project, the one
constant in bibhcal worship is the covenantal relationship between God and God's people.
However, with that constant in place, forms changed over time to suit different contexts as
God's people changed and as their perception ofGod's revelation changed. In the same way.
Generation X worship must have the covenant as its foundation, but the forms ofworship are
determined by the cultural context of the generation.
What Is Worship?
According to Morgenthaler, the most significant benefit of the worship experience is
connectingwith God rWorship Evangelism 23). Worship provides the unique opportunity to
be made more aware ofGod's abiding presence and his desire for us to deeply connectwith
him as we worship. Generation X desperately needs and wants such a connection.
Furthermore, the word worship literallymeans to attribute worth to someone or something.
Worth impUes value, and thus worship, ifculturaUy indigenous, has the power to alter the
GenerationX worldview ofwhat has true value.
Christian worship is a reciprocal relational exchange. We worship in order to give all
ofourselves-praise, thanksgiving, worth, and adoration-to God. At the same time, God
provides his presence and blessing and the opportunity to be consciously aware of, and to
experience, his presence. Morgenthalerwrites, "Worship is two-way communication
between beUevers and God. Real worship provides opportunities for God and God's people
to express their love ofeach other" (Worship Evangelism 48). Burge asks, "What is
worship^'
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Worship, I beheve, is a divine encounter that touches many dimensions ofmy
personhood. It is an encounter in which God's glory. Word, and grace are
unveiled, and we respond, in songs and prayers ofcelebration. Worshipers
seek an encounter with the glory ofGod, the transcendent power and
nimiinous mystery ofthe divme-and in so doing, they recognize a Lord
whose majesty evokes strong praise, petition, and transformation. (Burge)
Worship begins with God, who alone makes our worship possible. As with covenant,
God takes the initiative. Worship is ordy possible in "Spirit and truth," for the Holy Spirit's
work in us makes our worship possible. Thus our worship is a response to God for who God
is and his action toward us and for us. Crichton writes.
Because it is God who always takes the initiative. Christian worship is best
discussed in the terms of response. In worship we respond to God and this is
true of the whole of liturgy, whether it be praise, thanksgiving, supphcation,
or repentance, whether it be Eucharist or baptism, or hturgical prayer or the
celebration of the Church's year. If this is so, worship must be seen in the
context of saving history, which is the record of the divine initiative. (9)
Crichton defines worship as "the glorifyii^ ofGod, the response in faith diat issues into
praise, thanksgiving, and supplication is exactly what we are doing in worship" (11).
Worship-inword, song, and gesture-is a response to God.
Yet our response is to God's divine acts on our behalf. God draws us into a
relationship with him. God offers forgiveness, grace, and new life. God draws us into
worship. God speaks to us in worship-through the Word and proclamation. We receive his
grace through the sacraments. God acts, and we respond. Thus worship is an exchange
between God and the Worshiping community. Morgenthaler writes, "EssentiaUy, Christian
worship is the sphit and truth interaction between God and God's people. It is an exchange"
(Worship Evangelism 47).
"Hie ultimate goal ofworship is an encounter with God, and union witii him (Crichton
13; Morgenthaler, Worship Evangehsm 23). ITiis encounter, according to J. White, draws us
out ofour "normal consciousness" in order to attain a greater awareness ofGod. White
writes.
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Although it has a great deal ofcontinuitywith the rest of life, worship also
involves an element ofdiscontinuity. Worship involves a break from our
normal consciousness. It means a stepping aside from normal life in order to
perceive it in a deeper and more significant way.... In standing outside ofhis
normal consciousness and reconsidering, one acknowledges the nature ofGod
and aU being. In this time of reconsideration the true nature ofexistence
again becomes apparent. One sees himselfm relation to God, to the world
about himself, and to himself, as these things reaUy are. Thus worship is, in a
real sense, an encounterwith reahty. (20-24)
Worship has the potential to profoundly alter our worldview from primarily being culturaUy
influenced, by creating a degree ofdiscontinuitywith our normal consciousness and
replacing it with a new understanding of reahty and self in relation to God.
In worship we are engaged by and incorporated into the yet imfolding story ofGod's
pursuit and offer ofredemption to a broken world. It provides an entry point into God's
story, which then becomes our own. Sample writes.
Worship is the celebration and dramatization ofGod's story. It is the
glorification ofGod as the Gracious Redeemer, an Ongoing Presence in that
story. It is a story of the goodness ofcreation, of its defilement in sin, of its
redemption through Christ, ofa community caUed out to enact and embody
that story, of the struggle of faithfulness in history and life, and it is a story
that awaits an ultimate reign and seeks an intrinsic faithfulness to that reign
where aU wiU be one and wiU Uve with God forever. It is the act ofmaking
holy everything that is of the creation. It is caUing people to acknowledge
who they are as God's creation and whose they are. (107)
Finally, worship, regardless of form or style, must always be Christ centered.
Christian worship is not non-specific deistic worship. Christian worship is not culturaUy
centered. Christian worship is not a create-your-own spirituality. AU that we do in worship
is focused on and shaped by God's acts specifically m the person ofJesus Christ. Webber
writes.
The heavenly picture ofworship is clear: Worship represents Jesus Christ
through re-presentation. Worship tells and acts out the hving, dying, and
rising ofChrist. Worship celebrates Christ's victory over evU, the certain
doom ofSatan, and the promise of a new heaven and a new earth. A briefyet
comprehensive definition ofworship is worship celebrates God's saving deed
in Jesus Christ . . . And when Christ is the center ofworship, aU of the goals
for worship are achieved: Christ-centered worship educates, evangelizes.
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heals, develops spirituality-and is most enjoyable. (Blended Worship 39)
This is the substance ofworship-an experience in which we encounter God in an
exchange ofGod's gifts ofgrace and our response of thanksgiving, confession, prayer, and
praise. In worship we are engaged by the story ofGod's grace, and are united to God in it.
In worship we are centered on Jesus-who he is, what he has done, and union with him. This
is the substance ofworship.
Here I have intentionally avoided the discussion ofwhat forms such worship takes.
This is partiaUy because advocating hturgical or fiee forms ofworship is beyond the scope of
this work. More specifically, a discussion of indigenous GenerationX worship must take
into account the cultural significance of the forms it embraces, which is most effectively
discemed-at least in part-by the indigenous worshipers themselves. Regardless of forms, we
must remember the substance underlying the forms. I am advocating an orthodox theology
ofworship but not necessarily a specific orthopraxis ofworship forms. J. White writes.
Forms, however, are relative to time and place, varying to some degree from
culture to culture. Though forms are necessary and important, the substance
ofworship is even more significant. By substance we mean that which the
forms communicate and express, die meaning, the inner existential quahty of
worship. (18)
White continues, "The appearance of the containers may change or theymay even be
disposable.... Let us remember that the forms used for worship should always be evaluated
with respect to their abUity to express the substance ofworship" (31). With this
understanding ofworship, and the difference of its forms and substance, we tum now to a
discussion ofthe possible varied forms Generation X worship may take and why, as
suggested by the related literature.
Church Growth and Contemporary Worship
Beaudoin writes, "Pieties may be permanent quahties in human life. But the shape
they take changes through the years" (xi). The practice ofcorporate worship is one such
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piety, and chnrcli growth experts agree that changes inworship format are necessary for
reaching the unchurched. Church growth experts advocate contextualizing the ministries of
the Church, in order to appeal to the breadth ofthe American culture ofwhich GenerationX
is a part. Bama writes, "To be effective, we must leam to target our efforts and to
contextualize whatwe have to offer to others so that they see our offering as relevant,
beneficial, and accessible" (Second Coming 51). In recent decades the culture has
increasingly seen the Church as irrelevant, less tiian beneficial, and non-accessible. Church
growth experts ask, "How can the Church present the gospel in ways that are culturally
relevant?"
Though many advocate contemporary worship formats, the point has less to do with
preference for a particular style ofworship than finding a style that is culturaUy relevant.
Nelsonwrites, "New paradigm churches are not anti-traditional. They don't preach against
pipe organs, hymnals, or hturgy. Rather, new paradigm ministry is about helping people
experience culturally relevant, genuine worship, which means different things to different
people" (98). Nelson uses the term, "new paradigm churches," referring to those churches
that are intentionaUy apostoUc, adapting their ministries and worship forms to make
connections with the culture and ways for the unchurched to come to a relationship with
Jesus Christ. Church growth writers, such as Slaughter, believe that the ministries of the
church need to meet people where they are in their everyday hves (Spiritual Entrepreneurs
62). Slaughter points specificaUy to worship as needing to be vitaUy relevant to the context
ofunchurched people's life situations (63).
WhUe many fi-om the academy advocate liturgical and traditional integrity inworship
(e.g.. Dawn), others in the church growth field recognize that the Church has adapted its
ministries to various contexts through its history. Nashwrites.
We must remember that the church has survived for some two thousand years
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because it has retained a chameleon-Uke abihty to change its structures and
appearance when necessary in order to offer the truth ofGod's grace and love
to its culture, revitalize its spirituality, and provide a community of feith for
its membership. (10)
Warren writes that we can ordy serve God and minister in the generation where we
are. Rather than ministering in a past "idealized form," we must adapt forms to minister to
people in the context inwhich they live:
We can benefit fi-om the wisdom and experiences ofgreat Christian leaders
who lived befwe us but we cannot preach and minister the way they did
because we don't have the same culture.. . . With every generation, the rules
change a little, ffwe always do whatwe've always done, we'h always be
where we've always been. (396)
ff the Church ofthe new millenniimn wishes to reach Generation X, then it will ordy do so by
offering worship that fits its cultural context.
Characteristics of Indigenous Generation X Worship
Very httle has been written on GenerationX worship. Yet Rowland has created
profiles for both older and younger members of the X generation:
Older Xer: Pick up the beat, tum up the music. I'll sing quite a while, ifyou
make it a moving experience. Use music with an edge like what's on the
radio. Challenge me emotionaUy, inteUectuaUy; speak m terms of spirituahty.
Be practical. I am looking to make a difference in myworld. Don't tell me
to sit down or stand up inworship-I'U decide. I appreciate a tight, well-
crafted, 30-minute sermon. Don't put me with my own age group; give me
an mtergenerational experience.
Younger Xer: Okay, for starters tum up the volimie. Then, tum down the
hghts. Creeds, historical prayers. Christian art, icons, etc. are kind ofcool.
They move me. I am looking for a whole experience. Programs and
institutions don't interest me, but community does. Don't sign me up, but I
will show up. I like to sing. I hke to listen to a good, sohd sermon. I
wouldn't mind if the pastor talked for an hour. Combine energy, freshness,
reflection, chaUenge and make it work for real hfe, and you've gotme
hooked. I like to mix it up with other generations, and I respect what others
like as long as I get "mymusic" on a regular basis. Ifyou want me to stay in
church, put me in leadership and put me and my fiiends up fiont in worship
leadership. Don't give me any shck Las Vegas entertaiimient stuff in church.
I raUy hate "clap-alongs" and being directed to sit and stand. I may gripe, but
I am loyal and won't go away. (32-36)
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Understanding the deep culture ofGeneration X leads to die following eleven
imphcations, suggested by the hterature, for characteristics of indigenous Generation X
worship.
Music. Music is an integral part ofworship, regardless of the worship's style or
form. Music is a primary means for worshipers to participate in worship and express feehngs
and emotion. Music is a means for communicating from and to the heart and soul. Music
has the potential to communicate God's Word to us and for die worshiper to communicate to
God. Music allows for an exchange ofcorrununication at deeper levels than that ofwhich
verbal communication is capable. J. White writes.
Music has a peculiar power to allow one to stand outside ofhis normal means
ofarticulation and to communicate at a deeper level. . . . This is why
congregational singing is so important in worship, and why a lack of smgmg
often means a passive and indifferent congregation. (30-31)
Oden explains music in relation to bicameral brain theory. Whereas the left side of
the bram is logical and analytical, the right side of the brain is non-analytical and more
oriented toward feelings, creativity, and emotion. The left side ofthe brain dissects,
analyzes, and categorizes information. The right side of the brain intuitively integrates
information. The point is: The right side ofthe brain receives music; whereas, the left side
receives verbal communication. Odenwrites.
So in hturgy we have an integrative function. Similarly, as music addresses
not just a part ofus, but the soul through the ear, according to early Christian
psychologies, it differs from objective data gathering that may or may not
address the soul, the whole centered person. So worship wishes to address
the center ofour being and reach from there to the circumference. (96)
Whereas verbal forms ofcommunication have the potential to engage us rationally and
inteUectuaUy, music provides a means ofcommunicating as a whole, fiiUy-integrated person.
More importantly, as Oden states, music is a means ofcommunication to and from the soul
(96).
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Though every generation has embraced music, in somewhat different styles and
forms, music seems particularly important to Generation X. As aheady shown. Generation X
spends more time and money onmusic-MTV, radio, CDs, stereos, concerts-than aU other
generations combined. Music is one ofthis generation's highest cultural priorities. Celek
and Zander write, "Their hves revolve around music and visuals; they account for half the
tickets sold at movie theaters and spend more on music via concerts, CDs, and tapes than aU
other age groups combined" (82). The music theywill hsten to and sing in worship wUl not
be the traditional style or hymnody of the Church. Though the content wUl be the same,
music styles wUl reflect the music of the culture, as they should.
Fee writes, "The early church was characterized by its singing; so also in every
generation where there is renewal by the Spirit a new hymnody breaks forth" (159). This is
happening in GenerationX worship. Zahniser adds.
Music is one ofChristianity's most consistent symbohc connections between
the sensory world ofhuman life and the meaning ofChristian faith. ... A tune
from another centuiy that requires a certain taste in order to appreciate it
brings little from the sensory world to condense and unifywith Christian
meaning. Hence the explosion of "praise songs" in many worship settings
around the world. Although die meaning ofa traditional hymn and a praise
song may be virtually identical, the form of the latter connects it better with
the emotions ofcontemporary singers. (84)
Here we retum again to the issue ofcontent/substance and forms. The content of the music
used in Christian worship must remain consistent throughout aU cultures and generations as it
speaks ofGod and his covenant with his people; however, forms change. Music styles are
merely forms that enable communication between the Worshiping community and God.
Experiential. Generation X yearns for deep, meaningfiil, ifnot excitmg,
experiences. Whether they be fravel, extreme sports, body piercing, tattooing, or worship,
significant experiences are important for Generation X. This desire for personal experience
is rooted in the desire for that which is real and authentic. More extreme experiences help
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members of this generation to momentarily be lifted beyond the more painfiil experiences of
their everyday life. Spiritual seeking Xers especiaUy crave opportunities to experience the
presence ofGod, and expect those opportunities in worship. Xers expect worship to provide
a supematural encounterwith the Holy.
ITiough not speaking specifically ofworship, Beaudoin attests to the importance of
religious experience to Generation X:
Xers generaUy find the rehgious in personal experience, particularly in an
emerging form of sensual spirituahty. In this tum to experiences, there is a
constant yearning, both implicit and exphcit, for the ahnostmystical
encounter of the human and divine. (74)
Ifworship is primarily about connecting with God, indigenous GtenerationX worship has the
potential ofproviding the deep spiritual experience this generation craves, and expects.
Morgenthaler writes.
When Busters "freeze-fi-ame" their world long enough to give church a
chance, they want the church to be the church. A "with-it," energetic, exciting
church, yes. But definitely, the church. And in a pubhc, corporate setting,
that means worship, not simply a program. It means bemg able to get directly,
actively, and supematuraUy involved with God instead of sitting for a
vicarious experience. fWorship Evangelism 207)
When Xers come to church, they want to fimd God. Morgenthaler adds, "Ifwe hope
to have any impact on our culture in this decade, we have to change. Our worship is going to
need to feature direct, supematural interaction with God" (Worship Evangelism 66).
Sensory. For many generations, evangehcal, Protestant worship has been an entirely
cerebral, hstening-oriented experience. The evangehcal side of the Church has failed too
often to touch people fiilly, engaging aU ofthe senses. Many seeker services targeted at Baby
Boomers have been devoid ofvisible rehgious symbols and rituals entirely. For
postmodems, aU of the senses provide experience and information that is equaUy important.
As some consider GenerationX a post-literate generation (e.g., Slau^ter), engaging the
whole person through the senses ofsi^t, sound, touch, and smeU become aU the more
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important. MarkDriscoll, in an interview withMorgenthaler, says.
The reahty is, God can and does speak through literaUy everything,
everything is either a tool or an idol, and the church needs to be a place where
idols are made into tools forworship. But the other reahty is that artists have
been driven out of the church, and it is time to revisit the
iconoclast/iconophile debate of the Reformation. We need to recover beauty
as an attribute ofGod. Dance, video and music aU need to be redeemed.. . .
Everything in the service needs to preach: architecture, hghting, songs,
prayers, feUowship, the smell ... it aU preaches. Being creative is tough
work, but we believe art is that region between heaven and earth that connects
the two. To experience God is often the bluest form ofknowing, and the
entire worshyj experience must be more than presentation about God. ("Out
ofdie Box" 25)
GenerationX worship must especiaUy be visual, with a significant use ofart and
symboUsm. Zahniser writes that anything that can be seen, heard, tasted, or smeUed can be
symbols-includingwords, gestures, actions, or objects (13). Zahniser defines symbols as
"pointers that participate in the reality they point to. Symbols take their power from that
same reahty they point to. Symbols help make what is taught seem obvious and what is
required seem attractive" (127). Largely due to the promotion ofmarketers, symbols are
extremely significant to GenerationX. The Generation X world is fiUed with symbohc
imagery, from icons in Cyberspace to logos on sportswear. Beaudoinwrites.
One way in which Xers can receive and reform tradition, particularly in our
popular culture, is to observe the creative spirit in pop culture's rehgious
dimension and to bring that imagination to bear on rehgious traditions. . .our
popular culture is heavily image oriented and iconographic. From music
video to Cyberspace to fashion, image is our story as much as text was the
story for past generations. The icon is the common currency ofour popular
culture.. . . Given this heavUy iconographic culture, GenX is beginning to
understand impUcitly what many theologians are also coming to understand-
the degree to which rehgious revelation does not happen directly from God to
humans but is mediated through symbols. (156)
Symbols communicate meaning, and using them helps one to co-opt that same meaning as
one constructs one's own identity. Just as wearing the symbol ofa particular brand is
beUeved to imply something about the wearer, in the same way rehgious symbols and
imagery have the abiUty to conveymeaning to GenerationX. Unlike the Seeker Service
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movement targeted at Baby Boomers that are entirely void of rehgious symbolism
GenerationX worship space may be filled with visual imagery. Some imagerymay be
traditional, but will also likely include new, non-traditional elements as well (Webber,
Blended Worship 143). J. White writes.
It is entirely possible that a symbol that once had a great deal of f>ower can
lose it akogetiier. . . . Symbols die and might just as well be given a decent
Christian burial.... If the symbols are dead we must admit the fact and
ehminate them. (38-39)
In their place must come symbols that are culturallymeaningfiil to Generation X.
Irreverent. To caU worship irreverent is an oxymoron. Worship, as defined, cannot
be irreverent The term is used here to mean irreverent by the traditional standards of
previous generations, as each generation has its own etiquette and standards regardmg
reverence. Beaudoin uses the word "irreverenf to describe the spiritual quest ofGeneration
X. GenerationX worship forms wih be at least unconventional, ifnot shocking, by
traditional standards. As postmodems. GenerationX has adopted the use of kony and
deconstmction, regarding no institution or form exempt from being tom down and
reconstmcted. Postmodemism also combmes styles and forms, sacred and secular, that
would traditionally be considered incompatible, but have new and different significance as
created by Generatfon X. Snyder refers to this as pastiche. Bama writes.
Educational psychologists teU us that today's young people are "mosaic
thinkers," able to put information together m new pattems, often arriving at
unusual, novel, or surprising conclusions. This is in contrast to the Boomers,
Builders, and Seniors who are "linear thinkers," assembling facts in a
predictable path and generaUy arrivmg at predictable conclusion. Thek heavy
diet ofmass media, combined with the uncritical embrace ofcomputer
technologies and the national shift m morals and values, has resulted in an
entkefy new filter throu^ which Americans receive and interpret
information. (Second Coming 185)
Hahn and Verhaagen write.
What is most unportant to understand is that effective mkusters to Busters
wUl not be fiightened of cultural forms.. . . In practical terms this may mean
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not being afraid of fast-moving visual imagery, raves, alternative rock,
contemporary cinema, and even body art. (132-133)
Generation X irreverence may even include such things as tattoos or body piercing as
a means of spiritual, culturally appropriate marking. Lattimore and Warner comment.
Body piercing-like its cultural cousin, the tattoo-is more than a fashion
statement or symbol of rebelhon formany young adults. To them it is the
indelible testimony that life's meaningfiil experiences-the good, the bad, even
the rehgious ones-should bear their marie on you.
Beaudoin bluntly states, "Institutions that ignore the way Xers need to be marked,
rehgiously branded, and body oriented caimot fiiUyminister to them" (80). Ifre point here
has less to do with how or why tattoos or body piercing may have spiritual significance for
GenerationX. The point is that the church that seeks to draw GenerationX into its worship
must be open to indigenous forms thatmay seem shocking, or even bizarre, as long as the
forms do not contradict Scripture.
Interactive. Celek and Zanderwrite, "A Buster service is an environment where
people are coming and not just listening; it's a place where people are coming and
encountering" (113). This encounter is primarilymediated through interactive opportunities
for participation in the worship experience.
Those who suggest that media has shaped GenerationX in such a way that
GenerationX men and women merely want to be entertained passively have significantly
failed to understand the culture. Generation X does like to be entertained, and worship wih
have to have an entertaining quality, but notwith GenerationX as entertained observers.
Generation X expects active, interactive participation. Interactive media, such as video
games and the computer, have profoundly influenced Generation X. In the same way.
Generation X seeks to be engaged interactively by worship (Celek and Zander 66-67).
Here we see a renewed definition ofhturgy as, "the work of the people." While
Generation X may ormay not include traditional forms of liturgy. Generation X worship.
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includingworship for seekers, must be hi^y participatory (Nelson 102; Sweet 46; SchaUer
83; Slaughter, Spiritual Entrepreneurs 67). Such participation wUl range from congregational
response and interaction including as many people as possible in up-front leadership. Sweet
confirms tiiis when he writes, "Postmodems are hungry formore interactive, participatory,
aroused, tactUe worship" (46). Nash adds.
Generation X is issuing a prophetic warrung that must be heard! InteUectual
assent to the basic tenets of feith is only one part of the joumey toward God.
Emotional and relational aspects to that joumey are ofequal importance and
must receive their just due in the worship and community Ufe ofthe church.
Other rehgions and spirituahties stand ready to meet these needs if the church
should faU to do so. (63)
As GenerationX's spiritual quest is highly individualistic, this interaction inworship
wiU likely also be an individualized experience. Xers wiU likely demand the freedom to
participate in ways they choose individuaUy without the pressure ofbemg expected to
participate in ways that are imposed upon them. This wUl merely stifle the worship
experience for them. Of course, this presents a chaUenge to worship leaders, as worship is
primarily intended to be a communal experience.
Generation X also values the importance of relationships. Interactive GenerationX
worship wUl include both a vertical dimension, actively engaging worshipers with God, and a
horizontal dimension, connecting worshipers to one another in order to create new
relationships (Frazier 27). Crichton writes, "Liturgy is celebrated with others and the
relationships between the members of the Worshiping community are of the highest
importance" (20). "Busters, feelmg alienated from family and society, hunger for intimacy
witii their peers. Churches should be experts in buUding relationships" (Wri^t 61).
Generation X wiU create space in the worship experience for this to take place.
Webberwrites, "Churches that want to experience God's transforming power in their
worship must not overlook the importance ofeach individual's wholehearted particq)ation"
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(Blended Worship 84). This has never been truer.
Tradition. Sweet describes postmodem worship as "AncientFuture," which
describes worship that is firmly rooted in the present, looking to the fiiture, while not felling
to claim the best ofour traditions and heritage fix)m the past. "An AncientFuture faith yokes
yesterday to today throu^ a fiiture filled with new-old thinking, living, and moving" (19).
Bosch adds, "The Christian church is always in the process ofbecoming; the church of the
present is both the product of the past and the seed of the fiiture" (TransformingMission
422).
GenerationX longs for a sense of "rootedness," seeking to recormect to a past from
which they have been discoimected and ofwhich have no memory. Andy, from Coupland's
GenerationX, comments, "I arrived to see a concert in history's arena just as the final set was
finishing. But I saw enough, and today, in the bizarre absence of aU time cues, I need a
connection to a past of some importance, however wan the cormection" (151). Perhaps the
ancient traditions and rituals of the Church can offer that importance and connection. Veith
writes.
The postmodem mind is open to the past. Church growth researchers often
overlook this fact. From the historic preservation movement to the nostalgia
ofpopular culture with its TV renins, historical fiction, and "retro" fashions,
contemporary people are fascinated and attracted to the past. . . . The fraditions
of the church-including traditional forms ofworship-may have more appeal
than we realize, especially to a generation that lacks traditions but yearns for
tiiem. (227)
Furthermore, the traditions of the Church-^^tuals, liturgy, and ceremony-create the
sense ofmystery that spiritual seeking Xers beheve in and crave. "People have grown tired
of the modem world with its extreme confidence in the power of science and human reason.
Theywant something more-something mystical and spiritual" (Nash 70). Ritual and
ceremony can be vehicles for experiencing that which is transcendent, mystical, and holy,
which Generation X is seeking (Burge).
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Sweet predicts that indigenous postmodem worship wih faU into one of two
categories:
hi the postmodem era two styles ofworship "celebrations" promise to induce
transcendent states ofconsciousness: the realist mode (more ritual and
prescribed liturgies) and the abstract mode (more spontaneity and free-form
hturgies).. . . Ur-Christian worship that does high hturgy exceptionally weU,
that re-creates the past better than the past did it, page by slowly turning page,
will have much appeal for many postmodems. Ifre primitive, old and
famihar, however, must be comfortably reupholstered in romantic and
relevant material for postmodems to sit down and make a home there. The
greatest chaUenge as weU as the greatest returns wiU come to those churches
that manage to bring both tendencies together in creative ways, that incamate
an AncientFuture faith.. . . What an AncientFuture faith puts together is an
awareness of the past and an attunement to the fiiture. (46-48)
Nash aflfirms the marriage oftradition and innovation, recognizing the value ofboth.
Yet he warns that churches of the fiiture, by necessity, best err on the side of innovation (97).
Multimedia. Estimating the degree to which the media has mfluenced GenerationX
is nearly impossible. As previously noted, most ofGeneration X spent more tune with
television than with parents-which does not mclude music, video, video games, or
computers. WhUe some forms ofmedia are shaped by and reflect culture, forms hke MTV
seek to shape culture (McGrath). For good or bad, technology has dominated the Generation
X experience and has formed this culture at deep, subjective levels. WhUe many suggest the
negative values inevitably attached to the medium, communication to Generation X,
nonetheless, wiU often include video, culturaUy relevant music, and computer-generated
images. S. White even suggests that technology can be sacramental, as a medium for God to
give love to a broken world-and to a broken generation (129).
Slaughter writes, "Whoever controls the media controls the values and direction of
the postmodem culture" (Out on the Edge 63). This is tme due to the credibihty and
authority that Xers attach to the medium itsetf. Bama writes, "The medmm used to transmit
information impacts the perceived credibUity of that information, hiformation conveyed
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throu^ the use of technology often has a hi^er degree ofbehevabihty than does
information coming directly out ofa speaker's mouth" (Second Coming 58). Beaudoin
warns that institutions, such as the Church, that fear to use forms ofpopular culture will
forfeit theh spiritual authority (1 72).
Referring to the influence ofMTV-style media, Rushkoff states, "A narrative
simulation ofdaily hfe in the style of the fifliies television drama caimot adequately express
the mukiphcity of feehngs and issues that are part of the current cultural experience" (149).
IronicaUy, many traditional worship services also reflect the style ofthe 1950s. Instead,
GenerationX worship must embrace the forms ofmedia that are able to "adequately express
the multiphcity of feelings and issues" that are important for this generation's spiritual quest.
Story. Coupland's novel. Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated Culture, is the
story of three GenerationX friends whose primary pastime is telling one another stories-
some true and some fiction. One character, Claire, comments, "Either our hves become
stories, or there's just no way to get through them" (8). This is a generation without a
common story. Hahn and Verhaagen say, "Our generation has inherited this universe without
a story line. And more than perhaps anyone else, we are acutely aware that our own hves
have lost connectedness with a larger story" (103).
With httle or no church training. Generation X is disconnected from the faith story.
Poor education has failed to instih a sense ofnational or world historical knowledge.
Defining events or themes have not existed for this generation to generate meaningfril stories.
Though the terrorist attacks on 1 1 September 2001 wiU certainly serve as such an historical
moment, how such a negative eventwill impact Generation X is stiU uncertain�for good or
ill, helping Generation X find a new purpose and story or merely confirm established
pessimism. Broken and mobile famihes have failed to pass on ancestral family tales. Yet,
this lack ofstory has created a craving. GenerationX worship wih be story driven, including
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the biblical story interwoven with the stories of real people. Somehow, worship must provide
an arena for Generation X to connect individuals' stories to one another and to the story of
God's covenant with people throughout history. "In this age of relativity, the value ofa
person's storymay be the oidy absolute" (Celek and Zander 67). Story has the power to help
Generation X men and women leam who they are, especiaUy as people of faith.
But postmodem worship must be something altogether different. It must
celebrate the joy of life in Christ. It must be centered in the retelling of the
story in such a way that the worshipers find themselves inside the Story even
as they worship. Modem worshipers sat on the outside looking into the Story.
They analyzed the story-its characters, its plot, its plausibihty. Postmodem
worshipers want to sit inside the Story itself. They want to embrace and live
it. (Nash 70)
Though GenerationX is looking for answers, apologetics are not as effective as
stories due to the influence ofpostmodemism and the question ofabsolute tmth. While the
church has used linear, logical theological arguments to win modem generations, such
arguments wUl be less effective with Generation X. Celek and Zander write, "Busters are
looking for answers too. But they want the answers couched in the context of life" (126).
Many suggest that the stories of Jesus are particularly effective in communicating to
Generation X.
When discussmg spiritual issues with Busters, we have found it most helpful
to focus on Jesus. Because of their Uneage of inner turmoU and pain, we have
found that Busters identify intimatelywith the suffering ofJesus... . The
Cross is a powerfiil testimony and symbol to busters. (Celek and Zander 92)
Beaudom concurs.
In other words, after havmg our elders ignore, trivialize, and domesticate our
suffering, our generation reacts by finding solidarity with Jesus in suffering.
Christian Xers, however, are graced to know-as Christians-that their own
suffering is taken into Jesus' suffering, and that just as Jesus' suffering and
death resist aU domestication, so-m an analogous way-does Xer suffering.
(98)
In hearing the stories of Jesus, Xers find meaning to their own stories by allowing them to
become intertwined-and redeemed.
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Truth. Perhaps the greatest need for cultural sensitivity is on the subject ofabsolute
truth. The Church can never compromise its message. Nor can the Church be afraid of
proclaimmg the truth ofthe gospel for fear ofoffending Generation X. The gospel offends
culture! Yet, worship that is not sensitive to the pervasiveness of the anti-truth stance of
GenerationX wUl not reach this generation. Truth wiU have to be proclaimed as truth
embodied in personal experience, not as propositions that refute other claims to truth.
"Busters process truth relationally rather than propositionaly" (Celek and Zander 51).
Traditional apologetics wih faU upon deafears. In fact, Generation X demands a new,
postmodem apologetic, which has yet to be defined. GenerationX must come to a sense of
absolute tmth on its own and cannot be talked into it.
Celek and Zander suggest begiimingwith the attractiveness ofwhat we are trying to
communicate-love, community, new beginnings, relationship, forgiveness, meaning,
redemption, and reconcihation. Secondly, tmthmust be relevant to Generation X's bent
toward pragmatism.
Acceptance and tolerance are highly valued by Generation X, especiaUy in the arena
of spirituality. Condemning non-Christian behefs are antithetical to the cuhural values of
Generation X
Language. Language used in worship is important in two ways. First, traditional,
liturgical, theological, and bibhcal terminology is foreign to a large segment ofGeneration X.
Yet, much liturgical language, as weU as bibhcal, has much to offer from the accumulated
revelation and wisdom of the Church. Such terminology wUl require either explanation or
translation into culturaUy appropriate language.
Second, meaningfiil Generation X worship wiU speak the vemacular of the culture.
Some of the Church's fraditional language must be adapted. Even Oden, writing from a
traditionaHiturgical perspective comments, "Liturgical renewal rightly continues to look for
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language to better express the ancient tradition. Preaching must bring premodem symbols
and meanings into fresh language, connecting with contemporary feelings and sensibihties"
(93). Worship that engages Generation X wiU embrace the language of the generation. A
key principle ofpostmodemism is the realization that how we perceive reahty is shaped by
language. Language is the most basic, cultural building block.
Language must serve two fiinctions. First it must communicate the depths of the
mysteries ofGod. Second, at the same time, it must coimect to real hfe and be accessible to
Christian pilgrims, wherever they are in their faith process. It must make sense but also lead
us to that which is beyond our senses.
Relevant. Generation X is described as pragmatic. GenerationX is attempting to
make it through life. Lofty theological or philosophical oratorywill not speak to this
generation. This does not imply that worship should be shallow. Nor does it imply that
relevant cultural issues are more important than biblical teaching. In fact. GenerationX is
quick to criticize the contemporary Church for being so culturaUy relevant that it oflers little
more than could be obtained in self-help groups or psychology books. "GenX rehgiosity is
hardest on institutions whose relationship with culture compromises the religious message
preached" (Beaudoin 59). "Generation X wants to know how God and the Bible relate to the
real issues of thek hves" (Morgenthaler, Worship Evangelism 209). Generation X asks,
"How does God relate to my concems, straggles, fears, and deskes?" Worship that does not
connect biblical teaching to deep cultural questions wiU not reach this generation.
Xers are also looking for role models to whom they can relate, as they lacked such
mdividuals in thek famihes and elsewhere. They need someone to model the faith for them.
Generation X also places high value on authenticity and transparency. They do not mind
finding faults or flaws in thek role models as theymake them seem aU the more human.
Xers also condemn hypocrisy, which is a common crkicism of the Church. The worship
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leaders must be as real as possible, both in their own sharing and in the overaU worship
experience. Worship needs to be real, not a performance.
We have discovered that the younger the adult, the less interested he or she is
in a smooth presentation. ExceUence and professionalism are "performance
strategies" that appeal to the late BuUders and early Boomers. Among the
Busters, however, the keys are relevance, genuineness, and authenticity.
They are more interested in experiencing a sincere and honest presentation
that raises meaningfiil questions than a pohshed, well-rehearsed speech that
provides aU the answers. (Bama, Second Coming 186)
This is most effectively accomphshed by including Xers themselves in worship
leadership, as real examples ofpeers who are at different stages of the same faith process.
What a Buster-oriented church would put onstage are young people who
haven't arrived, whose lives are messy.... Busters aren't looking for answers
as much as they are looking for people who can identify with their questions.
They're not lookmg for success as much as they're lookmg for people who
identifywith their stmggle. And that creates an environment of
inclusiveness-they're not on the outside lookmg in. They're on the inside,
even if they haven't come forward at an altar call, even if they're just
beginning to process what Christians believe. (Celek and Zander 111)
Team Process
These characteristics are merely suggestive ofwhat indigenous Generation X worship
may be generally. They do not necessarily represent characteristics that are found
specificaUy in worship at The Grapevine. For the characteristic or component to be
indigenous, it must be indigenous for a specific church and may or may not be found m a
broader cultural setting. To create indigenous Generation X worship for The Grapevine and
to determme the theological and cultural significance of the individual components, a
worship team consisting ofmyselfand selected Gen Xers used an adapted process based on
Zahniser's and Hiebert's processes ofcritical contextualization.
However this process, by necessity, required a different approach. GenerationX is
unchurched, yet not entirely unfamUiar witii die Church or Christian beliefs. Likewise,
though specific cultural forms are unique to Generation X, few ifany have theological
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meaning as would be found in traditionally pagan cultures where the culture and rehgion are
more closely related. Finahy, as some Gen Xers have had some degree ofchurch experience,
the worship team may have been biased by their perception ofwhat Christian worship has to
be. Adapting the process ofcritical contextualization for such a group required fiirther
understanding ofhow teams work and the leader's role.
A team is defined as "as any group ofpeople who need each other to accomplish a
result" (Senge et al. 354). hi tiiis case the people are Gen Xers who are needed to identify,
employ, and evaluate indigenous GenerationX worship. Without the team of individuals, the
worship could not become contextualized. Furthermore, the uses of teams inministry have
both theological and cultural justification. Theologically, rather than decisions being made
by individuals, the team concept models the body ofChrist, where diverse gifts, abilities, and
perspectives are drawn together by the Spirit as one. Culturally, in this postmodem era, less
frust exists for individual leaders and institutional decisions. Thus, a team-oriented approach
creates higher levels of tmst, ofiering opportunities for broader, grass roots level
contributions to decisions.
In Leading the Team-Based Church. George Cladis offers the foUowing seven
characteristics for effective church based ministry teams.
The Covenanting Team
Team covenants ... are forged between equal partners. The team leader is not
conceived ofas a sovereign over subjects but as an equal chUd ofGod whose
fimction is to lead through service and the buUding ofcovenantal ministry
teams. The basis on which people serve together in the church is covenantal
love and commitment. The covenant is a good, bibhcal way to form Christian
community. It is absolutely essential thatmimstry teams and church
leadership forge clear commitments and covenants in order to lead
effectively. (Cladis 37)
Thus a team covenant is different than the covenant described in Chapter 2 between
Christians and God, where the relationship is not on equal ground and is the basis ofour
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worship.
hi a team, the covenant serves as a set ofground rules for the how the team will work
and how members ofdie team will interact with one another. A covenantmg team agrees to
pursue godly objectives in a godlymanner. Though team membersmay already know the
biblical imphcations for their role and behavior ofa ministry team, the covenant is a written
document that aU can acknowledge and to which they agree.
Hie Grapevine worship team, however, consisted of recently unchurched individuals
who may not yet have understood the biblical concept of covenant. As this team was formed
in the early stages ofHie Grapevine's history, relationships and trust had not been
estabhshed. Thus, forming a written covenant was unrealistic. Estabhshing a simple set of
ground rules for team participation was realistic at that stage ofour history, such as:
� AU ideas were welcomed and encouraged;
� No ideas were criticized but were evaluated;
� Everyone would do their best to work toward the worship team's objectives and
vision, setting aside personal agendas; and,
� Concems and disagreements would be deak with openly and constmctively.
The team determined such mles, and others.
The Visionary Team
Effective mmistry teams are those that cast a vision that unites people around
a God-given cause. Visionary teams are motivated by a strong sense of
mission and purpose. It is knportant. . .that aU the ministry teams ofa
particular church have a specific sense ofmission that is unique to thek own
activity and yet fits within and supports the larger vision for the whole
congregation. (Cladis 48)
A vision is defined as "a picture of the fiiture you seek to create, described ki the present
tense, as if it were happening now" (Senge, et al. 302). Hie vision for the worship team is
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"Creating culturally indigenous worship for Gen Xers in Port St. Lucie." This vision drew
the team together and served as the basis for the team's worL It falls in line with The
Grapevine's larger vision: growing in God's love and loving the people ofPort St. Lucie into
a relationship with Jesus Christ.
A vision is undergirded by an organization's core values.
Values describe how we intend to operate, on a day-by-day basis, as we
pursue our vision. When values are made a central part of the organization's
shared vision effort, and put out in fiiU view, they become like a figurehead
on a ship: a guiding symbol of the behavior thatwill help people move
toward the vision. (Senge, et al. 302)
The worship team's vision is thus under girded by three ofThe Grapevine's core values (see
Appendix A):
WORSHIP Commitment to corporate and private worship.
The most important thing we do is worship-pubhcly and privately-offermg to
God our prayers, our offerings, our sacrifices, and our songs ofpraise. In
worship we meet and experience God, and receive his grace through the
Word, the sacraments, music, and the arts. The hfe and ministry of The
Grapevme, and its members, begins in worship and flows from it. "God is
spirit, and his worshipers must worship in spirit and in truth
"
(John 4:24).
OUTREACH Commitment to others.
A grapevine does not exist for itself but exists to benefit others with its fiiiits.
In the same way. The Grapevine does not exist for itself, but for the benefit of
others in Port St. Lucie and around the world. The ministries of The
Grapevine exist to benefit and influence the hurting, the lost, and aU that need
the love ofChrist. Jesus said, "You are the light ofthe world... letyour light
shine before others, so that they may see your goodworks andgive glory to
your Father in heaven" (Matthew 5:14-16). We do not exist for ourselves.
We are blessed to be a blessing to others.
CULTURAL RELEVANCE Comm itment to clarity.
In biblical times, the wine made from the new grapes was put in new
wineskins. Jesus said,
"
...no one puts new wine into oldwineskins; otherwise
the new wine will burst the skins andwill be spilled, and the skins will be
destroyed" (Luke 5:37). Jesus was using new wine and new skins as symbols
for expressing spiritual truth in new and relevant ways. In the same way. The
Grapevine seeks to be culturaUy relevant, and to help people understand and
apply the great spiritual truths of the Bible to their everyday experiences.
For The Grapevine and the worship team, I determined the vision and core values, as die
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founding pastor. Having the team create the vision and thus have ownership in it is more
desirable. However, in a new church setting I needed to establish vision and values before
the team was created in order to define whowe would become as a church. The challenge
was for my vision to become a shared visicm among the congregation in general and the
worship team specifically.
Whenmore people come to share a common vision, the vision may not
change fimdamentally. But it becomes more ahve, more real in the sense ofa
mental reality that people can truly imagine achieving. They now have
partners, "co creators"; the vision no longer rests on their shoulders alone.
Early on, when they are nurturing an individual vision, people may say it is
"my vision." But as the shared vision develops, it becomes both "my vision"
and "our vision." (Senge et al. 212)
Senge also writes,
A shared vision is not an idea. It is, rather, a force in people's hearts, a force
of impressive power. At its simplest level, a shared vision is the answer to
the question, "What do we want to create?' A vision is truly shared when
you and I have a similar picture and are committed to one another having it,
not just to each ofus, individuaUy, having it When people truly share a
vision they are connected, boimd together by a common aspiration. (206)
Thus my job, as the team leader, was to help create a shared picture, vision, ofwhat
indigenous GenerationX worship is, and then as a team to come to a vision ofwhat that
meant specificaUy for The Grapevine.
The Culture-Creating Team
Church leaders are caUed to create a culture that reflects the mission God
caUs them to do. Creating Christian culture in a church means developing the
symbols, themes, activities, values, and structures that reinforce the faith and
purpose ofa given congregation. New symbols, music, and unages that
naturally arise out of the congregation's history, or imported from other
churches and adjusted for the local context, can be employed to reinforce the
sense ofmission for a congregation. (Cladis 66)
As the worship team works throu^ the process ofcritical contextualization rituals, music,
images, themes, and symbols were chosen as culturally appropriate for The Grapevine. Since
worship was the primaryministiy in the early stages ofThe Grapevine's history and the main
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place that the entire congregation came together, the decisions made by the worship team
profoundly impacted the church's culture.
The Collaborative Team
Teams are made up ofpeople who are diverse in skiU and temperament Each
member contributes skill and knowledge for the benefit of the group's goal.
This coUaboration is synergistic, producing a net effect that far outweighs the
sum of the work of individuals. (Cladis 91)
Senge adds, "The staggering potential ofcollaborative leaming -that coUectively, we can be
more insightfiil, more intelligent than we can possible be individuaUy. The IQ of the team
can, potentially, be much greater than die IQ of the individuals" (239). Ihe point is that a
team can do far more than any one individual and has the potential for far greater creativity,
innovation, and output than the sum of its individual members. Here the team reflects the
body ofChrist where each member brings together different spiritual gifts, and the
individual gifts work together in a complimentary way that increases die value to tiie gifts-
independently and coUectively.
The Trusting Team
People today hunger for authentic relationships. They have been conned
enough. The words tmst, honesty, tmth, and integrity are thrown around with
apparent ease, but the hving out ofthem is shaUow or nonexistent We Uve
in the wake ofhigh-profile poUticians, ministers, and evangelists who have
hed and deceived. In the corporate and organizational realm, postmodem
people are searching for more meaningful work communities, ones in which
tmst can be established and in whichmutual giving and receiving in
relationships exists. (Cladis 115)
Cladis offers the foUowing suggestions for buUding tmsting teams. First he
recommends that the team's members be committed to regular prayer and Bible study. "We
must immerse ourselves in bibUcal culture in order to begin to hve it" (1 19). Second,
Cladis insists that teams be mtolerant of lying, deceit, and gossip in any form, and name and
talk about such issues if they should occur. Third, Cladis encourages rewarding tmth teUing.
"Teams mustmake heroes and heroines out ofthose who risk telling the tmth. Itmust be
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clean, even stated in the team's covenant, that no team member will be penalized for telling
the truth" (119). This was especially important as the worship team evaluates worship.
Fourth, teams must leam from their dilutes and not be defeated by them. This was
especially apphcable to the worship team, as much of its platming would be based on
experimentation and trial and error. FinaUy, tmst is buUt by spending time together.
"Leadership teams that buUd trust are teams that spend time together. Tmst is dependant
upon a narrative ofevents that buUds up the team's identity and confidence" (121).
The Empowering Team
Team buUding has to become a spuitual disciphne for the principle
leadership. Furthermore, they have to model it. This means listening,
respecting differing viewpoints, drawing out ideas that seem bizarre butmay
be God's word to the church, surrendering one's own way, and developing
the art and skUl of consensus buUding. It means giving up the need to
control for the greater good of seeing God in confrol through the work of the
church and coUaborative leadership. (Cladis 140)
Empowerment is particularly important in the critical contextualization process. As
the leader/nussionary/pastor, I could not determine what the final product would be. For the
worship to be mdigenous, the indigenous people, m this case Generation X, must be
empowered to make decisions regarding what forms the worship wiU take.
Postmodem people need to feel involved. They need a sense that they are
participating in the vital aspects ofa cause. The church needs to
accommodate this need, not because the church should accommodate to
culture, but because it is the right thing to do. (Cladis 128)
The Leaming Team
Effective nunistry teams are ever growing and open to new discoveries. They
have an insatiable appetite to leam. The leaming team is not satisfied with its
present state but seeks to grow spirituaUy and to know more about doing
ministry in more effective and meaningfiil ways. (Cladis 141)
Hie critical contextuahzation ofworship for The Grrapevine required educating the
team in tiie areas ofScripture, worship. Generation X, and contextualization. I was
responsible, as the team leader/missionary/pastor, for providing such information and
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clarification when needed. Through such education the team was more informed and thus
more effective in achieving its vision. Describing leaming as development, Lovett Weems
writes, "The development model asks the leader to see every situation that arises as an
opportunity to achieve two purposes: the accomplishment of the task and the growth and
development ofother people in the organization" (87-88).
Team Communication
Another cmcial characteristic of effective teams is communication. Information must
be presented and processed. Input has to be given by team members, which requires
feedback from others. Decisions have to be made. The team must commimicate to those
outside. Observations are recorded. Ineffective communication results in the team's inability
to fiilfill its vision. Thus effective communication is required in aU aspects of the team's
work.
Senge specificahy emphasizes the distinction between team communications by
dialogue versus discussion.
The discipline of team leaming involves mastering the practices ofdialogue
and discussion, the two distinct ways that teams converse. In dialogue, there
is the free and creative exploration ofcomplex and subtle issues, a deep
"listening" to one another and suspending ofone's own views. By contrast,
in discussion different views are presented and defended and there is a search
for the best view to support decisions that must be made at this time.
Dialogue and discussion are potentially complementary, but most teams lack
die abihty to distinguish between the two and to move consciously between
them. Team leammg mvolves leaming how to deal creativelywith powerful
forces opposing productive dialogue and discussion in working teams. (237)
Both dialogue and discussion are necessary components ofa team's intemal
communication. Dialogue is required for fiiU exploration of ideas, opinions, and fiilfilhnent
of the team's vision. Yet, at some point the team must make specific decisions, whichmay
require discussion ofwhich differing options to choose at a particular time.
Ofdie two, Senge et al. advocate the importance ofdialogue for the sake of the
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team's effectiveness in achieving a shared vision.
Dialogue is not merely a set of techniques for improving organizations,
enhancing communications, building consensus, or solvmg problems. It is
based on the principle that conception and implementation are intimately
linked, with a core ofcommon meaning. During die dialogue process, people
leam how to think together-not just in the sense ofanalyzing a shared
problem or creating new pieces of shared knowledge, but in the sense of
occupying a collective sensibihty, in which the thou^ts, emotions, and
resulting actbns belong not to one individual but to all ofthem togetfier.
(358)
Senge et al. surest diree requirements necessary for team dialogue to occur:
1 . All participants must "suspend" their assumptions, hteraUy to hold them
"as ifsuspended before us,"
2. All participants must regard one another as coUeagues;
3. Tbere must be a "facihtator" who holds the context ofdialogue. (243)
Senge et al. write that dialogue also requires that members of the team see each other as
colleagues m pursuit ofdie same vision. Collegial, tmsting relationships foster the necessary
enviroiunent for dialogue to occur.
Team Leadership
Another important issue to be considered is the role ofthe leader. The team must
have a leader who pulls the team together, gives it direction and information, and leads it
toward fiilfiUment ofthe vision. Yet the leader must fiilfiU certain duties without
dominating. The critical contextualization process, as described by Hiebert and Zahniser,
SpecificaUy requires diat the team leader be an interpreter ofculture, a teacher ofScripture, a
guide through the process ofcontextualization, and a Ustener/observer. If the leader
dommates the critical contextualizatbn process, authentic indigenization cannot occur. The
leadermust know when to be assertive, when to guide, andwl^ to hsten and observe.
The facUitator always walks a carefiil Une between being knowledgeable and
helpfiil in the process at hand, and yet not taking on the "expert" or "doctor"
mantie that would shift attention away from the members ofthe team, and
their own ideas and responsibihty. But, in dialogue the facUitator also does
somethingmore. His understanding ofdialogue aUows bun to influence the
flow ofdevektpment simply throu^ participating. (Senge 246)
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The Fifth Discipline Fieldbook suggests the following questions for the team leader
to consider as he or she leads:
� How am I hearing what is being said?
� Who am I as I hsten here?
� What am I in this scene?
� Where am I hstening from within myself?
� Am I "them"? Am I silence? Am I my ideas? Am I my disturbance?
� Where are the fectors that might stretch or fragment the (dialogue)?
� Who is in an emotionaUy tender place here?
� Who's going to want applause?
� Who's going to want to be constantly adjusting and unproving the
process?
� Who's going to want to fight with the facilitator?
� Who's going to want to raise objections to the process? (Senge et al.
376-377)
The process ofcritical contextualization ofworship for Generation X at The
Grapevine was dependent upon the worship team's dynamics. Thus selecting, training,
facilitating, observing, and leaming from the team was vital to the realizationof the vision to
create worship that is culturaUy indigenous for Generation X in Port St. Lucie, Florida.
Defining the team is cmcial. The key question is: Who are the people without
whom the vision cannot be realized? This team wiU not be very large. Once
estabhshed in the mind of the leader, these people are never far from the
thinking of the leader. The leader is constantly searching for ways to stay in
touch, involve, support, encourage, cultivate-in other words, buUd the team.
Leaders buUd strong teams. These teams have hi^ motivation, energy, and
commitment. The team knows you as leader, and knows your hopes and
dreams. (Weems 71)
Quahtative Research
Since the nature ofthis project was to seek a deep, cultural understanding of
Generation X and how that culture impacts indigenous Generation X worship, a quahtative
researchmodel was chosen. CresweU defines quahtative research as,
an inquiry process ofunderstanding based on distinct methodological
traditions of inquiry that explore a social or human problem. The researcher
buUds a complex, holistic picture, analyzes words, leading to reports, detaUed
views of information, and CMiducts the study in a natural setting. (15)
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Meloy conunents tlmt qualitative research models are most effective when the data coUected
is likely to have a high degree ofambiguity and the researcher is able to move from
ambiguity to anafysis (1). CresweU fiirther offers the four foUowing reasons for selecting a
quaUtative approach to research:
1 . Commitment to extensive time in the field, and
2. Engage in the complex, time-consuming process ofdata analysis-the
ambitious task ofsorting through large amounts ofdata and reducing
them to a few themes or categories. (16-17)
Hie Review ofLiterature has already indicated eleven possible characteristics of
indigenous GenerationX worshq>. QuaUtative research aUows for data to be gathered and
sorted into categories or themes that may ormay not support those indicated by the hterature.
4. Write long passages, because the evidence must substantiate claims
and the writer needs to showmidtiple perspectives, and
5. Participate in a form ofsocial and human science that does not have
firm guidelines or specific procedures and is evolving and changing
constantly. (CresweU 17)
Workingwith a team and creating indigenous worship demands significant flexibihty
and adaptabihty.
Ethnographic Research
Multiple forms ofquaUtative research exist. The nature of this project demands an
ethnographic design due to its goal ofattempting to understand the "behaviors ofa culture
sharing group" (CresweU 39). CresweU defines ethnography as
a description and mterpretation ofa cultural or social group or system The
researcher examines the group's observable and leamed pattems ofbehavior,
customs, and ways of life. As both a process and an outeome of research,
ethnography is a product of research, typicaUy found in book length fram. As
a process, ethnography involves prolonged observation of the group, typically
through participant observation in wluch the researcher is immersed in the
day-to-day hves ofthe people or through one-on-one mterviews with
members of the group. The researcher studies the meanings ofbehavior,
language, and interactions of the culture-sharing group. (58)
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Ethnography is research conducted in the field based on observations of the social group
being studied and interaction with that group through interviews.
According to CresweU, ethnography requires a detailed description of the culture-
sharing group. This has been provided in general terms in the Review ofLiterature and in
more detaU in the descriptionof the project's population. Further description wUl come from
the study itself. Second, ethnography requires an analysis of the culture-sharing group by
themes ofperspectives and some degree of interpretation of the group's responses (60).
These wiU be sought through the development of the project itself.
CresweU suggests that the coUection ofdata in ethno^phic research be extensive,
drawing from "multiple sources of information," including such things as observations,
interviews, documents, and audiovisual materials (62-63).
Focus Group Interviews
Bader and Rossi define focus group interviews as, "A special type ofgroup interview
that is structured to gatiier detailed opinions and knowledge about a particular topic frcsn
selected participants" (2). Templeton adds this definition:
A focus group, in essence, is a smaU, temporary community, formed for the
purpose of the collaborative enterprise ofdiscovery. The assembly is based
on some interest shared by the panel members, and the effort is reinforced
because panelists are paid for the work. (4)
Usmg focus group interviews in the context of this type of research requires three fimctions
be performed by the researcher
1 . Facilitator: FacUitators hold one ofthe most influential roles in the
process. They determine the agenda and moderate the focus group
sessions. A clear agenda and effective moderating techniques are
essential to obtaining good quahty data m sufficient volume. (Bader and
Rossi 6)
Effective faciUtators are encouraged to use the following guideUnes:
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Do
� Create an open environment.
� Encourage discussion.
� Follow up on topics; probe;
� Clarify all meanings.
� Paraphrase statements.
� Connect current and earher conunents.
� Involve everyone in the discussion.
� Thank participants.
Don't
� Criticize comments ofparticipants.
� Stray &om the issues.
� Assume the meaning ofany statements
� Let one person control die discussion.
� Ignore shy participants. (Bader and Rossi 16)
2. Recorder: Someone other than the facihtator takes notes during the
discussions. Although the fecihtators gain understanding ofdie
participants' feeUngs and thoughts about the issues, they can easUy forget
the detaUs. Recorder's notes capture the specifics needed to prepare the
sununary and report. . . Using the same recorder formultiple focus group
sessions wUl yield a single transcription style that makes the
simunarizer's work easier and quicker. (Bader and Rossi 6)
3. Sununarizer: The summarizer reviews the recorder's notes, analyzes the
content and writes a focus group report. Because the facihtator and
recorder have attended all the sessions and have an overaU understanding
ofthe discussion and data, one or both usually perform this role. (Bader
and Rossi 6)
Templeton also adds the additional roU of "rapporteur," which is the title for a researcher
who both acts as moderator, or facilitator, in the interview session and reports the data
gathered like a summarizer but who also adds interpretation the data (5).
Much is written regardmg the size and composition ofthe focus gj^oup. Ofprimary
concem is heterogeneity of the group versus the homogeneity of the group, and how the size
of the group wiU generate the greatest quantity ofdesired data, whUe aUowing aU the
participants to make substantive contribution. An additional concem regards how focus
group members are selected.
Though completely homogenous groups do not exist as each participant is uniquely
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different, in homogenous groups the participants are more similar than different, whereas, in
heterogeneous groups, the participants are quite different, each bringing a very different and
unique perspective to the focus group interviews.
Pertaining to size of the focus group, Bader and Rossi recommend an optimal group
size of ten to twelve participants. "This relatively small group size promotes participation by
each focus group member and allows more detailed discussion. Always invite a few more
participants than the number desired to allow for absences" (1 1). Templeton distinguishes
between minimahsts, who advocate for groups no larger than eight, and maximahsts who
argue for groups no smaUer than nine (162). Templeton argues in fevor of larger groups, yet
urges facihtators to determine the size of the group based on their own abihties to lead.
Templeton writes,
A good moderator is capable ofconducting satisfactory interviews with
groups of 3 or of 1 3 respondents. But her sense ofsecuritywith the group is
undermined if the number ofpanelists is far from the number she thinks is
kieal. (164-165)
Ofprimary hnportance is the actual interview sessicm. Bader and Rossi suggest that
an agenda be built around (1) introductions, (2) a warm-up period, (3) a question period, and
(4) a sunmiary. During the introductions, the facihtator introduces bun or herself, describes
the session's general purpose, and explains how die focus group data will be used. During
the warm up period, the purpose of this particular focus group interview is discussed in
greater detail, prior to delving mto the specific questions. During the question period pre
written questions are presented in order of importance. Each question should be given a
predetermined, appropriate lengtii of time for discussion. The facilitatormust mamtam a
balance ofkeeping the group on track, allowing time for each question, while also remaining
flexible, and allowing new questions mid answers to unfold as seem appropriate.
Itwill have occurred to you aheady that there are some unspoken but
essential activities performed by moderators frequently during the interview.
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These include scanning and reviewing to check which topics hsted in the
guide have been discussed tiioroughly, touched on but dropped, or not
mentioned at all; tracking the nonverbal responses to be considered for direct
interpretation and taking time-checks ofdiscussion minutes remaming. But
the mterview must "flow," itmust appear easy, natural, and seamless. This is
not a purely aestiietic requirement. The moderator has made it clear to the
respondents during warm-up: "We are going to do something exciting. It
may be unfamihar to you, but you can trustme. Iwill be interested and
considerate, and I know what I am about, so nothing unpleasant is going to
happen to you. I am holding the reins loosely, but I can tighten them for
security, whenever necessary." A loss ofcontrol (such as being unable to
ease a transition) makes panelists feel unsupported. (Templeton 83-83)
Regarding the summary, Bader and Rossi say.
At the end, briefly sxmimarize the main points ofthe session's discussion. Be
certain that aU comments were correctly imderstood, and give the participants
an opportunity to make final statements. People often have valuable after
thoughts; final statements give them a chance to share tiiose insists. (18)
Templeton adds.
In the closingminutes ofthe interview wrap-up, it is a good idea for the
moderator to invite additional questions ("Ifyou were sitting where I am
sitting, what would you have asked?') or summary interpretations ("Ifyou
had the job ofsummarizing how the whole group feh about , what
do you think you would say?') from the panelists. (73)
Bader and Rossi recommend that sessions run one to two hours.
The interview itselfmust be recorded appropriately. The recorder carries out this
fimction. "The recorder collects the data during the session and makes a transcript of the
discussion similar to a court reporters" (Bader and Rossi 22). Followmg each mterview the
recorders job is to transcribe the interview notes fiiUy. The facilitator, at this point, may also
add relevant information that may have been missed.
The final step is data analysis and reporting.
Content Analysis
Numerous strategies are available for analyzing the information coUected from
quahtative research, the process basicaUy consists ofmoving from broad, general
information, to more specific discemable themes and categories, to determining what those
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themes and categories may mean. Accordii^ to CresweU, five or six codes or categories
should be determined for sortingmaterial, either prior to sorting the information or as the
information is being sorted (140). The goal is to begm reducing the data into manageable
categories. "There is no pattem in this data imtil the mterpreter imposes one. ... A stable and
coherent designwill then be made ofdie scattered fiagments" (Templeton 1 14). Once the
information has been sorted into categories, the process ofattemptmg to interpret the data
begins. "At this point in their analysis, researchers step back and form larger meanings of
what is going on in the situaticm or sites" (CresweU 145).
For the purpose of this research, two focus groups were formed. An intemal focus
group, composed ofGen X worshipers who regularly attend The Grrapevine, served the dual
purpose ofplanning a five-week series ofworship services designed to reach unchurched
Gen Xers, as weU as participating in three focus group interview sessions. A second, extemal
fixjus group was composed ofunchurched Gen Xers who attended the five-week series and
participated in focus group interviews prior to and foUowing the series. Procedures for
selecting these groups and for conducting the interviews are described more fiiUy in Chapter
4.
Conclusion
The Generation X experience, positive and negative, has created a culture quite
unlike the traditional culture America has previously known. Chie aspect ofthis culture is
that it has been largely alienated from the Church. As the Church now seeks to reach out to
this generation/culture and to draw Generation X into worship, itmust take the approach ofa
missionary in a foreign, non-Christian culture. The gospel must be contextualized for it to
have meaning. Worship must be culturaUy indigenous in order to draw GenerationX into a
meaningfiil experience ofGod and to know his worth. Understanding the deep culture of the
Generation X and discovering worship forms that proclaim die gospel in ways that
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Generation X can receive can create suchworship.
While traditi(�ialists may fear forsaking the past, S. White wisely remmds us aU, "If
Christian hope is indeed rooted in confidence about the past, it may be weU to remember that
the great ages of faith and renewal for Christian worship have been those that were most
unstable" (128). Certaiidy this has been an unstable time-dechning influence of the Church,
the Postmodem shift, advances in technology, and the life experiences ofXers themselves.
Perhaps in this generation. Generation X, God wiU do a new thing and bring renewal to
worship that engages culturally and leads to deep encounters witft God.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Purpose of the Study
As demonstrated in Chapter 3, Generation X meets the quahfications ofbeing a
culture, which was defined in Chapter 1 as the dominant, intemaUzed pattems of thinkmg and
behaving ofa particular, definable group ofpeople. While part ofthe greater North
American culture, the Review ofLiterature has demonstrated that GenerationX is a uniquely
different culture aU its own. As a cultural entity, the four factors ofpeer personaUty, pop
culture, postmodemism, and a common spiritual quest have uniquely shaped GenerationX.
As the literature has indicated. Generation X is also a largely unchurched culture. So,
how does the Church present the gospel to an unchurched culture in a way that is attractive
and, more important, relevant to the culture's deepest needs? HistoricaUy, the gospel has
been most successfiilly introduced to unchurched cultures by aUowing its practice-including
worship-to take on indigenous, contextualized forms taken from the culture itself. These
forms, specific to the host culture, cany unique cultural and theological significance. The
literature review in Chapter 3 indicated eleven characteristics that may make GenerationX
worship indigenous; however, simply including tiiese characteristics in a service ofChristian
worship does not automaticaUymake that worship an indigenous experience for Generation
X. Forworship, or any other expression of faith, to be culturally indigenous at a deep and
meaningfiil level, it must be accepted, adapted, or created by the culture itselfwith the
assistance ofa trained Christian leader "The two primary agents are the Holy Spirit and the
local community, particularfy the laity" (Bosch, TransformmgMission 453).
Thus, the purpose ofthis project was to use a worship team/internal focus group and
an extemal focus group to identify the primary components of indigenous Generation X
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worship, to discem their cuhural and theological significance and to employ and evaluate
those components in a new church plant setting. This chapter describes the desigp ofthe
study used to seek, discover, and interpret answers to the questions raised by this study.
Statement ofResearch and Operational Questions
This project is based on five research questions that flow fi-om the purpose statement.
Research question #4 deals with the group's process fijr creating culturally indigenous
worship, while research questbos #1, #2, #3, and #5 deal with the unique components of
indigenous Generation X worship.
Research Question #1
What are die primary components of indigenous Generation X worship?
Hiough eleven characteristics of indigenous Generation X worship have been
indicated in the Review ofLiterature, the components used in Grapevine worship were, by
necessity, generated by those fi-om the host culture ofPort St. Lucie Gen Xers for those
components to be tmly indigenous. These eleven characteristics weremerely suggestive.
The answers to this question were based on the components actually used m worship at The
Grapevine and confirmed as significantlymeaningfld to the worship team/internal focus
group and the extemal focus group. ITie answer to research question #1 served as the basis
for determining answers for research questions #2 and #3.
Research question #1 leads to the following operational questions based on the
characteristics ofGenerationX worship suggested in die Review ofLiterature:
1 , What are the unique muswal elements of indigenous Generation X worship?
2. How are the five senses engaged in worshq>?
3. What are the interactive components ofworship?
4. What components would be considered irreverent by traditional standards?
5. What components ofworship would be considered traditional or liturgical?
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6. What forms ofmultimedia are used and how?
7. How are narrative and story used inworship?
8. What kind of language is used in worship? And,
9. What components wih be used that are not suggested by the literature?
Research Question #2
How do the primary components ofGenerationX worship reflect and address the
worldview, common needs, concems, hopes, and fears ofthis generation?
Indigenous worship adapts forms from the host culture, giving the cultural form new
theological meaning, but the forms are inhially chosen because of their cultural significance.
Research question #2 is answered, and the uruque components of indigenous GenerationX
worship are determined. The results are described and interpreted in Chapter 5 in order to
fiirther determine the cultural significance of those components, based on the Review of
Literature and responses to the interview responses. This research question attempts to
determine why certain components have been adapted from the culture and what cultural
meaning they bring to the worship experience.
Research question #2 leads to the following operational questions, based partiaUy on
the characteristics of indigenous GenerationX worship suggested by the hterature.
1 . How are the worship components culturaUy relevant?
2. How do worship topics and themes speak to the cultural issues ofGeneration X?
For instance, if those being interviewed in either group indicated that the use of
various forms ofmultimedia enhanced their worship experience, theywere asked to reflect
on why this was a culturally appropriate means ofcommunication. SimUar questions were
asked regardingmusic. The focus group interviews attempted to find answers to, "How does
a particular component in worshq) speak to the culture of the worshiper?"
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Research Qaestion #3
What is the theological significance of the primary components used in indigenous
GenerationX worship?
For a cultural form to be a usefiil component ofworship, itmust take on new
theologicalmeaning. While the cultural significance remains, the theological meaning must
dominate for the form or component to give meaning to the worship experience. For
instance, the style ofmusic used inworship may be the same as the culture's, but the content,
orwords themselves, must have theological substance. When the cultural form used in
worship has taken on new theological meaning, the form has become truly indigenous.
The answer to this question helps to determine what cultural forms or compcaients
have taken on new theological significance and what that significance is. This question
attempts to identify the theology ofGeneration X worship as communicated in the choice and
use ofspecific worship components.
Research question #3 leads to the following operational questions:
1 . What components ofworship are vehicles for experiencing God?
2. How do the worship team and the preacher deal with the issue ofultimate truth?
3. Is there a unique GenerationX theology? If so, how can it be described?
Agam, the focus groups were asked to reflect on such questions. The focus groups
attempted to answer the question, "How does this particular component connect worshipers
with God and communicate God's truth?" The interview questions employed are described
later in this chapter, and an mterpretation of the participants' responses is outlined in
Chapters 5 and 6.
Research Question #4
What are the outcomes ofdeveloping and implementing a team approach to
identifying, employing, and evaluating mdigenous GenerationX worship?
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For worship to be indigenous, the host worshiping communitymust determine its
form and the components used. Simply applying the characteristics suggested by the
literature does not make worship indigenous. A process is required to lead previously
unchurched people into an understanding ofworship and to aUow them to develop
components ofworship culturaUymeaninghtl to them.
The Review ofLiterature indicated processes for training, educating, and leading a
group ofGen Xers for platming, leading, and assessing worship for others in their generation,
which are more fliUy described later in this chapter. The answer to this question must include
an educational process that enhances the team's understanding ofworship. Generation X, and
indigenization. The answer to this question must also include insights into how issues such
as group leadership, brainstorming, conflict management, and coUaborative decision-making
contributed to the outcomes ofutilizing the team approach. In its simplest form, the process
of indigenization is a dialogue between a Christian missioner and the host culture. Thus this
process must allow for such dialogue to take place.
Research question #4 leads to the foUowing operational questions:
1 . What are the necessary criteria for selecting team members?
2. What training is required to prepare team members for planning, leading, and
assessmg indigenous Generation X worship?
3. What processes most effectively generate creativity?
4. How does a team come to a shared vision ofworship m general and for specific
worship services?
5. How does the leader lead the process and cast the vision without dominating
or biasing the process?
6. How do we identify components of indigenous Generation X worship?
Applying the insights on team process from Chapter 3, the actual process was
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recorded and responses to the process were sought from the team through the intemal focus
group mterview.
Research Question #5
Which of the components used in indigenous GenerationX worship had the most
positive impact on the extemal focus group?
Population
The population of this study included those who participated in the worship
team/internal focus group and the extemal focus group.
Profile of the Worship Team/Internal Focus Group Participants
The worship team/intemal focus group consisted of individuals who fit the three
criteria ofhaving birth dates between 1960 and 1980, hved in the greater Port St. Lucie area,
and cmrently attended worship attendance at The Grapevine. The group consisted of
fourteen participants, six men and eight women, ranging in birth dates from 1960 through
1980. Eleven were bom in the 1960s, and three were bom in the 1970s. Nine of the
participants were married, and five were single. AU participants were Caucasian. All but one
participant had some degree ofprevious church experience, which included multiple
denominational affihations and exposure to worship styles. AU had become associated with
The Grapevine as a resuh of seeking more than they had been able to find in their previous
church affiliations. The majority of the group had been aflShated with the Grapevine for less
than twelve months.
The team was recmited via announcements in worship and printed armouncements in
the worship folder. No limit was set for the number who could participate.
Profile of the Extemal Focus Group Participants
The extemal focus group consisted of individuals not previously associated with The
Grapevme with birth dates between 1960 and 1980, who hved in the greater Port St. Lucie
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area and had not attended any church regularly for at least the previous six months, thus
fulfilling the definition of "imchurched" offered in Chapter 1 . Attempts for recruiting this
group included newspaper ads, flyers at a fi-ee community cookout, and via individuals who
attended The Grapevine.
This group was particularly difficult to find. First, findmg unchurched individuals
interested in participating in a five-week study on Simday morning, with two additional
interview sessions, was very difficult Such a requirement was simply too much to ask
without offering some form of incentive. The only incentives we had to offer were a fi*ee
lunch at the final interview session and the opportunity to contribute to valuable research.
Such mcentives do not meanmuch to unchurched Gen Xers in Port St. Lucie who are not
interested in church involvement and who place httle value on academic research. Ofthose
who initiaUy indicated interest some did not foUow through or show up for interviews or
worship services. Thus the extemal focus group, though intended to consist of seven to
twelve people, only consisted of five.
AJl five participants volunteered because they knew someone who already attended
The Grapevine. Thus, they had aheady heard about our church and style ofworship.
Furthermore, knowing someone personally vahdated ourministry and provided some degree
ofpersonal comfort, which can otherwise be an obstacle. In hindsight ifmore attention had
been given to recmiting unchurched fiiends ofactive Grapevine attendees, we may have had
a larger group with which to work.
The extemal focus group consisted of three men and two women ranging in birth
dates from 1961 through 1977. Two participants were married, two were single, and one was
in the process ofdivorce. AJl had been inactive from church for many years. Two were
previously Roman Catholic. Two were previously Lutheran. One was previously
Pentecostal. Though they reported varying degrees of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with
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their previous church experiences, the general consensus of the group was that what they had
received from their previous churches did not provide enough to be worth the effort of
attending. The participants were out of the habit ofattending church regularly and had not
experienced anything in their previous churches to motivate them to form new habits of
church attendance or to actively seek out new and different church experiences. Yet, all were
willing and open to experience what the Grapevine had to offer, as weU as being open to
spiritual growth, and thus volunteered.
Data Collection
Data was coUected from two sources-the worship team/intemal focus group and the
extemal focus group. The coUected data included the interview responses and the worship
services developed by the worship team.
Worship Team/Internal Focus Group
The worship team/intemal focus group served the dual fimction ofplaiming the five
week series and by serving as a focus group for reflecting on both the components of the
worship services and their cultural and theological significance, as weU as reflecting on the
worship team plaiming process.
The worship team/intemal focus group was mitially asked to attend three meetings.
The purpose of the first was a daylong meeting to introduce the project to the team, provide
training, and to plan the worship services. A second meeting was scheduled to contmue the
work ofplanning the services, however, the team felt that enough progress had been made at
the initial meeting that a second meeting was unnecessary.
The team process used was an adaptation ofthe critical contextualization process
suggested by Hiebert and the process for creating new rituals suggested by Zahniser. The
first daylong meeting included two focus group interview sessions. The purpose of the first
session was to help the group achieve a common vision for indigenous GenerationX
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worship, to identify primary issues, concems, and fears ofthis generation in Port St. Lucie
and to think ofways that these issues, concems, and fears could be addressed in the context
ofworship. TTie second session, for the continued work ofplanning the services was
canceUed. The final session, foUowmg the conclusion of the series, reflected on the team
process ofplanning the worship services and the final product.
The agenda for the first meeting was as foUows:
Overview and Process. Here I presented an overview of the purpose of the project.
I specificahy addressed such topics as GenerationX, critical contextualization, and team
process. The foUowing definitions were provided and discussed for clarification
1 . Generation X-lndividuals bom between 1960 and 1980.
2. Unchurched-Individuals who have not attended worship regularly for at
least the past six months.
3. Worship-Christian worship is a reciprocal relational exchange. We worship
in order to give aU ofourselves-praise, thanksgiving, worth, and adoratiorM:o God. At the
same time God provides his presence and blessing and the opportunity to experience his
presence. Tlie ultimate goal ofworship is an encoimter with God and union with him.
4. Worship Components-Any elements incorporated in worship, tangible or
intangible, such as music, drama. Scripture, prayer, visuals, rituals, dance, etc.
The goal of "Creating a five week series to reach unchurched Gen Xers" was
explained and agreed upon as our goal. I also explained the role and purpose of the extemal
focus group.
I then conducted the first intemal focus group interview/
Internal focus group interview questions-set 1 (see Appendix B).
1 . What components ofworship have you seen used at The Grapevine or other
churches?
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2. Which compments do you find particularly helpfiil or meaningfiil, and why?
3. What do you hope to experience in and to take from the worship ejq)erience?
4. Describe what you would consider to be the idealworship experience?
5. What issues, concems, or fears do you think are ofgreatest concem to the
average
Gen Xers in Port St Lucie? Which is number one?
Selection of series topic and brainstorming session. We then determined, based on
the answers from interview question 5, what topics would be addressed in diis series and
what cultural bridges could be incorporated thematicaUy to help address those topics. We
focused on five related topics under the general theme of "surviving," based on the first CBS
television series Survivor, which was airing at that time. The name "The UnofiBcial Survivor
Training Course" was chosen for the series. The five topics were, "Surviving 24�7-365,"
"Surviving Hurt," "SurvivingMistakes," "Surviving Relationships," and we concluded with
an evangehsticaUy-focused service entitled "More than Surviving."
At this point I introduced bibhcal stories and themes that corresponded to the
issues/topics selected. We then brainstormed ways and means bywhich the topics would be
handled, including such things as themes, music, visuals, multi media, and drama.
Worship planning. We then planned out the details of the five worship services,
attemptmg to plan each service as thoroughly as possible, so as tominimize the influence of
those who would actuaUy be leading the services.
Hie daylong session concluded with the second mtemal focus group interview.
Intemal focus group interview questions-set 2 (see Appendix C).
1 . Reflect on your participation in today' s worship planning.
2. To what degree did we become a team and share a common vision for the task of
creating worship services?
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3, To what degree did I lead the process and cast the vision for our task without
dominating or biasing the process?
4. How could we improve the team worship plaiming process?
FoUowing the series, the worship team/intemal focus group was reconvened for a
final focus group interview session for the purpose of reflecting on their experiences of
planning the services and seeing them employed. This interview was based around the
foUowing questions.
Internal focus group interview questions-set 3 (see Appendix D).
1 . What is your overaU evaluation of the five-week series in terms ofachieving our
vision for the series?
2. How weU did the series reflect and accomphsh the original intention of the
planning process?
3. To what degree do you feel that your participation in the planning impacted what
was actuaUy presented in the worship services?
4. Which of the services had the greatest unpact and why?
5. How weU did these services connect with your everyday concems, issues, and
fears?
6. How did these five services help you to grow m your relationship with and
knowledge ofGod?
7. Would you choose to help plan worship services for The Grapevine again? Why
orwhy not?
External focus group
The extemal focus group, consisting ofunchurched Gen Xers from Port St Lucie
with no prior relationship to The Grapevine or to one another, was to be convened just prior
to the series for the purpose ofdetermining thefr attitudes toward church and worship. I was
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also seeking to determine the topics, issues, and concems that this group consideredmost
imfK>rtant. The interview was based on the following questions.
External focus group interview questions-set 1 (see Appendix E).
1 . What is your previous church experience? How would you evaluate that
experience?
2. What are your overaU impressions of the church in general and worship services
specifically?
3. What are the main reasons you do not regularly attend worship?
4. Describe the kind ofworship service that you would actually consider attending.
5. What are the topics, issues, and concems that are on yourmind the most? Which
are the most important to you?
The focus group interview format was chosen, beheving that the interactions within
the group interview session would generate better quality responses than individual
interviews. Unfortunately, only two participants attended the extemal focus group interview,
and the others had to be interviewed separatefy at diflferent times. ITiough their responses
were stUl valuable, they lacked the value of the focus group format.
FoUowing the five-week series, the extemal focus group was to be reconvened for a
second interview for the purpose of reflecting on the series and how their attitudes toward
worship may have changed. TTiis interview was based on the following questions.
External focus group interview questions-set 2 (see Appendix F).
1 . What was your overaU impression of the Grapevme and the series of services you
attended?
2. Which components ofthe worship services were particularly appealing to you
and why?
3. To what degree did the worship services and their components connectwith your
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life?
4. To what degree did the worship services help you to connect with God?
5. What changes would you suggest that The Grapevine make to improve its
worship services?
6. WiU you continue to attend worship at The Grapevine? Why or why not?
Again, 1 was only able to reconvene two members of the group for a focus group
interview, requiring additional individual closing interviews.
Content Analysis
According to Bader and Rossi, summarizing and analyzing the information gathered
from focus group interviews "is not an exact science" (25). In contrast with quantitative
research that employs instruments such as questionnaires and surveys, the purpose of focus
group interviews is to evaluate data on what Bader and Rossi refer to as the "macro level,
looking for participant consensus, pattems, and general themes. Tfris process is caUed
content analysis" (26). Rather than analyzing specific data, such as the number of favorable
or unfavorable responses, the role of the researcher was to search for die broad themes
revealed m the focus group interviews and to attempt to ascertam the meaning ofthose
themes.
Mywife served as a "recorder," taking notes during the interview process and
assisting in the process ofsummarizing the data coUected. In this step, the researcher
performs the role ofa summarizer:
The summarizer reviews the recorder's notes, analyzes the content, and writes
a focus group report. Because the facihtator and recorder have attended aU
the sessions and have an overaU understanding of the discussion and data, one
or both usuaUy perform this roU. (Bader and Rossi 6)
Bader and Rossi recommend the following steps:
1 . Read through the data once to get a broad picture of the sentiments
expressed across aU sessions. Eliminate irrelevant data, such as
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discussions diat strayed from the topic.
2. Identify broad themes in the data during a second more thorough reading
of the transcripts. They generally follow the pattem of the focus group
agenda and questions. Code themes as they appear in the transcript. For
instance, the first theme may be coded with a number, letter, or one word
descriptor. Code each subsequent statement addressing this theme with
the same code. After the first review, additional codes can be formed for
special areas of interest. Review transcripts several times to ensure a
thorough analysis.
3. When coding is finished, group aU references to a particular theme
together. Summarize each group ofdata and examine the theme for
clarity. Divide major or comphcated themes into several themes, and
combine the less dominant Aim for a succinct summary that reflects the
major areas ofconsensus and any areas ofparticular interest to the
sponsor group-such as comparisons between departments, age groups, or
locations. (26)
Hiough the first priority ofcontent analysis is to fi)cus on what the participants
actuaUy said, seeking to determine the cultural and theological significance ofthe statements
and broader themes requires some degree of interpretation on the part of the researcher.
When a quahtative researcher talks about interpreting consumer reactions to
get the answers to specific questions or to make specific recommendations,
she means something diSerent from the "interpretations" ofa questionnaire
survey. Survey interpretation treats respondents' verbatim statements as facts
which can be measured and compared across different populations. In the
case ofgroup interview data, however, what respondents say may be
amended ormodified-or in some cases even totaUy contradicted-by the
researcher's interpretation. (Templeton 68)
This does not permit hcense to ignore the participants' actual statements or to contradict them
simply because the researcher does not agree with them; however, it does allow for
interpretation that goes beyond what is actually stated but may reflect the underlying
message. In the case of this study, the participants may simply not have had the background
or language to express cultural or theological themes. In such a case, the role of the
researcher is to draw out those themes. Templeton assigns the title "rapporteur" to a
researcher who acts both as moderator in the interview session and reports the data gathered
but who also mterprets the data as weU (5).
As the purpose ofthis study is to seek answers to deep cultural questions, seeking to
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know both how to create indigenous GenerationX worship and why certain worship
components have meaning, the data collected consists of the participants' stories and
comments. Thus the content analysis is a summary.
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CHAPTER 5
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The ideal population for adapting die critical contextualization process for creating
indigenous worship for GenerationX would be individuals who had no previous exposure to
Christian worship at aU and were stiU early in their own Christian formation, much like
Bosch, Donovan, and Zahniser describe among foreignmission settings. The original
intention of this project was to assemble such a group ofGen Xers, and apply the processes
of indigenization that have been described. Unfortunate^ m Port St Lucie, such individuals
are rare.
Most individuals bom between 1960 and 1980, whether or not they have ever
attended or been influenced by the Church to any significant degree, have some degree of
awareness regarding the basic components ofChristian worship and the basic tenets of the
Christian faith. Some have more-some less. Planning worship requires some degree of
Christian formation, but the more previous experience individuals' have had with
Christianity, the less hkely they seem to be able to apply the critical contextualization process
instead ofmerely replicating what they have previously seen or experienced. In a sense,
previous church experience constricts the process of indigerdzation. Furthermore, thosewith
the least exposure to Christianity, at least in Port St Lucie, have the least amount of interest
in participating in Christian activities and are nearly impossible to recmit for such a project
and, with no faith development, do not have an adequate, spiritual foundation for plaiming
worship at all.
Thus, without finding a group ofsolely new Christian Gen Xers fiom Port St. Lucie,
this study required the use of two groups: the worship team/intemal focus group and an
extemal focus group. The worship team/intemal focus group provided the resources, ideas,
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and insists ofa group of individuais with enough feith develc^Mnent to understand our
purpose and to participate in the planning ofworship. The purpose of the extemal focus
group was to provide the objectivity ofhaving no particular investment in The Grapevine and
the freedom to evaluate theirGrapevine worship experience based on their own needs,
desires, and tastes. Though, perhaps not as ideal as using a single group, the two groups were
StiU able to provide valuable insights mto the adapted critical contextualization process and
answers to the purpose ofthis study and the five research questions.
While the worship team/internal focus group was extremely successfiil in fiilfiUing its
purposes, the extemal focus group was more difScuh. First of aU, the original goal for the
extemal focus group was fi>r it to consist of seven to twelve individuals. Though seven
agreed to participate, only five actually did. As the five nevermet face to fece, they never
tmly fiilfiUed the goals ofbeing a "focus" group. Only two participants came to the two
focus group interview sessions, requiring the other three to be interviewed at other times. No
motivating incentive to offer the extemal focus group made it very difficult to recmit
unchurched people who would participate at the level hoped for.
Research Question #1
What are tiie primary components of indigenous GenerationX worship?
As demonstrated in the mterview questions listed in Chapter 4, both the worship
team/intemal focus group and extemal focus group were asked to reflect on which
components used in the series were particularly helpfiil ormeaningfiil and why. Prior to the
series, the worship team/mtemal focus group was asked which worship components they had
previousfy experienced and which were felt to be particularly meaningfiil or helpfiil (see
Appendix B), and the extemal focus group participants were asked to consider what they
would look for in an ideal worship experience (see Appendix E). After the series, the
extemal focus group participants were asked which components ofGrapevine worship were
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most appealing to them (see Appendix F). The responses of the worship team/intemal focus
group were nearly identical to those ofthe extemal focus group participants.
1. What Are the Unique Musical Elements of Indigenous Generation X Worship?
What seems to be most important musicahy is that the style ofthe music is
contemporary, utilizing various musical styles and instnmientation, and that freedom of
participation is aUowed. Though the extemal focus group participants did not seem to realize
that non-traditional music was an option before attending the series, aU five expressed a
desire for less traditionalmusic and later affirmed the contemporary style ofmusic used at
The Grapevine. Participants determined that GenerationXers wantmusic at church to sound
like what they hsten to on the radio.
In spite ofvarying opinions in both groups, aU participants seemed to feel that music,
whether more hvely ormore subdued, serves to evoke an emotional reaction and response
from the worshipers, which is strongly desired as one dimension ofthe desired "encounter
witii God."
2. How Are the Five Senses Engaged in Worship?
The five senses are aU channels, which can be used to encounter God. The Grapevine
incorporates a strong use ofvisuals via PowerPoint, video, and various physical objects that
are incorporated into the worship service to serve as visual metaphors, aU ofwhich were
mentioned to some degree by participants ofboth groups. Ofcourse other senses are
engaged as well, such as taste and touch in the Lord's Supper, hearing the music and the
message, and the physical touch in holding the hand ofanother person.
Though no interview question specifically asked how the participants' five senses
were engaged, manyof the interview responses fiom both groups addressed this operational
question. One service that was mentioned the most by both focus groups was week three,
"SurvivingMistakes," which speaks to this operational question and the next.
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3. What Are the Interactive Components ofWorship?
The focus of the week three worship service was our need for forgiveness and the
forgiveness Jesus offers through the cross. Hie main story chosen for the service was the
thiefon the cross in Luke 23. A large wooden cross was constructed for the service. After
the message, worshipers were invited to write down anything diat needed to be forgiven on
an index card and to come forward during the Lord's Supper and prayerfiiUy ask Jesus to
forgive that pastmistake by pinning it on the cross. As the last person retumed to their seat,
someone obviously dressed as Jesus entered from the rear, came down the center aisle, and
carried out the cross and the cards that were pinned to it, disappearing out the rear entrance. I
closed the service by saying that just as the cross was gone, so were the mistakes that had
been forgiven and taken away. Theywere gone, physically and spirituaUy. Thus the service
both engaged the senses, through multiple visual stimuli as weU as touch, and provided an
opportunity for the worshipers to participate interactively.
When asked which service in the series was most meaningfiil, one ofthe extemal
focus group participants reflected the general consensus of aU the participants, commenting
on the week three service:
It reaUyhit home. ActuaUy, I was reaUy touched by it. It's like when you are
fraining someone and you teU them and they wiU know it 21 percent ofdie
time, ffyou actuaUy physicaUy show them whUe you are training, then they
wiU know it 80 percent of the time. They wiU getmore knowledge out of it.
By that physical cross up there and physicaUy pinning a forgiveness note
there really hh home. It helped me grow too. My whole family at home now
is leaming to fijrgive.
These comments reflect both the sensual engagement, "that physical cross up there," and the
interactive component, "pinning a forgiveness note." The consensus of aU of tiie intemal and
extemal participants is that worship is an encounter, not just a passive observation. Four of
the five extemal focus group participants reported previous worship experiences that were
rituaUstic, passive, and cerebral. The fifih participant previously attended Pentecostal
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services. These Gen Xers want their whole person to be engaged and brought into an
experience with God.
4. What Components Would Be Considered Irreverent by Traditional Standards?
Perfiaps typical ofGeneration X, nothing was mentioned as seemingly irreverent in
the negative sense of the word. However, as die pastor, I am aware ofaspects ofour worship
that the participants reported to have found meaningfiil that may be considered irreverent by
traditional standards and in more traditional settings. I would include informal dress in this
category, as we encourage pec^le to come as they are and the worship leaders to intentionally
dress casually. The related issue, discussed later in this chapter in greater length, is the
hnportance of "atmosphere" for Generation Xers. Dressmg casually helps them to be more
comfortable inworship.
One issue that was discussed at length in the closing interview with the worship
team/intemal focus group was the use ofhumor, which was alsomentioned by aU of the
extemal focus group participants. The youngest extemal focus group participant listed
humor as one ofthe primary appealing components ofour services. Generation Xers want
and crave a lot of humor, even when discussing serious topics. SpecificaUymentioned by the
worship team/intemal focus group was week four when the topic was "Surviving
Relationships," where the emphasis was on famUy relationships. The story ofJacob, Rachel,
and Leah was used as an example ofa biblical family that had difificuh relational issues. The
storywas told with a lot ofhumor, and I even referred, in humor, to Jacob's famUy as what
we caU today "dysfimctional." The worship team/intemal focus group feh; that using such
humor is very appropriate, even though it may have been irreverent by tradhional standards,
because it made the bibUcal story seem more real and relatable.
The remaining issue mentioned often by both groups was the desire for individual
fieedom in worship. Inmore traditional, reverent, worsh^ settings, worshipers are basicaUy
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expected to all participate in the same imiform way. Gen Xers demand the freedom to
participate and respond at whatever level and m whatever way they feel led, without being
forced or constricted. This was both the consensus of the worship team/internal focus group
and mentioned specifically by four of the five extemal focus group participants.
5. What Components ofWorship Would Be Considered Traditional or Liturgical?
Besides the Lord's Supper, which is observed in a non-liturgical manner at The
Grapevine, no other traditionaUy hturgical elements were incorporated or mentioned by the
participants. However, the Lord's Table, the bread and the cup, and lit candles serve as
constant central symbols ofThe Grapevine's worship, which would likely be considered
traditional bymany. We also always include the modem version ofThe Lord's Prayer. Also
mentioned was the cross-a traditional symbol ofChristianity-used in week three.
Thou^ not mentbned by the extemal focus group participants, the worship
team/intemal focus group spent considerable time discussing the importance ofdie Lord's
Supper to their worship experience during the initial focus group interview session.
6. What Forms ofMultimedia are Used and How?
Multimedia in the form ofMicrosoft PowerPoint and video were used throughout
each service of the series. The message was introduce each week by a short clip from the
television series Survivor. Other videos included music videos and cUps from The Jesus
FUm, Rockym and Gladiator. PowerPoint consisted of related pictures and graphics,
sermon points, and quotes. One of the extemal focus group participants also commented the
value ofhaving the Scripture passage on PowerPoint because it is difUcult to find ifnot
familiar with die Bible, whichmany Gen Xers are not. These media selections were chosen
by the worship team and confirmed by aU five of the extemal focus group participants.
Themultimedia helped to serve three primary purposes. As afreadymentioned,
multimedia provides an exceUent source for visual and auditory stimulation, which the
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Review ofLiterature indicated is important for Generation X. Second, multimedia is another
means of conmiunicating the message, which has aheady been stated, is such a vital
component of the worship service. Finally, as wih be discussed fiirther in this chapter, use of
multimedia can serve as a cultural bridge by incorporating relevant media from the culture as
a means ofconnecting unchurched Gen Xers with a bibhcal teaching.
7. How Are Narrative and Story Used in Worship?
The two instances specificaUymentioned by extemal focus group participants have to
do with testimonies shared and with my own personal sharing, which both occurred in week
four, "Surviving Relationships." By comcidence, a large group ofour men had attended
Prcmiise Keepers the two days prior, and many had experienced life-changing encounters
with God. Though not planned by the worship team for this particular week on relationships,
some of the men shared what they had experienced and the commitments they had made to
be better fathers, husbands, and Christians. Their personal stories fit perfectlywith what I
had to share in my message and were mentioned bymembers ofboth focus groups as
particularly meaningfiil.
hiterestin^, I was also personally moved at Promise Keepers and shared some of
my own feeUngs and commitments in my message. One of the extemal focus group
participants commented,
rU be honest, in the beginning I feh like you were there and you were talkmg
but you weren't reaUy there. I just felt like I didn't feel the heart that I did
last week. I could reaUy feel the ttuth from the heart that came through your
expression. I don't know how you would do that. I just know that when I
first began I sensed that you were so puUed m so many directions. That was
something so diflUcult. Like you said, you were kind of lost and trying to pull
yourselfback together, and even the words that you spoke were so simple but
they were so tme. I'm sure that other people have felt the same way. There
was a difference of taking that personaUy.
Another participant echoed, "That touched me too. Like when you said you dkln't have God.
You were always diere at church, but you didn't have God in your life. Well, ifyou didn't
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have God ... I mean." The point is that story is particularly valuable when authentic,
personal, and real. Gen Xers like having the stories of the Bible told in narrative ways that
make the stories seem more real, but they crave real life stories from real Ufe, honest,
vubierable people that give the bibhcal story flesh and blood.
8. What Kind ofLanguage Is Used in Worship?
Language was mentioned briefly in the worship team/intemal focus group's first
interview, though not to any great lengtii. Participants commonly agreed that the language
used in the worship service, particularly in the message, should be the common vemacular of
the culture. AU of the extemal focus group participants also mentioned the incomprehensible
language used in prior church experiences, ranging from Cathohe and Lutheran ritual to
screaming Pentecostal preachers. Using language that is not easily understood clearly creates
a barrier to the message being communicated. Thus, indigenous GenerationX worship must
be spoken in the vemacular of the generation, which simply means expressing theological
and bibhcal tmths in every day language.
9. What Components are Not Suggested by the Literature?
The only component used ui the worship services that was not suggested by the
hterature is a coffee and donut break about one-third of the way into the service. At that
time, worshipers have the opportunity to socialize, children go to ChUdren' s Church, and
worshipers can get a cup ofcoffee and a donut before the message. This element of the
worship service was firmly in place prior to tins series, but has become a meaningful and
valuable time, and was universally endorsed by the worship team/intemal focus group and
the extemal focus group. An intangible, yet vital, component ofGenerationX worship is the
atmosphere of the worship space. This coffee break component was mentioned by many as a
valuable tool for making the worship atmosphere more social, hospitable, wanner, and more
comfortable. More wiU be said about the importance of the worship atmosphere later in this
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chapter.
Research Question #2
How do the primary components ofGeneration X worship reflect and address the
worldview, common needs, concems, hopes, and fears of this generation?
Perhaps the single greatest theme throughout the interviews and the worship planning
was the critical need for the worship experience to relate directly to issues Gen Xers face
everyday. Conversely, the extemal focus group participants seemed to unanimously agree
that their previous worship experiences were completely disconnected firom real life issues.
They almost seemed pleasantly surprised to discover the relationship between bibhcal
principles, worship, and principles for real hfe.
The cultural issues determined by the worship team to be ofgreatest significance to
Gen Xers in Port St. Lucie included finances, health, family, marriage, forgiveness, dealing
with emotional pain and forgiveness, dealingwith past mistakes and failures, priorities, time
management, stress, and fears. Issues such as divorce, abuse, addiction, and
imderachievement were feh to dominate the culture ofPort St. Lucie. Many people stmggle
with issues of low self-esteem and failure. They crave "healthy hves," and those who come
to worship do so hoping to find answers for how to find that life.
1. How are the Worship Components Culturally Relevant?
The research indicates that the foUowing worship components are culturally relevant.
Message. The worship team/intemal focus group repeated consistently that Gen Xers
want to leam something from the message that they can apply to their hves. They come to
worship to leam about God, but they want to be able to apply what they leam in practical
ways. It has been said that churches targeting Generation X must stop answering questions
that no one is asking and begin answering the questions that are tmly being asked. AU five
extemal focus group participants offered fiivorable conmients regarding the five messages'
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substance, style, and presentation.
Music. As has aheady been stated, all participants affirmed their desire for worship
music to reflect the style that tiieywould choose to listen to on secular radio stations, yetwith
diflferent content. Furthermore, worship team/intemal focus group participants also afiirmed
the use of secular music as a means ofcommunicating a message.
Leadership. A theme that clearly emerged from four ofthe five extemal focus
group participants was a feeling ofdistance from rehgious leaders. Though their exposure to
me outside of the interviews was restricted to my presentation ofthe messages, they wanted
mymessage presented in such a maimer that it did notmake them feel that I am different than
they are. Hiey do not want a preacher handing down mles or a clergy that belongs on a
pedestal. TTiey want religious leadership that is sincere, human, imperfect, authentic,
approachable, and even flawed. The worship team/intemal focus group even spent some
time commenting on howmy inability to pronounce every name and every word in scripture
is actually valuable, because the average person has trouble pronouncing those same words.
Somehow my flaws as a leader make me more approachable and available.
One extemal focus group participant, who had previously only been exposed to
"screaming Pentecostal preachers," commented.
You seemed more like on our level. You were just kind of talking. Like you
are having a conversation with somebody. You can make me understand
things and relate to things more that way than just bringing everything right
out of the Bible. It's hard to understand and maybe the way you relate things
in your preaching is just easier to relate to.
Gen Xers seem to want a pastor they can respect, who knows what he or she believes,
and can communicate those behefs in a clear simple way, but who does not condemn others
for having different thoughts or ideas or for not being perfect. They do not want tiie pastor to
play the role ofmle maker and mle enforcer. For a generation that has lost respect for
auttiority and who is particular^ sensitive to hypocrisy, the issue ofpastoral authenticity and
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integritywere indicated to have high importance and cultural sigpificance to members of
both groups.
Cultural bridges. Throughout the series, the worship team and I intentionally chose
components from the Generation X culture that would serve as "cultural bridges" to the
biblical principles we wished to convey. These came in the form of the series Survivor
theme, the use ofsecularmusic, the use ofsecular movie chps, the use ofsecular books and
stress assessments, visuals, and even an adaptation ofHome Depot University. Each of these
were clearly not "rehgious" in nature, but were effective, relatable tools for connecting
unchurched people with biblical principles. Cultural bridges such as these provide a safe
meeting ground for people who may not understand a biblical concept but can relate to a
television show or a movie. Clearly, all five of these unchurched Gen Xers were interested in
the Bible to varying degrees but do not understand it and thus do not consider it an authority
m their hves. By using sources that they can grasp as cultural bridges opens the door,
basicaUy communicating that our church is willing to meet them where they are. Each ofthe
extemal focus group participants mentioned at least one of the culture bridges as helpfiil.
2. How Do Worship Topics and Themes Speak to the Cultural Issues ofGeneration
X?
Hie worship team chose the following topics and related issues:
� "Survhring 24-7-365": Stress;
� "SurvivingHurt": Emotional, physical, spiritual, and relational pain;
� "SurvivingMistakes": Overcoming feUure;
� "Surviving Relationships": Marriage, FamUy, Parenting; and,
� "More Than SurvivBig": Spiritual prioritization.
FoUowing the series, the external focus group was asked (see Appendbc F), "To what
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degree did die worship services, and tiieir components, connect with your life?" Each
participant indicated, to one degree or another, that issues dealt with in the series directly
related to an issue they were currently deaUngwitii in their hves. One participant stated, "I
think almost every service I have been in there is somethuig that you said, or the whole
service, that relates to everyday life."
Research Question #3
What is the theological significance of the primary components used in indigenous
GenerationX worship?
Ifie first intemal focus group mterview (see Appendix B) revealed the consensus
attitude that worship is the primary opportunity for worshipers to encounter God in a tangible
way. Gen Xers, in particular, come to worship seeking to experience closeness to God, even
if they do not have a preconceived idea ofwhat such an experience will be like. Clearly, the
ideal worship experience provides an encounter with God's presence. TTius, the theological
significance of the primary components ofGenerationX worship is that they serve as
channels not only to leam about God but also to experience God directly. GenerationX
theology is primarily an experiential theology, supported by bibhcal and theological tmth, but
first and foremost experiential.
1. What Components ofWorship Are Vehicles for Experiencing God?
One discovery in this process is that attempting to distinguish the effect of one
component as different from another is very difihcult. The components work together to
create a single experience. Various worship components converge and serve as a unified
means for communicating God's word and an opportunity for the worshiper to be touched by
God. However, that being said, four prunary components seem to serve as vehicles for
experiencing God in worship.
Tangible experiences. The single most important moment in the series reported by
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all of the participants was the use ofthe cross inweek three and the opportunity for the
worshiper to physicaUy pin his or her confessed sin to it. It provided a tangible experience
that involved more than mere knowledge. One extemal group participant commented, "They
were experiencing Christianity iitmaediately, right there m church." Gen Xers seem to crave
such experiences. The Lord's Supper seems to also be a very valuable tangible experience,
both for what it represents, and for the opportunity to physicaUy participate. Whether the
experience offered is Uke the cross or the Lord's Supper, tangible experiences that engage the
five senses and involve the whole worshiper seem to be primary components for
experiencing God. Tangible experiences also provide an opportunity for the worshiper to
respond to God is some way.
Music. Participants in both groups commented on the importance of the musical
component ofworship. Music evokes feehngs and emotions. Furthermore, during
congregational singing, participants are aUowed the freedom to express feelings and emotions
to God in a way that is unique and personal for each worshiper. Music provides the
opportunity for a reciprocal exchange between God and die worshiper.
Message. The message was clearly considered a primary component for
experiencing God in that it has the potential to evoke feeling and emotion, while also
provkUng a balance ofdoctrine and relevant appUcation. The message serves as a vehicle for
experiencing God in a way that can be used in the realworld. One extemal focus group
participant, in describing his preferred worship experience, spoke ofa previous experience
whh a preacher, saying, "Like the Lord was coming down diere. God was there!" Another
extemal focus group participant commented on the deUvery of the messages m the series:
You definitely helped to bring things back to a more even level. I don't know
if it is tme ofaU reUgions, but inmy past the priest was up there and we were
down here. It was that fear that you were always doing something wrong.
You were a bad person. What I see now happening is so wonderfid, it is to
feel loved. God is U^t God is love. Jesus does aUow us to feel that love.
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That is so different thanwhat I feh before.
AU five of the extemal focus group participants commented on how surprised they
were to discover something understandable and apphcable fi-om the Bible, dehvered through
the message. Each one had previously e>q)erienced sermons and bibhcal teaching as
incomprehensible, with no value for real life appUcation. Each, in their own way, positively
aflBrmed messages that helped connect God and God's word to their real lives.
Worship atmosphere. Thou^ not a tangible component, the atmosphere of the
worship setting is cmcially important for Gen X worshipers. Gen Xersmust sense fi-eedom
and permission to participate as much or as Uttle as they desire, without being coerced or
constricted. Worship must also offer a feeling ofacceptance. Many additional factors
contribute to creating such an atmosphere; dress code, use ofhumor, general informahty,
openness, and the relationships between the worshipers themselves. Gen Xers want to feel
they belong to something and crave a feeling ofwarmth, love, and femily in worship. They
come seeking a connection to God through humans, thus making the worship experience
incamational. To create such an atmosphere where Gen Xers can feel comfortable enough to
let down their guards and experience God, no judgment, condemnation, or pressure to
conform can be present. The atmosphere must allow for worshipers to be fiee to change,
grow, and participate at their own pace. Patrick Mays refers to this as "Christian hospitality,"
writing, "Most Xers would not express it that way, but almost aU would agree that Christian
churches are, or should be places ofacceptance" (170).
Two ofthe extemal focus group particqjants particularlymentioned appreciating that
opportunities were avaUable for active participation, specificaUy mentioning the Lord's
Supper and the use of the cross inweek three, with the fi-eedom for them to just observe and
not actively participate. What they valued was the permission to choose how theywould
participate, or not Even not actively participating contributed positively to their worshq)
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experience.
2. How Do the Worship Team and the Preacher Deal with the Issue ofUltimate
Truth?
Realizing thatwe were designing a series to speak to imchurched Gen Xers, the
worship team feh that clear Christian doctrinemust be presented throughout the series,
culminating in week five when the service would be clearly evangelistic.
Onfy one extemal focus group participant was openly expressive of theological
beliefii that are outside of the Christian tradition, the other four clearly identifying themselves
as Christians, even ifnot activefy living out their faith. Though not opposed to Christian
doctrine, and embracing some aspects of it, the one extemal ftx;us group participant operdy
expressed her commitment to other behefs such as reincarnation and muMple paths to God.
Hie partic^iant commented.
As far as listening, if I respect someone, then I want to hear what you have to
say because your message is important. How I take it and how I interpret it is
my personal business. Again, I want to be touched by that and it comes again
to that spiritual touch.
FoUowing the series, the participant reiterated the differences in her beliefs, yet said, "I
definitely feel that there is something here. So I feel that we have been connected for a
reason. So I need to take that and see where it goes."
The key seems to be for the leadership to commumcate bibUcal and theological tmth
in a way that is clear and consistent with the leader's own life, oflTering it to anyone who wUl
receive it, but not pressuring or condemning. Christian doctrine does not have to be toned
down, nor do non-Christian beUefs need to be aflHrmed. The key issue is how the leader
respectfully relates to worship participants whose behefe are not the same as his or her own.
Gen Xers wiU not stand fc�- hypocrisy, pressure, or condenmation.
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3. Is There a Unique Generation X Theology? IfSo, How Can It Be Described?
As already stated. GenerationX theology is less doctrine based and more
experientially based. Gen Xers want to understand God, the Bible, and theological concepts.
They want their theology to be substantive. Yet, cognitive knowledge of
doctrinal/theologicalmatters is secondary to meaninghil worshq) experiences.
Secondly, GenerationX theology is essentiaUy pragmatic. Everything that occurs in
worship needs to be appUcable outside ofworshq). Gen Xers are essentially not concemed
with theological matters that do not affect the issues about which they are tmly concemed,
which is why aU five extemal focus group partic^ants reported inactive church participation.
As one extemal focus group participant reported, "It's just not worth the effort," meaning that
whfle she considers herselfa Christian, she has not found pmctical benefit to making the
effort to regularly attend church.
GenX theology is focused on how an experiential relationship with God can lead to a
healthier, more balanced life in aU areas. Another extemal focus group participant
commented, "There can be no separation between the worship experiences and the real
world." The primary reason the external focus group participants reported for not attending
churchwas that it not a priority, largely because their previous experiences lacked connection
between worship and the issues theywere most concemed about. Another participant stated,
'Tm not pushing away from Church." All seemed to want to experience more ofGod but
had not been able to find a worship experience that could be translated into pragmatic issues
of their everyday hves.
WhUe aU five made simUar comments, both in terms ofwhat theywere seeking and
tiiatwe provided for that need, none have actively participated for a significant length oftime
since the end of the series. Even when that practical teaching is avaUable and discovered,
pre^ously unchurched Gen Xers do not necessarily take advantage ofit
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Research Question #4
What are the outcomes ofdeveloping and implementing a team approach to
identifying, employing, and evaluating indigenous GenerationX worship?
A focus group interview session was conducted with the worship team/intemal focus
group inmiediately followmg tfie first planning session (see Appendix C) and the final
interview was conducted immediately foUowing the conclusion of the series (see Appendix
D). Based on the comments of the intemal focus group participants, the foUowing answers
were determined in response to the foUowing operational questions.
1. What Are the Necessary Criteria for Selecting Team Members?
Three criteria were used for selecting worship team members: current involvement
with The Grapevine, bhth date between 1960 and 1980, and residence in the greater Port St.
Lucie area. No fiirther criteria were necesseiry for this study.
2. What Training Is Required to Prepare Team Members for Planning, Leading,
and Assessing Indigenous Generation X Worship?
Participants of such a team need a clear understanding ofwhat they are being asked
to do and given die necessary resources to accomphsh the task. Particqiants were presented
with an overview of the project and given the stated purpose of "Designing a five-week series
ofworship services to reach unchurched Gen Xers." Definitions were provided and
discussed for Generation X, unchurched, worshq), and worship components.
Following the initial worship team planning session, the participants' consensus was
that theywere provided with enou^ information to understand and accomplish the task at
hand. The only negative comment was thatmy invitations to participate had not been clear
that our purpose was to botii participate in interviews and to plan worship services, but this
was only stated by one hidividual. Whether this was due to poor communication in the
recmitment ormisunderstanding on the part ofthe participant is unclear.
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3. What Processes Most Effectively Generate Creativity?
Once the general theme of"The Unofficial Survivor Training Course" was
determined for the series, creativity seemed to flow quite naturally and easily. The group
selected five related themes from those determined to be key issues for Gen Xers in Port St.
Lucie, assigned them to a particular order, and then brainstormed creative ideas for each.
The criteria determined by the team was to maintain Jesus and the unchurched seeker as our
primary foci and to aUow everyone opportunities to share ideas without imposmg any
predetermined restrictions for what components could or could not be used. The group was
aUowed the freedom to generate their own thoughts and ideas.
Though seemingly restrictive, the focus of the group on the singular purpose of
"creating a five week series to reach unchurched Gen Xers" actuaUy helped to generate
creativity that was directly focused. Commitment to a smgular purpose aUowed for greater
creative freedom.
The greatest chaUenge to the creative process was the amount ofwork to be
accomphshed in a short amount of time. Furthermore, whUe everyone embraced the need for
fiiU participation, having so many voices and opinions were at times cumbersome. Though
seemingly contradictory, some suggested thatmore participants would be helpful to generate
more ideas, some preferring to remain in the large group for aU discussion and while others
would have preferred to have been broken into smaller groups with specific tasks. No true
consensus was found on this matter. The creative process would likely be more fruitfiil by
having some combination of large group discussion ofgeneral ideas and smaUer groups
fiicused on tasks and more specific topics.
An additional challenge that 1 noticed in the role of facUitating, but that was not
reported by anyone in the group, was that ofencouraging participants to think beyond what
they have previously seen or experienced. Creativity seems to be lunited bywhat we have or
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have not experienced or seen. Even the group's prior involvement with The Grapevine,
whose worship services are highly creative, seemed to limit creativity to only what they had
previously seen or experienced at The Grapevine. A similar issue wiU be discussed regardmg
what unchurched Gen Xers described as an ideal worship experience that theywould be
motivated to attend. Few people seem to have the creative freedom to think outside ofwhat
they have previously experienced. Thus, the creativity came at pomts when we were able to
move as a group beyond the limitaticHis ofour past experiences. We accomplished this by
shnply remuKling the group that we could try things we had never seen before. We hteraUy
threw out the rules as long as the ideas helped achieve our purpose. Seemingly one bold new
idea would be foUowed by a flow ofnew ideas.
4. How Does a Team Come to a Shared Vision ofWorship in General and for
SpecificWorship Services?
In the specific case ofthis study, a definhion was provided for worship and a purpose
for our work was predetermined. The greater chaUenge was negotiating the specific themes,
topics, and ideas for the services. Though the participants did not always agree on the
particulars, the keywas maintaining openness to all ideas and the common conunitment to
the stated objective. Rather than criticizing the particular idea ofa participant, each idea was
simply evaluated on the basis ofhow weU it would achieve our general purpose.
The participants coming to and agreeing upon a shared corrunon vision is valuable,
yet many chaUenges stand in the way ofachievmg that goal. Most ofus evaluate worship
based on our own theological perspective, taste, and past experience. To suggest that the
worship team/external focus group achieved that goal in the course ofone day would be
unrealistic and inaccurate. To come to such a coUaborative vision, though very desirable,
requires more work and time than were realistic given the time linuts and consfraints of this
project
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5. How Does the Leader Lead the Process and Cast the Vision without Dominating
or Biasing the Process?
The greatest challenge of this project was balancingmy conflicting roles as
researcher, interviewer, group facilitator, and primary worship planner and leader. WeU
aware of the inherent conflicts, I strove to navigate the process in a forward direction without
dominating the process withmy own ideas or agenda. I further strove to include as much,
diverse input as possible, bringing the group back to focusmg on our purpose when they
would drift offcourse.
Again, being the participants' pastor, and given their positive support ofme, may
have jeopardized the degree to which theywould report the flaws ofmy leadership.
Acknowledging this limitation, the group reported that my leadership did not dominate the
process and that I aUowed for a great degree ofparticipation and freedom. Participants' felt
that everyone had the opportunity to talk and to feed offofone another's ideas and that the
ideas were their own and not imposed bymy leadership. Participants also stated that thatmy
leadership encouraged and aUowed for God to work through our process, ffnegative feeUngs
regardingmy role in the process existed, theywere not mentioned. That does not mean that
they did not exist.
This type of leadership is very difficult, requiring the leader to have a clear sense of
vision and the security to aUow the process to flow beyond his or her own agenda or ideas,
while maintaining enou^ control to keep tiie process focused and on course. Ultimately, one
individual filling aU of these roles is not only difficuh but also less than desirable for the best
possible outcome.
6. How Do We Identify Components of Indigenous Generation XWorship?
To answer this question, I defined "worship componenf ' as broadly as possible. I
then asked the worship team/internal focus group to brainstorm components they have seen
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in worship services at The Grapevine and beyond, both traditional and non-tradhional (see
Appendix B, Question 1). The components hsted by the group included
� Music,
� Prayer,
� Communion,
� Sermon/Message,
� Coffee break (Part ofour service at The Grapevme),
� Altar time,
� Offering,
� Drama,
� Armouncements,
� Welcome,
� Responsive readings,
� Greeting,
� The audience,
� Multimedia,
� Leadership,
� Children's Church/Nursery,
� Choir,
� Testimony,
� Baptism/Baby Dedication,
� Membership,
� Length ofservice, and
� Clarity of language and rehgious jargon.
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Though technicaUy not a component ofworship, participants also mentioned the followmg
during this exercise: entertaiimient, boredom, discomfort, sense of threat, dress code.
The worship team was then asked, as Gen Xers, to determine which components were
mostmeaningfiil to them and why (see Appendix B, Question 2). The components thatwere
actually incorporated into the series and determined to be meaningfulwill be discussed more
fully later in this work. At this point of the study, the foUowing components were identified
by the worship team as most significant for indigenous Generation X worship.
Masic. Music was identified as die single most important factor for worship to be
culturally indigenous for GenerationX. It needs to be the same style as that listened to by
both the churched and unchurched of this generation on secular radio. Thou^ the
unchurchedmay not have previously experienced such music in church nor be famihar with
worshiping throu^ song, music is an important avenue for involvement and participation,
including both the singing itselfas weU as clapping, hand raising, emd dancing. The use of
contemporary forms ofmusic in indigenous worship allows worshipers to move from passive
observers to active participants, which has been demonstrated to be a major theme for Gen X
worship. Music also encourages the use ofvaried artistic gifts and expression, which the
team beheved to be very relative to their culture.
Furthermore, though the group embraced the idea ofofiering various musical styles,
such as classic rock, top forty, and country, they strongly feh that mcorporatmg tradhional
hymns was negative for younger Gen Xers who do not understand the language and do not
appreciate the musical style.
The Message. Though music was listed as the most important element of indigenous
Gen X worship, the team clearly placed high importance on the message. The message was
defined broadly to include the preaching and other elements of the service that complement
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the sermon, such as drama, video, visuals, and music. Elements ofan appropriate message
for indigenous Generation X worship service are substantive biblical teaching and
interpretation paired with practical application to real life issues and concems ofGeneration
X. Other elements ofan effective message include humor, personal illustrations, and real hfe
stories. The team also found it helpM to make notes available, as weU as other related tools,
to assistwith apphcation.
One interesting comment ofnote was that for many worshipers, the Sunday worship
experience is the only contact with God and opportunity for hearing God's word aU week.
Gen Xers in Port St. Lucie have over committed hves and are unlikely to attend smaU groups
or Bible studies. Furthermore, due to lack ofeducation and lack ofbibhcal teaching, many
are uncomfortable and unlikely to attempt studying the Bible or other Christian hterature on
their own. Throu^out the week they are surrounded by influences that undermine their
emerging faith. Thus, if they come to worship, tire team felt that the message must offer
something of substance that can be carried through the week, providing tools to face the
issues and chaUenges that are of greatest concem.
Furthermore, the message must be relevant. While not compromising the
biblical/theological teaching, the teaching must in the end be relevant to what goes on the rest
ofthe week. Gen Xers in Port St. Lucie want to live "healthy Uves," which encompasses
family, marriage, physical health, finances, healing from broketmess, and forgiveness, yet
they do not know how to achieve that life nor do they have good role models to emulate.
This generation has a high degree ofpain and brokenness, which is very evident in the
hterature and in the Gen Xers who live in Port St. Lucie. The message must help lead people
to greater wholeness m Christ
The Lord's Supper. The Grapevine ends each service witii the Lord's Supper,
which was feU to be an important and valued component by everyone on the team.
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According to the team, the Lord's Supper provides ameaningfiil, weekly, and individual
opportunity to connectwith God and others. The Grapevine observes the Lord's Supper
iirformaUywith simple words of consecrati^on, prayer, and instructions for participation. The
laity serve the bread and cup by intinction. Once the invitation has been given, those who
choose to receive are fi-ee to go to any of three communion "stations," as they feel led, and
tiien return to their seats. Ushers are not used, so participants have complete fi-eedom to
come forward when and if they personaUy choose to participate, without feeling any
pressure. The group especially valued The Grapevine's practice ofan open communion table,
neither den)dng access nor pressuring anyone who feels uncomfortable participating. AU are
invited who want to receive, and permission is given to not come to anyone who does not feel
ready. According to the participants, this reinforces that no one is going to be treated as too
"stupid or unworthy." Furthermore, the Lord's Supper was seen as ameans ofencountering
God and taking his love away fi-om the worship experience in a tangible way.
Encounters with God. Though not identified with any single component ofthe
worship service, everyone agreed that Gen Xers come to worship seeking to encounter God.
One participant stated, "People come wanting an experience, even if they don't knowwhat
that is." Another phrase that became part ofthe conversation was the desire for "constant
contactwith God." Gen Xers do not come to worship out ofa sense ofobUgation or duty.
They come to experience something ofGod. One participant fiirther stated that the "ideal
worship experience" is the feeling that you have been in the presence ofGod.
Ofcourse, such an encounter is impossible to force yet is fecilitated throughmany
different components ofworship working together-TOUsic, prayer, message, etc. Of
particular value are components that actively engage the participant and allow for some
fireedom of response. Gen Xers do not want to be forced to do anything or to be limited m
what they can do in worship. The key seems to be open opportunities and freedom to
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respond inways that are unique and pereonal.
What fascinates me as the interviewer is tiiat I did not encourage any of these
particular responses. Nor, to my awareness, have any ofthe participants previously given
thou^t to these issues. Though not m every detail, the components identified by the team
very closely correspond to the eleven characteristics of indigenous Generation X worship
suggested in the Review ofLiterature: music, exj>erience, sensory stimuh, irreverence,
interactivity, traditional elements, muhi-^nedia, story, truth, language, and relevance (pp.
76-92).
Research Question #5
Which ofthe components used in indigenous GenerationX worship had the most
positive impact on the extemal focus group?
The worship components mentioned most often and as most si^uficant by the
extemal focus group, in no particular order, include the worship atmosphere, the message,
music, tangible worship experiences, cultural bridges, and the worship leadership. AU of
these faU under the broader heading of "encounters with God," and their individual value as a
worship component seemed to be judged bywhat degree they served as a vehicle for
experiencing God.
The extemal focus group participants also commented on die ways the components
worked together to present a unified message and experience. The individual component's
value is enhanced by its relationship to die other components used in the worship service.
One additional component, not previously addressed yet mentioned by two of the
extemal focus group participants, had to do specificallywith the coUection of the offering.
Botii of these participants had previously been Roman CathoUc and held very strong negative
feelings toward the overt pressure they had previously experienced to give. Rather than
having been taught stewardship, giving was expected and imposed. Negative feelings
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regarding die ways fliat die Cadiolic Church had spentmoneywere also reported. Both
participants had very positive comments regarding the way the offering is collected at The
Grapevine.
Rather than pass a collection plate, which both participants stated to be very high
pressure and a source ofjudgment and guilt. The Grapevine utilizes fiee-standing offering
receptacles, where worshipers are invited to leave information sheets and their offerings,
either durii^ the break, when they come for The Lord's Supper, or after the service. Both
participants ccwnmented that collecting the offering in such amanner reduced their negative
feehi^ and made the offering a much more positive experience, contributing fiirther to the
worship atmosphere. Though only two people, theymay very weU represent the attitudes of
many unchurched Gen Xers and how the manner that the offering and other aspects ofthe
service are conducted contribute to the degree to which the worship atmosphere is considered
poshive.
Study Observations
Though the extemal focus group was significantly smaller tiian desirable and could
not be convened to actuaUy conduct a focus group interview, the contributions offered were
quite valuable and consistentwitii tiie Review ofLiterature. Undoubtedly a larger extemal
focus group would have provided more insights and perhaps a broader consensus on the
primaryworship components and their cultural and theological value, yet the consistency
between the Review ofLiterature and the comments of the focus groups-as well as the
worship series itself-su^est that the components listed and explained represent the attitudes
and needs of unchurched Gen Xers in Port St. Lucie and beyond.
The greatest value of this study, whichwiU be commented on in greater length in the
final chapter, was the work of the worship team. Gathering around the objective of creating a
series ofworship services to reach unchurched Gen Xers, the GenX worship team created a
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series that incorporated thehi^st valued worship components, provided sohd
biblical/theological substance, opportunities to encounter God, and clear practical principles
for real life apphcation. Ihou^ one member of the worship team/intemal focus group said
that participating in the process stole something of the "surprise" ofSunday momings, the
overall consensus ofthe worship team was that participation in such a process was an honor
and personally valuable. As the primary worship plarmer, my observation is that usmg a
worship team is more difficult and more time consuming than doing it allmyself, but yields
ideas that are fermore practical and mdigenous for the worshiper. Thus, the use of the
worship team/intemal focus group was very valuable.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
How does the Church offer worship experiences for unchurched Generation Xers that
are both attractive and meanmgfiil at a deep cultural level? What is necessary in worship for
Generation Xers to sense that they have experienced the presence ofGod? How does
worship connect God and bibhcal teaching to the real life, practical concems ofunchurched
Gen Xers? What is the shape ofsuch worship? What are its components? How, and by
whom, is die Gen X worship experience given direction? How does the Church reach a
broken, hurting generation that, in spite of its spiritual hunger, is quite spiritually lost? These
questions and others have provided the impetus and drive for this study.
The purpose ofthis project was to use a worship team/intemal focus group and an
extemal focus group to identify the primary components of indigenous GenerationX
worship, to discem their cultural and theological significance, and to employ and evaluate
those components in a new church plant settmg. A five-week series based on the television
series Survivor was plarmed and implemented by the worship team and was evaluated by
both the worship team and an extemal focus group. Worship components considered to be
culturally and theologicaUymeaningfid and relevant, as weU as effective, were implemented
in the five worship services to communicate bibhcal tmths regarding five specific cultural
issues deemed to be ofsignificant concem to Generation Xers living in Port St. Lucie. This
study aUowed the opportunity for experimentationwith an mdigenous worship team
approach, employing an adaptation ofcritical contextualization in planning indigenous
GenerationX worship for focusmg onworship components deemed to be mostmeaningful
by Port St. Lucie Gen Xers, reflecting on the culture ofGenerationX m Port St. Lucie, and
detemuning why specific worship components have cultural and/or tiieological significance.
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Major Findiogs
I have identified eight major findings based on the Review ofLiterature, the
five-week worship series, and the focus group interview responses. The foUowing findings
reflect the primary lessons leamed from this project.
Finding 1: Indigenous Worship Is Most Effectively Planned and Implemented by an
Indigenous Worship Team
In addition to the Survivor series. The Grapevine has used a worship team approach
to plan four other series ofworship services. In each case, the teams, composed ofdifferent
individuals, chose themes and topics that specificaUy relate to the cultural issues ofgreatest
concem in Port St. Lucie. For the most part, those series have received the most positive
responses from Grq>evine worshipers.
Perhaps due tomy own theological and bibUcal training, I have a tendency to focus
on issues ofamore theological nature-starting from a theological point, and thenmoving to
practical application. I also think exposing growing Christians to the breadth ofChristian
doctrine and bibhcal teaching is important. I always strive to make every biblical or
theological principle appUcable to the issues I know people are facing. The worship team
always takes the opposite approach-beginningwith the practical needs or concems and then
seeking bibhcal/theological answers. Inevitably each group has begunwith cultural issues of
greatest concem and then tumed to me for theological direction. Thus the services planned
by the worship teams have been far more practical and down to earth whUe maintaining
biblical and theolo^cal depth and mtegrity.
In addition, the worship teams have been a helpful resource ofnew ideas, ff the
pastor or staffhas sole ownership ofplanning worship, then the worship services wiU never
be greater than the pastor or staff's knowledge, experience, or creativity. However, worship
teams have generated ideas and suggestions, sometimes big or small, that I simplywould
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have never thought ofonmy own. Ideas ranging from offering a Scripture verse for the
week, a weekly book and music recommendation, printing Scripture verses on the screen,
movie chps, songs, tangible experiences, etc., have aU been suggested and effectively
implemented because they came fix>m the worship team.
Finding 2: No Single Model for Indigenous Generation X Worship Exists, but It Must
Be Specific for the Culture That Is Being Reached
Much of the hterature would imply that employing various components in Generation
X worship wUl yield success in reaching this generation. However, some of the worship
components recommended in the literature look very different than uidigenous Generation X
worship in Port St. Lucie. For worship to be indigenous, it must be indigenous for the
particular, local culture. Urban and suburban cultures are uniquely different. Blue coUar
and white coUar cultures are uniquely different. Different ethnic cultures are uniquely
different. Regional, educational, social, and professional differences exist. Generation X
worship in Port St. Lucie wiU look different and have different emphases and components
than Generation X worship in a different culture, like an urban setting or a imiversity setting.
The components identified as culturally and theologicaUymeaningfiil by Generation
Xers m Port St. Lucie correspond closely to those suggested by the literature, but how those
components are utilized and the topics they are used to address wiU be uniquely different in
Port St. Lucie than if they were used anywhere eke. Ihough specific topics or components
may be transferable to other cultural contexts, even to other groups ofGeneration Xers, the
service would not be trufy culturaUy indigenous in the new setting unless uniquefy adapted to
accommodate the cultural differences.
Finding 3: Indigenous Generation X Worship Must Maintain a Proper Balance of
Doctrinal Substance, Cultural Relevance, and Applicability
Generation Xers, who come to church, come seeking spuitual direction and
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theological answers. TTieir questions are essentiaUy practical in nature. Generation Xers are
saATvy to the resources avaUable to them via medicine, psychology, relational advice, social
opportunities, and sell-belp. They come to church looking for bibhcal/theological direction.
However, Generation X is extremely pragmatic. Xers are not interested in
theological knowledge for the sake ofknowledge alone. Ted Halstead, of ITie Atlantic
Monthly, writes, "IfXers have any ideology, ft is surely pragmatism" (38). Generation Xers
in Port St. Lucie come to church seeking specific spiritual direction for practical issues such
as parenting, marriage, career, finances, priorities, healing for emotional pain, forgiveness
and acceptance for mistakes made, and the elusive pursuit ofa healthy life while Uving in a
destructive cidture. "As if theywere spiritual consumers, young adults are shopping among a
wide range of rehgious traditions. In the process they are finding new ways to incorporate
rehgion into their daily lives" (38).
Finding 4: Worship Must Provide Opportunities to Tangibly and Emotionally
Experience the Touch ofGod
Furthermore, bibUcal/theological principles and practical application are not enough.
Information must be presented in the same worship context where the worshiper c�m expect
to experience an encounterwith God. The worship experience must be irdused with a broad
range ofemotional triggers and tangible experiences that provide opportunities to experience
God and to respond to God via actions and the five senses. Generation Xers worship God
with their entire beings and expect worship to engage the whole person. Patrick Mays reports
the same conclusion, "Based on experience, interviews, and study ofGenX churches, the
evidence suggests that Xers want a real worship experience. When unchurched Xers finally
cross the threshold into a church service, they expect just that-a church service" (166).
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Finding S: Expectations, as well as Creativity in Planning Worship, Are Significantly
Limited by Past Worship Experiences
When the extemal focus group participants were asked to describe what theywould
corjsider the ideal worship experience, their answers rarely deviated from what they had
previously reported to be their past worship experiences. OccasionaUy, ifthe previous
worship experiences were negative, theywould indicate that not wanting some aspect of
worship repeated in the ftiture. However, they seemed entirely unaware thatworship could
be anything other than what they had previously experienced. Given that the participants
were not currently attendmg worship, expressing that it was not worth the effort, unchurched
Generation Xers obviously have no reason to expect from worship anymore than what they
have previously experienced. If the previous experience was entirely negative, boring,
condemning, or irrelevant, the unchurched Gen Xer is unlikely to expect any church to be
significantly different. Hiis provides a uruque chaUenge for reaching the unchurched Gen
Xer and convincing him or her that worship can be worth their tune and effort. Even if they
discover indigenous Generation X worship to be a positive experience, the difference can be
shocking and overwhelming.
In a similar vane, the most difficult chaUenge for the worship leader and the worship
team is thinking beyond their previous experiences. The worship team consistently had
frouble thinking anymore creatively than what they had previously experienced at The
Grapevine or other churches. Creative breakthroughs occurred occasionaUy, but previous
experience generaUy constrained the creative flow of ideas.
This finding sfresses the importance of the team leader being an expert in fecihtating
the creative process, exposmg the worshq) team to broad new ideas, and finding creative
waj^ to communicate with the unchurched that worship experiences exist that are both
different from v/bat they have previously experienced and worth experiencing. Easum and
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Bandy write, "The creativity ofworship designers handcrafting each worship experience wiU
be pushed to die hmit" (71).
Finding 6: Unchurched Gen Xers Require a Very High Degree ofPersonal Freedom
With the exception ofcharismatic and Pentecostal traditions, which in spite ofgreater
freedom in worship stiU have their own set of traditions and expectations ofparticipation,
most Christian worship services have traditionally expected a certain degree ofconformity in
behavior, dress, and participation-even in many so-caUed contemporary worship services.
Such churches have agreed upon means bywhich one participates in worship, grows in their
relationship withGod, and responds to God's movement in their lives. Most do not allow a
very high degree offi-eedom ofexpression and participation.
Generation Xers are vigilantly independent and individuahstic in their self-
expression. They reject any authoritarian expectation ofconformity ofappearance or
behavior. Generation Xers do not want to be forced to conform to certain expected behaviors
nor do they want their opportunity to participate to be constricted by rules. Generation Xers
want the fi-eedom to authenticaUy express themselves in the worship experience. This
includes how and to what degree they participate in music or rituals, and at what pace and in
what way they grow in and express their relationship with God.
Finding 7: The Primary Issue Is More Cultural Than Generational
While this paper has clearly focused on reaching Generation X, I now beUeve that the
issue is more cultural than generational. WhUe the hterature and research supports the idea
that Generation X is a unique Nortii American culture, 1 now believe that the indigenization
ofworship has more to do with the specific local culture of the people you are trying to reach
than the generation to which tiiey belong.
The reahty is that Gen Xers are not aU the same and, whUe perhaps simUar within a
particular geographic area, may be quite different tiian Gen Xers elsewhere. Yet, Gen Xers
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may have even more in common wifli other generations within tfieir own
geographical/cultural setting than they would with Gen Xers from a different place.
Further exacerbating the complexity of the issue is that generations are no longer as
static as once thought Changes in culture, specificaUy in the realm of science and
technology, are creating more significant generational differences in significantly shorter
periods oftime. "It is becoming increasingly clear, however, that difierentiating worship
form and style by generation no longer fits our cultural experience. A new generation
emerges every three years-not every thirty years" (Easum and Bandy 70).
Not only are 'generations' emergmg faster and faster, but individuals within
generations are evolving in any number ofdirections.. . . Who can predict
what methods ofworship wUl become the most effective vehicles to
communicate the gospel to any single pubhc at any given time? (72)
Yet, while 1 emphasize the importance of indigetuzing worship for the local culture.
Mays' offers an important reminder ofhow the work done in this generation wUl likely have
an impact that is far more reaching:
There is one more thing that GenX churches and thefr leaders know. They
know their efforts to reach a generation with the gospel ofJesus Christ is
bigger than any one generation. What they are doing and the way they are
reinventing church wiU have imphcations for years to come. They are setting
the benchmark for how to reach future generations of the postmodem era.
(310)
Finding 8: Unchurched People Are Hard to Reach
The chaUenge ofassembling a dependable, consistent extemal focus group composed
ofunchurched Gen Xers suggests, to some degree, that reaching unchurched people is
difficuh. According to comments made in interviews, this is in large part due to poor,
previous church experiences, low expectations ofwhat any church can provide, assumption
of irrelevance, and long-established habits ofnon-attendance. Even potential extemal focus
group participants, who indicated that theywere interested in finding a church and becoming
active, did not actually follow through, citing other personal confUcts and engagements as
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keeping them from attending. Even though four of the five extemal focus group participants
have continued to attend The Grapevine since the completion ofthe study, their attendance
and participation is irregular and sporadic at best, in spite of reporting high levels of
satis&ction with the worship services and a desire to be more active.
Theological Reflections
The fi)Uowing seven theological statements reflect insights gained from applying
principles from Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Chapters 2 and 3 provide a theological foundation
for establishing an indigenous worship team and creating worship services to reach
unchurched Gen Xers. Though these lessons were leamed in relationship with a particular
style ofworship, a particular generation, and in a particular cultural context, I beheve they
represent theological tmths that have far broader tmth and applicabihty.
First, we were created to worship. Everyone worships something. The first
conmiandment of the Decalogue is the commandment, "Do not worship any other gods
besides me." We were created to worship. At stake, is what we choose to worship. God's
desire, since the first human bemg, to establish covenant relationships widi his creation, and
our worship is a response to that covenant, giving God the greatest worth among conflicting
and competing demands for our aUegiance. However, if that covenant does not exist, we will
worship lesser gods. God made humans to worship him.
Second, though the substance andmeaning ofworship never changes, worship styles
must change in response to the culture. Chapter 2 provides support for the reahty that
throughout the biblical narrative, worship style and forms changed in response to the changes
occurring in the lives of the worshiping community. Moving from the individual family
sacrifices ofthe Patriarchs to the portable tabemacle ofa nomadic Israel to die temple
worship ofa settled nation to the desperate cries ofan exiled people to the localized
phenomenon of the synagogue ofa dispersed people to the changes brou^t by Jesus, who
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tau^t that new wine required new wine skins, each passing biblical generation experienced
the evolution ofworship forms while the focus ofworship has always remained die
covenantal relationship God offers his people.
Since bibhcal times, the worship experience changed and evolved ui response to, and
as a resuh of, the cultural changes ofthe context in which the worship was occurring. Each
culture makes its unique mark on the form its worshq> takes. The forms and components
used in worship reflect bodi the means bywhich the worshiping body experiences God and
likewise are best able to respond to God, thus creating a reciprocal exchange via the
culturally influenced worship components. Donovan writes.
What we are coming to see, now, especially in this context ofbringing die
Christian message to pagans ofmany different cultures, is that there must be
many responses possible to the Christian message, responses which are flUed
with promise and meaning, but which have hitherto been neither encouraged
nor aUowed. We have come to believe that any vahd, positive response to the
Christianmessage could and should be recognized and accepted as church.
That is the church that might have been, andmight yet be. (83)
Third, lostpeople matter to God andmust matter to the Church. Jesus was
repeatedly confronted by the religious leadership ofhis day regarding his associationwith
sinners. The common behefof the rehgious authorities was that sinfiil people were both
offensive to God and not worth saving. Jesus was clear that his purpose was to seek and save
the lost, to proclaim release to captives, to heal the sick, and to proclaim the good news of the
kuigdom ofGod to anyone who would repent and beheve. InMatthew 9:12�13, Jesus said,
"Healthy people don't need a doctor-sick peopled do." Then he added, "Now go and leam
the meaning of this Scripture: '1 want you to be mercifiil; I don'twant your sacrifices.' For I
have come to caU sirmers, not those who think they are aheady good enough."
Jesus' fmal command to the Church was to, "Go and make disciples ofaU nations,
baptizing them in the name ofthe Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit Teach these new
disciples to obey aU the commands 1 have ^en you" (Matt. 28:19-20).
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Luke 15 provides diree parables tiiat reinforce this position. Jesus begins with the
story ofa shepherd who has lost one ofhis flock ofone hundred sheep. Though risking the
safety ofthe remaining ninety-nine, the shepherd, who represents God, searches and finds the
one lost sheep, representing the value to God of the one lost person who is then saved.
Likewise, the second story teUs ofa woman who goes to extreme measures to seek and find
one lost coin, which again represents the lost person, and the value God sees m that single
lost person and the extent to which God wih go to find bun or her The final story is ofa
prodigal son who requests his inheritance before his father's death. His request is granted,
and the lost son squanders aU of the money. When the son realizes that he could retum home
and ask for a job as his father's servant, he discovers his father running to him and offering
fiill restoration as a son. Again, this parable demonstrates that God cares about lost people
and wih go to extraordinary lengths to draw them into a covenantal relationship.
By Jesus' own example and command, the Churchmust do aU witiiin its power to go
to extraordmary lengths to reach and make disciples ofGeneration X and ah other
unchurched generations.
The church's identity is apostolic, so its main busmess is joining God in
finding and loving lost people, and bring them into experiences, insights,
faith, community, and mission that can set them free to become the people
theywere bom to be and deeply yearn to be. (Hunter 146)
Making worship accessible andmeaningfiil is a primary means ofdoing so, helping lost Gen
Xers discover a God who cares for them, who searches for them, and who desires to establish
a covenantal relationship with them.
Fourth, worship that is not culturally indigenous is a sin. Sin can be defined as
anything that separates us from God. Thus, ifworship does not provide a viable means for
connecting GenerationX worshipers to God due to cultural barriers, maintaining those
barriers is a sin of the Church. Worship that is not culturally indigenous does not provide the
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means bywhich a person of that culture can fiiUy receive aU that God has to offer inworship,
nor does ft provide the means by which the worshipermay respond foUy to God.
Jesus repeatedly criticized the Pharisees for placing rehgious demands on the people
that served as obstacles to God, as in Matthew 23:4, "They crush you wfth impossible
rehgious demands and never lift a finger to help ease burden," and in Matthew 23:13, "How
terrible ft wiU be for you teachers of rehgious law and you Pharisees. Hypocrites ! For you
won't let others enter the Kuigdom ofHeaven, and you won't go ui yourselves!" By not
adapting the components we use m worship and not addressing the cultural concerns of the
worshiper, we are creating barriers that keep Generation Xers fi-om entering into the kingdom
ofGod.
Fifth, Godwants to be experienced. Ifnothing else, the incarnation reveals that
God's nature and desire is to be revealed and known to humanity. God became flesh in Jesus
Christ to reveal himself, his nature, and his love to us. By Jesus' death and the destruction of
the veil in the temple's HolyofHolies, God made his presence accessible to anyone who
worships him. According to Hebrews 10:19�20,
We can boldly enter heaven's Most Holy Place because of the blood ofJesus.
This is a new, life givii^ way that Christ has opened up for us through the
sacred curtain, by means ofhis death for us. And since we have a greatHigh
Priest who rules over God's people, let us go right into the presence ofGod.
Jesus taught his followers.
Keep on asking, and you wih be given what you ask for. Keep on looking,
and you wiU find. Keep on knocking, and the door wiU be opened. For
everyone who asks, receives. Everyone who seeks, finds. And the door is
opened to everyone who knocks. (Matt. 7:7-8)
GenerationX comes to worship expecting to enter God's presence and seeking to experience
God. Jesus has made a means for such an encounter available to his worshipers and God
desires thatwe do so.
Sucth, God cares about the "practical" details ofour everyday lives. GenX
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worshipers come to church expecting to find spiritual direction for the practical details of
their everyday lives. They want biblical and theological teaching that is apphcable to issues
about which they are most concemed. Furthermore, unchurched Gen Xers seem unaware
that the Bible has any relevance to modem life at aU. Yet, the Bible is fidl ofpractical
teaching on issues ranging fi-om priorities to relationships, finances, healtii and wholeness,
and the higher issues ofpurpose and calling.
Jesus demonstrated that God was concemed about the whole person and even our
smaUest needs. Jesus provided food for the hungry, practical instmction and wisdom, as weU
as healing for the sick. Jesus advised his foUowers not to worry about such things as food
and clothing and shelter, saymg, "Your heavenly Father aheady knows aU your needs, and he
wih give you aU you need fi-om day to day ifyou hve for him and make the Kingdom ofGod
your primary concem" (Matt. 632�33).
Seventh, the primary modelfor ministry and the Church is a team approach. This is
best illustrated in 1 Corinthians 12, where Paul describes the Church as the body ofChrist,
mentioning the different members ofthe Church as beii^ diOferent members of the body,
each with different purposes, fimctions, and abilities. However, tiie parts are not only
different, they are also complementary and dependent upon one another to accomplish their
individual and corporate tasks. This study has shown that the most effective means for
creating worship that is indigenous, tiiat speaks to the issues of greatest concem for
GenerationX, is by using a team of indigenous Generation Xers who bring together their
God-given gifts and abilities, perspectives and experiences, and collective knowledge and
wisdom, synergistically creating worship that is more indigenous than would be ifcreated by
a smgle, worship planner.
Limitations of the Study
Five significant limitations of this study can be identified.
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Size and Scope of tiie External Focus Group
My desire and intention was to have an extemal focus group of seven to twelve
unchurched Gen Xers, who would be interviewed as a group using a focus group interview
format. Despite my best efforts, I was only able to find five volunteers and could not arrange
for interview times with more than two participants at any given interview. Thus, the size
and scope of the extemal focus group limited the quantity and breadth of interview data
available to be gathered and interpreted. Furthermore, not using the focus group format for
the extemal focus group may have potentially also limited information shared compared to
what may have been generated in the course ofa group conversation. To what degree these
two issues limited the outcomes of this project is impossible to determine.
Unique Cultural Issues ofPort St. Lucie
As is tme ofaU cultural settings. Port St. Lucie is unique and unlike any other.
ITiough the cultural characteristics and the characteristics ofGeneration X worship suggested
by the literature could be clearly identified among GenerationX worshipers in Port St Lucie,
assummg that the findings are exactly transferable to other seemingly similar cultural
contexts ofGeneration Xers is a mistake. Though some or aU of the worship components
may be transferable and have similar cultural and theological significance, the value of this
study hes more in the discovery ofdiscerning whatmakes worship indigenous in a specific
culture through the use ofan indigenous worship team, rather than attempting to successfiiUy
transfer the individual components.
Conflicting Roles ofPastor, Interviewer, Team Facilitator, Rapporteur, and Primary
Worship Planner and Leader
The findings ofthis research would be significantlymore vahd if I did not fiU so
many roles in the process. I inevitably biased the outcomes of the study,making it
impossible to know what data is objective or even accurate. Did the worship team's positive
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feelings towardme as their pastor influence the direction the series developed or their
interview responses to the process? Did my role as a pastor affect the quality ofthe
interviews with the extemal focus group? Would the interviews have beenmore honest, or
critical, if I was not filling the role of interviewer and primary worship leader? Was I feithflil
in implementing the worship team's ideas in the five services, and would their relationships
with me as their pastor allow them to honestly teh me ifI did not? Do my own passions for
this subject, and for the worship services I lead, inevitably bias my interpretation of the
mterview responses? No satisfectory answers to these questions can assure thatmy
conflicting roles did not significantly limit the outcomes of this project Similar studies
would likely be far more valuable ifdifferent individuals could perform these roles.
Emphasis on Generation X
Though the lessons leamed regarding critical contextuahzation and the use of a
worship team are transferable to broader cultural contexts, the emphasis of this project has
been limited primarily to cultural characteristics of Generation X and their influence on
indigenous Generation X worship. Further, as afready stated, my conclusion is that the issues
at stake are far more cultural in nature than generational. Thus, this project has been limited
to some degree by its extensive focus on Generation X.
How Far Can the Critical Contextualization Model Be Applied and Adapted in
Cultures with Some Degree ofPrevious Christian Influence?
The critical contextualization model is designed for introducing the gospel to
unchurched cultures with no prior, significant Christian mfluence. As the host culture
embraces Christianity, a cross-cultural leader assists the new behevers in identifying cultural
forms that are consistent with Scripture, which serve as effective tools for expressing thefr
newfound faith. However, in an unchurched culture such as GenerationX in North America,
which has nevertheless been deeply impacted by Christianity inmyriad ways, can the critical
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contextualizationmodel be eflFectively adapted to accommodate those influences? As aheady
reported, most Generation Xers have some degree ofexperience and understanding of
Christianity and Christian worship, even ifsignificantly limited and hkely negative. Can a
culture that has predisposed ideas ofwhat Christianworship is supposed to look like be freed
from those predispositions in order to adapt previously noinrehgious cultural forms to
express thefr Christian feith? I beheve the answer is yes but is very diflRcult. As has been
noted, creativity seems to be significantly limited by one's previous experience. Thus,
adapting critical contextualization to a culture influenced by Christianity, to any degree, will
requfre breaking free ofpast experiences, biases, and prejudices. This is the chaUenge.
ImpUcations for the Existing Body ofKnowledge and Suggestions for Further Studies
The outcomes of this project suggest four ImpUcations for the existing body of
knowledge regarding GenerationX, indigenization ofworship, critical contextualization,
postmodernism, and church growth strategies.
Most Literature on Generation X Is Too dated to Be Useful and the Following
Generations Are Too Young for the Literature to Be More Than Merely Speculative
Most of the hterature written on GenerationX focuses on uimiarried, coUege-
educated, urban-dwelling men and women between twenty and thirty years old. However,
using the birth dates of 1960 to 1980, Generation X now encompasses men and women
between thirty and forty years old as weU. AdditionaUy, many GenerationXers reflect odier
demographic categories: blue coUar, married with children, suburban or rural, etc. Since the
time much of the hterature was written. GenerationX has matured, and the world they Uve m
has changed. This does not hnply that the hterature is maccurate or too out ofdate to be
helpful, but, the literature's Umitations must be recognized. Descriptions ofgenerations, by
necessity, must not be stetic but must evolve and change as the generation and the culture
adapts and changes.
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Furthermore, embracing the benefits ofgenerational studies, many authors ofboth
secular and rehgious hterature have shifted their focus to younger generations who have yet
to reach adultmaturity. Again, this hterature is helpfiil, but as Easum and Bandy have stated,
generations are changing at faster rates than ever before. Generational studies, while
providing helpful insights into subgroups ofour culture, have their limits. To fuUy
understand any culture requires a myriad of input on a number of related issues, generational
studies only being one.
This work contributes to the greater body ofmaterial aheadywritten on Generation
X, in many ways offering fiirther support to what writers had already suggested and perhaps
broadening the scope to some degree. It also offers msight into Generation Xers who do not
fit the mold suggested bymost ofthe available hterature. However, my behef is that this
research suggests that the focus be taken offofgenerational study alone and be shifted to
broader ways ofstudying and mterpreting the cultures that the church is attempting to reach,
incorporating generational studies but not solely focusing on them.
Unchurched Is Not the Same as Never-Churched!
In Chapter 1, "unchurched" was defined as those who have never had any religious
affiliation, those who are active in other reUgions, and those who have some church history
but have been inactive for at least six months. However, this project has revealed significant
differences between those who are currently unchurched, but have had some degree of
previous church experience, and those who have never had any exposure to church at aU.
By definition, the unchurched category includes a broad array ofpeople, including
previously active church attendees who may have relocated and not found a new church and
those who have significant negative feelings toward the church, as weU as every other
possibUity and attitude in between. As has been stated repeatedly, previous church
experience-positive or negative-seems to predispose potential worshipers to viewing church
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as narrowly as their previous experiences have provided. For those who have experienced
the church negatively, significant attitudinal obstacles stand in the way of future church
involvement.
This project was bom out of the felse assumption that clear, sharp differences
between churched and unchurched people exist, assuming thatmost unchurched people are
emotionally neutral toward the Church and uiunformed regarding Christian doctrine or
praxis. The original goal was to find unchurched Gen Xers with no previous church exposure
and apply the indigenizing principle to worship as these unchurched Gen Xers grew in tiieir
faith. 1 realize now that the OTiginal goal was to workwith Gen Xers who were never
churched and thus not influenced by previous church experience-brand new to both the
Christian faith and the Church. Who we actually reached had aU been influenced by the
Church to some degree.
In hindsight, a greater understanding of the unchurched onmy part prior to the study
would have been extremely helpful to avoid making some substantial errors. Since
concluding the study, 1 have been exposed to RusseU Hale's unchurched typology, as adapted
by PatrickMays' doctoral research. Hale's own research identifies "ten different categories
of imchurchedness": Ihe Antiinstitutionalists, The Boxed In, The Bumed Out, The Floaters,
The Hedonists, The Locked Out, The Nomads, The Pilgrims, The PubUcans, and The Tme
Unbehevers. Hale writes.
The church's message whether in proclamation, or witness, or service wUl
take mto account the types of resistance of those outskle its ranks to whom
the message is, in part, addressed. The churches need to understand tiie
severalworlds of the imchurched. (186)
1 now recognize my own lack ofunderstanding of those unchurched worlds. As Hale writes,
mymistake as a researcher was a failure to recognize that "clearly, the unchurched caimot be
stereotyped as a single homogenous gjoiq)" (187).
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I also recognize how George Hunter's How to Reach Secular People would have
reshapedmy limited frame of reference.
Although secularity takes different regional and cultural forms, Christianity m
each form has lostmost of its influence. A vast majorityofthe people in
westem culture are no longer Christian disciples by anyone's serious
definition. They hve thefr lives, personal and pubhc, not consciously
influenced or shaped by Christianity. (32)
Though secularism, in its broadest terms, influences both the churched and unchurched, a
clearer understandingofdie unpact of secularism on the unchurched, and Gen X, would have
been invaluable to this woric Hunter identifies three forms ofsecularism: (1) "Utter
Secularity," including those who have lost aU faith as a result of an "open clash of
doctrines,"(2) "Mere Secularity," including those who ignore church and faith matters due to
preoccupation "with this world and thefr daily routines," and (3) "ControUed Secubrity,"
where cultural and Christian values are incorrectiy equated as being the same (31-32).
Surely, the unchurched Gen Xers in Port St. Lucie are all "secular," yet different in thefr
individual secularity.
This raises two possibihties for ftirtiier study. First, how does the Church overcome
the negative stereotypes that unchurched people, or the varied typologies and secularities,
have toward the Church, who have never experienced anything positive from the church?
Such negative stereotypes seem to estabhsh assumptions among the imchurched that Church
cannot be anythingmore than they have previously experienced. The unchurched have no
motivation to seek more from Church than what they have previously received. Furthermore,
unchurched people obviously do not consider Church a priority, nor do they have established
habits ofchurch attendance, even ifthey are open to some degree church exposure. How
does the Church overcome these negative stereotypes and attitudes and create new priorities
and habhs among the unchurched, given the mukifaceted barriers keeping the unchurched
away fiom the Church?
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Secondly, given die differences between the unchurched and the never churched, how
does the Church reached those who have no church experience at aU? Do the never churched
carry the same negative attitudes toward tfie Church as the unchurched? Do purely
never-churched people even exist in the North American culture, given the influence ofthe
Church on previous American generations? If so, the Church would be weU served to have a
better understanding of the differences not ordy among the unchurched but also between the
unchurched and never-churched, and how each is most effectively reached.
Postmodernism Is an Evolving Philosophy That Has Not Influenced All Cultures
Equally
In many ways, postmodemism is a philosophy of the urban, professional, coUege
educated. Its principles have not affected large segments of the North American culture,
including many Generation Xers. Non-coUege educated, blue-collar GenXers in Port St.
Lucie have not heard ofpostmodemism and do not embrace its precepts. Ofcourse, many
may be affected by postmodemism via the media far more than their conscious awareness.
However, aU cultures have not embraced postmodem phUosophy equaUy, especiaUy
GenerationX m Port St. Lucie.
Furthermore, as the Review ofLiterature suggests, postmodemism may be less ofa
phUosOphy and more ofa period ofshift between modem philosophy and a new worldview
that is stiU evolving. Throughout ourNorth American culture, including Port St. Lucie,
traditions and beUefe are being chaUenged and deconstmcted. Absolute tmths are being
questioned, and broader tmths are bemg considered and embraced. The aftermath of the 1 1
September 2001 terrorist attacks cannot yet be measured but wiU surely permanently change
the entire North American culture, including Generation X. We simply have no way of
knowing what is on the horizon and beyond.
Postmodem thou^t is not equaUy present or equaUy faifluential m aU places and aU
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North American cultures. Much remains to be leamed about postmodernism, its effect on
North American thought, and how the Church can respond most effectively.
Church Growth Literature Is Too Limited to Procedural Issues and Too Generationally
Specific
This project has attempted to focus on the significant difference betweenwhat the
Review ofLiterature described as deep culture and procedural culture (see p. 61). Deep
culture focuses on the "whys" of the culture being studied while procedural culture focuses
on "how" a culture functions. While much focus has been given to characteristics of
GenerationX worship and the specific components used, the focus has been on why those
particular characteristics and components have deep cultural and theological meaning for
Generation X, and how one determines those meanings.
My evaluation ofmost church growth hterature is that it focuses primarily on
procedural culture, suggesting that procedures and components used successfiiUy in one
setting wiU produce simUar results if transferred to another setting. While this may very weU
work, settling for a procedural understanding of the culture we are attempting to reach limits
our understanding of the deeper needs, desires, and longings of the said culture. My
suggestion is that to best serve the culture and to most effectively communicate the gospel to
it, one must first seek to understand the deep culture and then seek to find ways to use the
procedural culUire to speak to those deeper cultural issues.
The Door Has Been Opened for Further Application and Modification of the Critical
Contextualization Model for the North American Mission Field
The best way to understand the culture is to be m dialogue with the members of the
culture. The best way to make worship culturaUy indigenous is through dialogue with the
culture. Rather than studymg the culture from afar, as an objective observer, critical
contextualization requfres personally engaging the culture and aUowing the culture itself to
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say what has meaning and what does not. The culture determines what issues are ofgreatest
concern. The culture determines what components used in worship are most effective.
Critical contextualization requires more than can be discovered in a book, because it requires
interaction with the specific culture that is to be reached.
The question for those trying to reach the unchurched ofNorth America is ifwe have
assumed that we understand the culture sufficiently enough to reach it, or, will reaching the
unchurched ofNorth America require the kind ofdialogue that critical contextuahzation
demands? I would suggest the latter. However, the unchurched culture must somehow also
come to realize that what it thinks it knows about Church, worship, the Bible, and
Christianitymay also be severely limited. That discovery is the resjionsibiUty of the Church.
Much fiiture dialogue must occur.
The most valuable part ofthis research has been the use ofan indigenous worship
team. This research su^ests that use ofsuch a team is the most effective means ofcreatmg
culturaUy mdigenous worship. Unfortunately, given the short duration of this study, this
particular team did not exist for a significant length of time. Much more could be leamed
about team ministry, team dynamics, coUaborative visioning, as weU as the process of
indigenization from a worship team that exists for a longer period of time. One significant
question would be if teams with a longer history and established pattems of behavior would
produce more effective results or if they would become so immersed in the church culture
that theywould no longer be able to be tmly indigenous. Further study m this area would be
helpfiil.
Practical AppKcations
Given the pragmatism ofGeneration X, this project appropriately ends by asking
what lessons were leamed that could be used as practical apphcations. I suggest six:
First, know the culture you are trying to reach. This can be accomplished through
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demographic studies and reviewing pertinent hterature. However, as stated many times, the
most effective means ofknowing the culture is through dialogue with the culture regarding
all aspects of life. As the gospel is presented and received, more dialogue is necessary to
know what aspects ofthe Bible speak most directly to the cultural concems and what cultural
forms enhance or inhibit a member of that culture's experience with God. Those who try to
reach out to any culture must become as intimately acquainted with the traditions, customs,
language, artifacts, concems, desires, fears, and history as they possibly can. The job of
everymissionary, pastor, evangehst, and worship leader must be to become experts ofthe
culture they are seeking to serve with the gospel.
Second, worship must he indigenous. Such a statement does not promote one
particular style ofworship over another. This does not necessarily advocate for so-caUed
"contemporary" worship over more traditional styles ofworship. Making worship
indigenous means that the components incorporated mto the worship experience, for the
purpose ofcommunicating the gospel and for providing opportunities for the worshiper to
encounter God, must reflect the worldview and context of the host culture. The substance
and the purpose of the worship service must always be to proclaim the gospel and to bring
the worshiper into an encounter with God. The means bywhich this occurs must be
determined by the host culture. Worship that is tmly indigenous is the most effective and
most bibhcaUy-based form ofworship.
Third, use an indigenous team to identify topics to be addressed in worship and to
plan the services. Though, as stated, this is merely an adaptation of the critical
contextualization model, usmg an indigenous team is the most effective way ofapplying the
model in a North American context as weU as applying the bibhcal model for the Church
operating as the body ofChrist. It also embraces the deshe for GenerationX to accept
leadership that is mutual rather than hierarchical. TTiou^ this requires far more work for the
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leadership, die team approach is the most eflfective means ofcreating worship that is
culturaUy relevant and meaningfiil.
Fourth, make the worship an experience. Thou^ we caimot control how God enters
the worship experience and interacts with the worshipers, and inappropriate to attempt to
manipulate the experience of the worshipers, churches should do all they can to make their
worship an experience where God can be encountered. According to the interviews ofboth
the intemal and extemal focus groups, worshipers desire to be engaged in multiple ways:
inteUectuaUy and emotionaUy, actively and passively, theologicaUy and practically, and via
the active engagement ofaU five senses. This requires a topic focus that is of interest to the
worshiper, an engaging interaction with that topic involving inteUectual, scriptural, and
multi-sensory stimuli, and tiie opportunity and freedom for the worshiper to respond in some
active and tangible way.
Fifth, the changing role ofpastoral leadership must be adopted. The pastor as expert
on aUmatters of theology and bibhcal doctrine is no longer effective. The pastor as maker
and enforcer ofmles is no longer effective. The pastor as performer ofdisengaged rituals is
no longer effective. The pastor as objector and critic to all things cultural is no longer
effective. The pastor as judge is no longer desfred. The pastor as a flawless and sinless man
or woman is no longer effective-and never tmly existed!
The pastor, who must be knowledgeable of the Bible and Christian doctrine, must
also become a human facUitator ofconversation between the culture and the gospel. The
watchword is authenticity. The primary quality ofa Christian pastor to Generation X and
sunilar cultures is authenticity. He or she must be able to articulate personal behefe,
supported by substantive bibhcal and theological teaching, and must be able to relate those
beUefs to the culture. To do so, the new role ofpastoral leadership requfres mmimizing the
perceived distance between pastor and laity, the pastor showing inwords and actions that he
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or she is simply one member ofthe body ofChrist, ofwhich we are aU equal members. The
pastor must be wiUing to be transparent, revealing faith, behef, and conviction, as weU as
feuhs, doubts, and weaknesses.
Ministers to Xers, particularly, need to be wiUing to show when theymess up.
Xers have grown tired of seeing prominent Christianministers mvolved in
scandals. Xers recognize the faUacy ofputting Christian leaders on a
pedestal. Encountering real people in real worship means removing the
pedestal. The effective GeiiX minister transparently opens up one's life and
says, "Listen, I may know more about Christianity than you, but I have
trouble hving up to what I know. I may be a bit fiirther down the road on the
joumey toward God, but I stih make mistakes. Join me on the joumey. It can
be bumpy, but it's worth the ride!" (Mays 172)
Ifthe pastor fafls to do so, he or she wiQ not be credible and will not be able to effectively
reach the unchurched ofthis generation.
Shdh, utilize all components throughout the worship service to communicate a single
theme and message. Just as the body ofChrist has manymembers thatmust work together to
be effective and team members' various ideas and talents come together synergisticaUy, the
various components incorporated into a given worship service are most effective when they
complement each other by working toward achieving the same message. Merely applymg
components deemed to be effective in reaching a particular culture does not necessarilymean
that aU of the components are achieving their desired resuh. The message of the gospel
presented in a given worship service, directed at a particular cultural issue or concern, is not
Umited to the sermon or even the components used to complement the sermon, such as
drama, video, or PowerPoint. The message should be communicated throughout the entire
service and all components incorporated into the service should serve the sole fimction of
helping die worshiper imderstand and respond to that message. WhUe this may seem
obvious, many worship services of aU styles consist of fragmented components with little or
no relationship to one another. Each component should be evaluated and employed based on
how weU it serves the entfre worship experience.
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The Rest of the Story...
The work of the worship team/internal focus group, the extemal focus group, and the
five-week Survivor series spanned a period ofapproximately two months. Even in the short
history ofThe Grapevine, two months is a relatively short period oftime. Yet, the entire
project needs to be placed within the larger context and story ofThe Grapevine's success as a
new church plant, predominantly targeting unchurched Gen Xers and consciously striving to
be culturaUy relevant and indigenous. Though The Grapevine has not yet established an
ongoing indigenous worship team to plan aU ofour worship services, simply due to the
multiple demands on the pastor, staff, and members ofa young growing church. The
Grapevine has used short-term worship planning teams now on several occasions and found
them to be very helpfiil in keeping worship relevant, practical, and contextuaUy grounded.
When a team has not existed, those who plan and lead worship on a weekly basis have strived
to hold to the same standards.
Each week. Grapevine worship is a uniquely different experience. Incorporating
contemporary expressions ofmusic, video, drama, PowerPoint, dance, sign language,
liturgical prayers, bibUcally-based practical messages, sacraments, symbols, notes, and a
myriad ofother worship forms. Grapevine worship seeks to be a place where aU barriers and
obstacles are removed and every opportunity is avaUable for encountering God mways that
are experiential and meaningfiil for their daUy hves. Usually mcorporated mto a multi-week
series, each service includes music, a message, prayer, and the Lord's Supper. However, the
form ofany ofthose elements may change from week to week, based on consideration of
what and how a given message can best be communicated and experienced.
The Grapevme held its first "unofficial" Sunday morning worship service on 3
October 1999 with little pubUcity. Hoping to develop a smaU core group before pubUcly
launching, we thought we should worship together and get used to the weekly rigors of
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planning worship, setting up for worship in an elementary school cafeteria, as weU as leadmg
the kind ofunique worship experiences we envisioned. Rather than the smaU group for
which we had planned, our 3 October attendance was 125! We quicldy grew to 150 m
attendance by the time we "oflBcially" launched m January. Our 23 January 2000 "Grand
Opening Sunday" hosted 335 attendees. As with all church plants, attendance dechned
foUowing the big day, but m less than two years we are nearing our "Grand Opening"
attendance on a weekly basis.
On a randomly chosen Sunday (28 October 2001), The Grapevine attendees-twelve
years old and over-were asked to complete an informal survey (see Appendix G) regarding
their previous church experience and attitudes toward our worship services. On that Sunday,
281 people attended. Approximately eighty-seven were chUdren under twelve years old. Of
the remaming 194, 164 completed the survey.
The survey revealed that on a randomly chosen Sunday aU age groups are
represented, but the largest age groups were Baby Boomers, Gen Xers, and MiUenials (see
Appendix H). AU worship components received very highmarks, but the music and the
message were mentioned most often. Of those reporting, 70 percent have attended The
Grapevine for more than a year, and 90 percent report attending weekly. Before coming to
the Grapevine, approximately 31 percent were United Methodist, 31 percent had attended
otiier Protestant churches, 17 percent were formerly CathoUc, 1 percent reported "other", and
9 percent reported no previous church involvement. Of those reporting, 47 percent had been
involved in another church within twelve months before coming to The Grapevine, while 53
percent had been inactive for more than a year, or had never participated in church at aU.
Regarding die main reason they attend The Grapevine's worship services, responses included
The CJrapevme's alternative style, our location, the friendUness of the people, the causal
atmosphere, the pastor's teaching, and a general consensus that God can be found.
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experienced, and understood via Grapevine worship.
In a recent leadership retreat. The Grapevine's founding vision and core values were
reevaluated, seeking to determine how faithfiil we have been to our vision and values and
whether or not they stiU adequately reflect whatwe sense God calling The Grapevine to be
now and for the fiiture (see Appendix A). My greatest concem was that our vision and values
were stiU only mine and had not yet become owned by The Grapevine leadership and our
church as a whole. Nearly forty leaders participated and unanimous agreed that the founding
vision and values are not just mine but tmly owned by the church itself, and that our job is to
continue working toward their realization. In fact, the consensus was that The Grapevine's
unique vision and values were the reason that each one ofthem had joined and become
leaders. As referred to in Chapter 3, three of those values have specific relevance to this
work: worship, outreach, and cultural relevance.
As reflected by the work of the worship team/intemal focus group the commitment of
the leadership to The Grapevine's vision and core values, and the numerical success ofThe
Grapevine's worship attendance, the fixiit ofthis research project is being experienced and
lived out to a significant degree. Though relatively few individuals were directly involved in
this research, for a relatively short period of time, the significance ofthis research is given
greater evidence in the overaU health and success ofThe Grapevine. This project wiU soon
fede away into The Grapevine's past and be forgotten, or unknown, bymost Yet the impact
of the lessons leamed wiU shape The Grapevine's worship, vision, and values for generations
to come.
Conclusion
The introduction ofthis work began whh the story ofBrazUian, Roman CathoUc,
Father Marcelo Rossi, who was reported to be reachmg tens ofthousands ofBrazU's youth
culture through charismatic, contemporary masses. The question was asked, "Can the
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Brazilian phenomenon be recreated in the United States among GenerationX?' Based on
this study, the answer is both no and yes.
No, die same phenomenon experienced among the youth culture in Brazil can in no
way be rephcated in the United States because of the cultural differences. The success of
Father Rossi's masses must be a result of their connection to the Brazilian youth culture.
Rossi's worship is indigenous for the Brazihan youth culture. The components of those
services have unique cultural and theological significance to the youth ofBrazil. While the
same components may be successfiiUy used in a North American worship service for
Generation Xers, their appeal and significance wiU be diSerent just as the two cultures are
different. Yes, significant sunilarities exist between the two cultures, but the differences are
even greater.
The answer, however, must also be yes. The same phenomenon experienced among
the cathohe youth culture m Brazil can and must be replicated inNorth America in every
cultural subgroup if the Great Commandment is to be fulfilled. Yet, the Brazihan
phenomenon cannot be merely replicated by attempting to transfer components of their
worship services and imposing them on unchurched Gen Xers in North America. answer
is yes, ifwe can apply the same principles that were used in BrazU to discem how to reach
BrazUian youth. Thou^ no detaUs were given regarding that BrazUian process of
discernment, the findings ofthis project suggest that success m reaching the unchurched
throu^ Christian worship is entirely dependent uponmaking that worship culturally
indigenous.
GenerationX remams ahi^y unchurched subgroup of the North American culture,
as do the generations that foUow h. To reach the unchurched of these generations and others,
we must be wiUing to adapt and change for the sake ofcommunicating the gospel. As Easum
and Bandy write, "Indigenous worship requires the wiUingness ofworship designers to do
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anything, change anything, andmove anything to better communicate the gospel. Nothing is
sacred except the gospel. Nothing is valued more than the transformational impact of the
gospel" (67). Such change can only come from a passion to reach the unchurched, a
willingness to be in dialogue with unchurched cultures, and to do aU within our power to
provide worship experiences where the gospel can be conmrunicated and responded to in
ways that are culturaUymeaningfiil. By doing so, the Church may discover what Bosch
refers to as, "previously unknown mysteries of the faith" rTransformmgMission 456).
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APPENDIX A
The Grapevine, a United Methodist Church-Vision and Core Values
VISIONSTATEMENT
Growing in God's love and loving the people ofPort St. Lucie into a relationship with Jesus
Christ.
WORSHIP
Commitment to corporate and private worship.
The most unportant thmg we do is worship-pubhcly and privately-offering to God our
prayers, our offerings, our sacrifices, and our songs ofpraise. In worship we meet and
experience God, and receive his grace through the Word, the sacraments, music, and the arts.
The life and mmistry ofThe Grapevine, and its members, begins in worship and flows from
it "God is spirit, and his Worshipers must worship in spirit and in truth.
"
(John 4:24)
OUTWARD FOCUS
Commitment to others.
A grapevine does not exist for itself, but exists to benefit others with its fruits. In the same
way. The Grapevine does not exist for itself^ but for the benefit ofothers in Port SL Lucie and
around the world. The mmistries of The Grapevine exist to benefit and influence the hurting,
the lost, and aU that need the love ofChrist. Jesus said, "You are the light ofthe world... let
your light shine before others, so that they may see your goodworks and give glory to your
Father in heaven." (Matthew 5:14-16) We do not exist for ourselves. We are blessed to be a
blessing to others.
EVERYMEMBER INMINISTRY
Commitment to the shared ministry ofall Christians.
A grapevine serves no purpose if it does not produce fiuit In the same way. The Grapevine
exists to produce the fiuit ofGod's love. The fiuits of The Grapevine are our many and
varied ministries, which ah exist for the sole purpose of sharing God's love. Jesus said, "/
chose you. And I appointedyou to go and bearfruit, fruit that will last " (John 15:16)
Furthermore, aU men, women, and children who have received God's love are chosen by God
and gifted by the Holy Spirit to bear the fruit ofministry themselves.
CHRISTIANCOMMUNITY
Commitment to small group participation.
On a grapevine, the branches must be rooted m the vme itself. A branch apart from the vme
carmot produce fiuit and it withers and dies. Jesus said, "Just as the branch cannot bear
fruit by itselfunless it abides in the vine, neither can you unless you abide in me." (John 15:4)
In the same way, all members of The Grapevine are cormected to Christ and each other,
through active participation in smaO groups-where each person is loved, supported, held
accountable, and encouraged in thefr Christian growth.
GROWTH
Commitment to spiritual, numerical, and ministry growth.
A grapevine must grow and mature each seasoiih-growing new branches, deeper roots, and
producing new fiuits. In the same way. The Grapevine is conunitted to ongomg growth. We
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can never become complacent and remain the same. God is always calling us to become
more-corporately and mdividuaUy-to reach the lost, to mcrease the Kingdom ofGod, and to
mdividually mature in the faith, "only God gives the growth." (2 Corinthians 3:7)
A GREATHARVEST
Commitment to evangelism.
Grapevines exist to produce a harvest of fruit. The Grapevine exists to produce a harvest of
souk for Jesus, who is the Lord of the harvest. Jesus said, "The harvest isplentiful, but the
laborers arefew; therefore ask the Lordofthe harvest to send out laborers into his harvest.
"
(Luke 10:2) We are his laborers, and wiU be ever dihgent in our loving pursuit ofthe last,
the least, and the lost. We wiU not be content until Christ k known by ah!
CULTURAL RELEVANCE
Commitment to clarity.
In bibhcal times, the wine made from the new grapes was put in new wineskins. Jesus said,
"No one puts new wine into oldwineskins; otherwise the new wine will burst the skins and
will be spilled, and the skins will be destroyed.
"
(Luke 5:37) Jesus was using new wine and
new skins as symbok for expressing spiritual truth in new and relevant ways. In the same
way. The Grapevine seeks to be culturally relevant, and to help people understand and apply
the great spiritual truths of the Bible to thefr everyday experiences.
NEWBEGINNINGS& FRESHSTARTS
Commitment to new life.
Jesus said, "I have come that they may have life, and have it abundantly.
"
(John 10:10) 2
Corinthians 5:17 says, 'Tfanyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has gone, the new
has come. " Just as a grapevine shows signs ofnew life each season. The Grapevine is
committed to leading aU people into the experience ofnew life that ordy Jesus Christ can
offer�a life that k new and abundant, fruitful. Spirit-empowered, and freed from the pain and
brokermess of the past
AUTHENTIC CHRISTIANITY
Commitment to distinctive, holy Irving.
Grapevines grow in a vineyard, which k distinctly different than anything that surrounds it.
Life in tire vineyard is uniquely different than that outside of ft. Though The Grapevine is
committed to ever increasing boundaries of influence, and seeks to draw aU people m.
Grapevine life k a life set apart by God. We are different because of the "Fruit of the
Spirif-love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfiibiess, gentleness, and self-
control-exhibited m our words and actions (Galatians 5:22). We seek to live our lives in
such a way, and to be such a church, that aU people will see, know, and yearn for the
difference. "Butyou are a chosenpeople, a royalpriesthood, a holy nation, apeople
belonging to God, thatyou may declare thepraises ofhim who calledyou out ofdarkness
into his wonderful light
"
(1 Peter 2:9)
BEAUTY& CREATTVTTY
Commitment to creative expressions ofFaith.
A grapevkie k just one example of the beauty ofGod's creativity. God k the first and
greatest aitkt, and we are his greatest work, "For we are God's masterpiece
"
(Ephesians
2:10). We were created m the image of the creator, who has gifted us widi an appreciation
for beauty and the ability to create beauty from God's creation. While we can xvsvet worshq>
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creation. The Grapevme is committed to beautiflil expressions ofcreativity that pomt to the
creator.
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APPENDIX B
Internal Focns Group Interview Questions-Set 1
1 . What components ofworship have you seen used at The Grapevine or other churches?
2 . Which components do you find particularly helpfiil ormeanmgfid and why?
3. What do you hope to experience in and to take fiom the worship experience?
4. Describe what youwould consider to be the ideal worship experience?
5. What issues, concems, or fears do you thmk are ofgreatest concem to the average Gen
Xers m Port St. Lucie? Which is number one?
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APPENDIX C
Internal Focus Group Interview Questions-Set 2
1 . Reflect on your participation in today's worship planning.
2. To what degree did we become a team and share a common vision for the task ofcreating
worship services?
3. To what degree did I lead the process and cast the vision for our taskwithout dominating
or biasuig the process?
4. How could we improve the team worship planning process?
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APPENDIX D
Internal Focns Group Interview Questions-Set 3
1 . What is your overall evaluation of the five-week series in terms ofachievmg our vision
for the series?
2. How weU did the series reflect and accomphsh the original intention of the plaiming
process?
3. To what degree do you feel that your participation in the planning impacted what was
actuaUy presented in the worship services?
4. Which of the services had the greatest impact and why?
5. How weU did these services connect with your everyday concems, issues, and fears?
6. How did these five services help you to grow in your relationship with and knowledge of
God?
7. Would you choose to help plan worship services for The Grapevine agam? Why or why
not?
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APPENDIX E
External Focus Group Interview Questions-Set 1
1 . What is your previous church experience? How would you evaluate diat experience?
2. What are your overaU impressions ofthe church in general and worship services
specificaUy?
3 . What are the main reasons you do not regularly attend worship?
4. Describe the kind ofworship service that you would actually consider attending.
5. What are the topics, issues, and concems that are on your mind die most? Which are the
most important to you?
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APPENDIX F
External Focns Group Interview Questions-Set 2
1 . What was your overall impression of the Grapevine and the series of services you
attended?
2. Which components of the worship services were particularly appealing to you and why?
3. To what degree did the worship services and their components coimectwith your life?
4. To what degree did the worship services help you to connectwith God?
5. What changes would you suggest that The Grapevine make to improve its worship
services?
6. WiU you continue to attend worship at The Grapevine? Why orwhy not?
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APPENDIX G
28 October 2001 Worship Survey Questions
1. Year ofBirth
2. Which components ofGrapevine worship are most meaningful to you:
Music Drama
Video Visuals
Message The Lord's Supper
Odier
3. How long have you attended The Grapevine?
Less than 6 months Less than 12 months More than 1 year
4. Approximately how often do you attend The Grapevine?
Weekly Monthly OccasionaUy
5. Prior to The Grrapevine, what was your primary rehgious involvement?
United Methodist Cathohe
Other Protestant denomination Non-denominational
Charismatic/Pentecostal Other
None
6. Before The Grapevine, how recently had you regularly attended another church?
Less than 6 months Less than 1 2 months More than 1 year
7. What is the mam reason you worship at The Grapevine?
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APPENDIX H
Results of the 28 October 2001 Congregational Survey
1. Year ofBirth
1910s -2
1920s -7
1930s -13
1940s -23
1950s -39
1960s -40
1970s- 11
1980s -29
1990s - 1
2. Which components ofGrapevme worship are mostmeaningfiil to you:
Music - 113
Video -74
Message - 135
Drama -76
Visuals - 56
Lords Supper - 76
Other - Connection, Fellowship, Greeters, Friendships, People, Kids Stuff,
Snacks, FeUowship, Fellowship, Fellowship, People speak fix)m their hearts,
FeUowship, Lords Prayer, Dance, Donuts and Drinks
3. How long have you attended the Grapevine?
Less than 6 months - 25
Less than 12 months - 22
More than 1 year - 1 1 5
4. Approximately how often do you attend The Grapevine?
Weekly- 148
Monthly - 5
OccasionaUy - 8
5. Prior to The Grapevine, what was your primary religious involvement?
UnitedMetfiodist- 51
Other Protestant Denomination - 21
Charismatic/Pentecostal - 15
Roman CathoUc - 29
Non-denominational - 15
Odier -7
None - 14
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6. Before the Grapevine, how recently had you regularly attended another church?
Less than 6 months - 62
Less than 12 months - 15
More than 1 year - 78
7. What is the main reason you worship at The Grapevine?
� Lovmg being with sister here
� Close to home
� I Uke it
� Close by
� Near
� 1 hke it verymuch
� Great sermons
� New concept m relationship with Jesus
� I like it
� I enjoy the friendship and worship service
� The loving people
� My need for God
� Location
� Love, fellowship, and every phase ofworship
� Friendly
� Gives me weekly strength
� Worship
� Visitmg famUy in the area
� The way the church operates
� Vance and company
� I enjoy the services and the friendliness of the church, how everyone is welcome
� It is exactly what 1 need, exceUent leadership
� FiU my Christian needs and grow
� Feeling ofGods love m the church, friendhness, and feeling ofbeing welcome
� Family
� Methodist Church
� Friendliness
� Involved
� Teaches gospel
� Church is for family
� Upliftmg atmosphere
� Come to church with Grapevine members when visitmg in Port St. Lucie
� The pastor and feUowship
� Close to home, good friends, but most of aU messages are relevant to Ufe
� The people
� I enjoy it
� To find God and to let God know that I love him
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� Pastors messages and fellowship
� Friendship, pastor, involvement
� I like the service and the people are friendly. I can understand more here and 1
think God showed me the way here
� FeUowship
� Its the most fim I've ever had praising the Lord
� Pastoral and musical message is relevant to me and my famUy, welcomiig and
open atmosphere
� Vance's perky personahty
� Gods calling
� The message and the way it is given, close to home
� The service is very simple to foUow
� Wife's involvement in Christianity
� Message
� I feel very comfortable here, people are great, the messages
� Format
� I was brought to the Lord much closer bymymother and was searching for a
long time untU we fi)und The Grrapevine
� Pastor, music, aU else
� To serve God, to know God
� Vance
� Pastor Vance
� FamUy
� Biblical teaching
� Core values, church with passion to be involved
� Comfort, understandmg ofmessage
� Feel very comfortable
� Its an event
� Vance
� To worship God and develop relationship with him
� Daughter
� The message is something we can relate to in every day terms
� The message given everyweek relates dfrectiy to the Bible
� To leam more about Christ
� Strength
� Chit of the box thinkmg
� Praise and worship
� Comfortable atmosphere
� To know God
� Fellowship, I feel welcomed
� I feel like I fit in here and I want to worship the Lord
� Freedom ofthe Spirft and no rehgious hype
� Comfort, sense ofbelonging,
� Easy to understand Vance
� By fer, the teachmg method/style ofPastor Vance
� To feel closer to the Lord
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� To grow spiritually
� Messages
� Exciting, meaningfiil to my life every week
� The message stays with me everyweek, the church makes sense, the children
enjoy going to church for the first time
� I enjoy it
� Message/music
� Agape
� I love being part ofa church family and feeling welcome
� Relevant to my life
� Encouragement to keep faith and be a better person
� I am trying to find God
� To recharge, 1 love how Worsh^iing makes me feel
� For God
� Itmakes me feel God
� I feel better here and the people are very nice
� The worship is inspiring and the message always realtes tomy daUy life
� Message is always inspiring
� People
� Whole famUy can relate and enjoy
� The service is very uplifting
� Enjoy it
� To be close to Jesus
� People and minister
� Innovative, ahve, relates to real world
� The contemporary service
� Relationship whh Christ
� Casual, great message and music
� Comfortable atmosphere, message appljdng to the world as it is today
� I love everything about it
� Comfortable, open, caring
� Real world, relative to what's currently going on in the world
� Casual style, worship music, message
� Informative, relaxmg, fim
� Spiritual Uving
� We feel welcome here, the kids love commg each and every Sunday
� Like it here
� I feel comfortable
� Relevant to real lUe, its comfortable
� Fun
� Contemporary and relevant to today' s issues
� Love the pastor and the music
� Alternative approach to Christianity-no "finger-pomting"
� Its a great church
� Great atmosphere, good messages
� Parents
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� Enjoyable church experience
� To ask God for help
� Its fiin, mteresting, upbeat, messages are relevant
� Youth group
� Down to earth and understandable message, very friendly, and fim atmosphere
� The people
� Close to home
� Wonderfiil pastOT and youth pastor that I understand
� Because it is interesting and fim
� Easier to hsten and understand than regular worship
� Casual atmosphere
� Pastor Vance
� Life changes
� Its meaningfiil
� Because its cool
� Because its cool
� I like it
� Go with family
� For God
� Its more active than otiier churches
� Feehng God
� Its meaningfiil
� The fim
� Its cool
� FeUowship
� Its fim and its a new way to get to know God
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